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ex,We have a few

,

"Timtronic" kits (ETI Sept. 73) left
and when these have gone we cannot guarantee future
availability of this kit. If you want one take advantage of our special £4 voucher. The voucher is valid
for £4 off the pre-VAT price of any one of our clock

kits advertised below only and is valid until 30th
April 1974. The coupon must accompany each order
(C.W.O. only).
The special offer kit prices are thus: Timtronic
£20; 5316-LC £28; 5314-Jumbo £22.80; all plus
VAT and p.p.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAYS

MM5311

6 digit clock chip with BCD and
£ 9.00
seven-segment outputs, interfaces
with most display types.
MM5314
As MM5311 but no BCD outputs. £ 7.20
MM5316
Four digit alarm clock with alter- £15.00
nate seconds display,Sleep and
Snooze features.Interfaces directly
to DG12 and TA8055 displays.
MK5017AA Six digit clock chip with alarm
.£14.00
and Snooze,interfaces to DG12,
DL34 and TIL360.As used in ETI
Sept. 73 TIMTRONIC.
CT7001
Six digit clock/alarm/calendar
£18.00
chip.
ZN414
AM radio chip, as used in many
£ 1.10
articles.
LM380
2VAI Audio Amp in 14-pin pack, £ 1.50
LM377
Two LM380s in one pack, 14-pin £ 2.70
OIL.
LM381A
Stereo pre-amp, very high spec,
4.47
lower noise figures than LM381
(which are not available).
LM....
Other National audio chips available to
order we will have the 1800, 1805, etc
when available.
LM3900
4 Op-amps in 14-pin OIL
69p
555
General purpose Mono/Astable timer. 90p
LM322
High stability precision timer.
£ 2.50
CA3081
16-pin DI L containing 7 NPN
£ 1.47
Common-emitter transistors, for
7 seg LED drivers.
CA3082
As CA3081 but common-collector£ 1.47
connected.
OTHERS
We have a few calculator ICs at special
prices, please ring for details.

DG12
DL707
DL747
DL34
TI L360
TA8055

Phosphor-diode IF luorescent)
tubes digit 12.5mm.
Light-pipe LED in 14-pin
package, 0.3ins.
Light-pipe LED in DI L package,
Giant 0.6ins.
Four Olin digits in 14-pin DI L
pack, Common C.
Six 0.1in digits in 16-pin OIL
pack, Common C.
Four 0.6in Liquid-crystal digits

£ 2.00
£ 2.00
£ 2.62
£10.00
£15.00
£13.00

KITS AND PCBS
TIMTRONIC

5316-LC
5314-Jumbo

CASES
PCBs

Kit for ETI article, MK5017AA,
four DG12s, IC socket, PCB
£24.00
and full instructions.
MM5316, socket, TA8055,
£32.00
PCB and instructions.
MM5314, socket, 4 x DL747, £26.80
2 x DL707, CA3081, PCB
and full instructions.
Complete kit less case, etc.
£30.00
Perspex Timtronic case 2.50,
Wood 5314 case £4.50.
Timtronic or 5316 or 5314 kits
£2.50. PCB for six DL707 for
Digitronic type project £1.00.

J

LEDS, SOCKETS ETC.
TIL209

These and similar LED lamps,
20p
Red colour.
RED & GREEN We still have a few pairs of
50p
LEDs which we are clearing
at a special price. 1 red & 1 green.
24 & 28-pin LSI sockets, high quality gold
£1.15
contacts, etc.
40-pin LSI sockets, high quality gold contacts £1.35
etc.
16-pin low insertion force sockets for IC test£2.00
ing, etc.

CLOCK DATA SHEETS —SAE.

Pin Headers. 14 and 16-pin units which may
be used as DIY ICs or as a plug for OI L sockets.
Flat cable. 16 way flat cable for use with pin
headers, metre.
DI LSWs
A range of miniature switches in
a 16-pin DI L pack. 1 pole 8 way

40p
35p

75p, 2 pole 4 way 80p, 4 pole
2 way 85p, DI LVAR Ifour 1 pole
2 ways 90p.

ADVICE - PHONE 0442-62757

POST & PACKING — 10p. OVERSEAS (AIRMAIL) 50p.

VAT — ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT.

PAYMENT C.W.O. or ACCOUNT. ACCESS. ORDERS & PAYMENT BY PHONE ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON MOST ITEMS — STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR QUOTATION.

EYW
2

BYWOOD ELECTRONICS
181 EBBERNS ROAD
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HERTS. TEL.0442-62757.
24 HOUR ANSAPHONE ON-LINE.
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50

A new approach to basic electronics
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More ways to use our low cost laser project

CREATIVE AUDIO

60

A practical guide to creating and using your own sound

projects
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LIGHT EFFECT KITS REVIEWED

26

Jeff Maynard look at the kit market

PHILIPS RH52•1 AMPLIFIER

36

Latest amplifier has mid-range 'presence' control

SONY ECM22P ELECTRET MICROPHONE

38

Lightweight microphone has excellent frequency response

DYNACO A25 SPEAKER

40

A good speaker at alow price

SHURE M75ED and M91ED CARTRIDGES
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Two cartridges in Shure's mid-price bracket
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Cover: The ETI International 4-Channel Amplifier not only looks good but
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U.K kLARGEST RANGE OF BRANDED AND GUARANTEED
DEVICES. (Quantity Discounts 10%12+, 15%25+, 20%100+)

(Any one type except where quantity discounts show) Min. Order f1.00 please, PostlOp :,
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

VERY IMPORTANT. ONLY branded IC's are to the FULL manulacturers specifications ALL others are not. Henry's sell only branded integrated Circuits ... From
TEXAS ... I.T.T.... FAIRCHILD ... SIGNETICS. So why buy alternatives or
under spec, devices when you can purchase the genuine article from us-ex stock
need we say more!

ere

Tort-

Type

111 12129 30199

SN'400N
SN7401N
SN740tAN
5974029
SN7403N
SN7403AN
SN7404N
5974059
SN7405AN
5974069
597407N
SN7408N
5974099
SN 74095 N
5974109
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7412AN
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
5/97412N
5974225N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7427N
SN7428N
SN!430N
S9 1412N
SN (4 i3N
SklatiAN
5N141IN
597418N
SN743859
SN7440N
SN74415N
SN7442N
SN7443N
5N 1444N
SN /445N
SN7446N
SN7447AN

£p

£p

fp

20
20
311
20
20
38
24
20
44
40
40
25
33
44
20
25
28
341
30
72
30
30
20
28
38
37
37
37
43
20
37
43
57
43
43
57
20
85
85
50
I50
216
216
160

018
018
0311
018
018
031
021
018
044
038
018
022
033
044
0 11
023
028
038
027
072
027
017
0 18
028
018
034
0 37
037
043
018
037
43
0 ST
043
043
057
018
079
079
127
127
2 16
216
101)

016
016
0 13
011
016
013
018
0 16
030
035
035
0 19
028
0 311
016
021
025
033
025
003
025
025
016
025
013
032
032
032
0 37
016
032
038
050
037
037
050
016
073
073
113
113
189
189
157

1/11 12129 30/99
£p

Type

1111 12/29 30/99

£ p £p

SN7448N
SN7450N
SN7451N
S974539
597454N
5N74609
SN7470N
SN7472N
5N74739
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7480N
S974819
SN7482N
5N74839
SN74859
55174869
SN74/39N
SN7490N
SN7491AN
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN74100N
SN74104N
SN74105N
SN74107N
SN74110N
5N741119
SN74116N
SN74118N
SN74119N
5974120N
SN7412IN
SN74122N
SN741239
SN74125N
SN74126N

50
20
20
20
20
20
33
31
44
48
59
45
00
25
87
20
87
.50
-32
75
10
75
75
85
85
00
15
60
60
Si
57
86
16
00
92
05
57
80
44
69
69

127
011
018
018
0 II
018
030
0 38
041
048
055
036
0 70
110
080
110
187
0 50
4 32
070
100
070
070
080
080
090
189
053
053
051
057
086
216
090
192
105
057
080
144
069
069

113
016
018
0 14
016
016
027
014
0 17
042
0 51
032
050
095
0 72
100
111.3
044
378
063
090
063
063
0 75
0 75
083
180
045
045
045
050
0 75
189
083
168
092
050
070
120
060
060

59741329
SN74136N

72 072 063
63 063 055

£ p Ls,
SN74141N
SN74142N
5974145N
SN74147N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74153N
SN74154N
SN74I55N
5N741569
5974157N
SN74I59N
SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N
5N741639
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN7411369
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
S9741749
SN74175N
5974176N
SN74177N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185AN
SN74I88N
5N741909
59741919
SN74192N
SN74193N
59741949
5N741959
SN74196N
5N741979
SN74198N
SN74199N

100
288
144
230
2 01
230
115
109
230
115
109
109
244
158
1 Si
158
158
201
201
2II
4 10
2U
576
186
ISO
111
144
144
144
518
144
210
216
648
2 30
2 30
230
230
1 72
144
I58
1 511
316
OU

090
2III
144
230
201
230
115
I09
230
115
109
109
244
1Si
158
158
158
201
201
2 16
4 10
218
576
166
1N
129
144
144
144
5 18
144
218
216
648
2 30
2 30
2 30
230
172
144
158
158
316
288

fp
080
252
120
183
163
201
I00
095
201
100
100
095
214
131
138
134
138
176
171
189
359
252
504
145
157
113
126
126
120
453
126
119
189
S07
201
201
201
201
151
126
131
1U
277
252

LARGER QUANTITY AND 0 EM PRICES PHONE (01) 723 3646, PRICING OF
5117400 SERIES IS CALCULATED ON THE TOTAL NUMBER ORDERED
REGARDLESS OF MIX. 51t174 .. HIGH POWER
. SN74
..LOW POWER
SERIES IN STOCK .
SEND FOR LIST 36, FREE ON REQUEST. LOW PROFILE
SOCKE TS 14 PIN
15p. 16 PIN ... 17p. 8 PIN ... 14p.

EASY TO BUILD KITS BY AMTRON
-Everything supplied
Model No
310 Radio control receiver
300 4-channel RIC transmitter
345 Superhet R/C receiver
455 AM signal generator
65 Simple transistor tester
115 8watt Amplifier
120 12 watt amplifier
125 Stereo control unit
130 Mono control unit
605 Power supply for 115
610 Power suPPIY for 120
615 Power supply for 2 x120
230 AM/FM aerial amplifier
240 Auto packing light
275 Mic. preamplifier
570 LF generator 10Hz-1mHz
575 Sg. wave generator 20FIz-20Khz
590 SWR reeler
620 NI-CAD Charger 12-12v
630 STAB Power supply 6-12v 025-0-1A
690 DC motor speed Gov.
700 Electronic Chaffinch
705 Windscreen wiper timer
760 Acoustic switch
780 Metal Detector (electronics only)
790 Capacitive Burglar alarm
835 Guitar preamp.
840 Delay car alarm
875 CAP. Discharge ignition for car engine
(-Ve Earth)
80 Scope Calibrator
255 Level indicator
525 120-160inHz VHF timer
715 Photo cell switch
795 Electronic continuity tester
860 Photo timer
371
Slide projector auto, leed control
235 Acoustic Alarm or driver
465 Quartz SIAL checker

2,98
5.95
5.95
12.33
1.40
3.90
4.70
5.70
3,150
••155
4,55
5.73
2,93
590
.0.
15 80
14.60
12.85
11.00
8.15
2.87
7.00
6.150
10 ,75
9,85
6,85
4.25
6,15
13.15
2.25
eie
11.30
7.70
4.30
13.25
7.15
7.60
8.75

ALL KITS OFFERED
SUBJECT TO STOCK
AVAILABILITY

FREE BOOKLET
All types of
Transistors
Rectifiers-Bridges
SCR's - Triacs
Integrated Circuits
F.E.T.- Light Devices
OVER 1500 DIFFERENT DEVICES
ENTIRELY NEW 1973 EDITION
More Devices
*
New Prices
*
New Ranges *
This is a must for all Semi-conductor
Users. (Ask for booklet No. 36.)
SEND

FOR

YOUR

FREE

TODAY

TBA801) 5 WATT IC
Suitable
alternative
to
SL403D 5130 volt operated.
8/16 OHM 5 watt output.
With circuits and data
f1 50.

Strobe Tuba
ZFT44/1(TF2 Suitable for
Dec..73 Pract Electronics
£2.50
ST2 10321 DISC
259
CR51/40 SCR
45p
Ultrasonic Transducers
Operate at 40Khz 4910100
yds. Ideal remote switching and signalling. Complete with data transmitter
and
receiver new
IC
circuits. Per pair £5 90.
TA900 with sisdiet £1.80

*
WS/
Sinclair IC12
with circuits and data 6
watt
IC
with
printed
circuit
board. 28
volt.
operated £2•00.

Prices correct at time
of preparation
Subject to change
without notice

COPY

EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL OFFERS
PAW/LW CAR RADIO
•or -cerro with speeters end lisous £15.50
epi •.; el;
8TRACE( CAR VIREO
-Eerthl with soeekers in pode and fixings £12.60 Carripeckg 40p
PORTASLE SATTERY CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER
CAR UONTER PLUG AND ADAPTOR
•ii cassette end radio 6 7¡ 9von output I
state wdlthl
ROTEL STEREOPHONES

t7.215
£1.95 each

£4.50
£6 .
75
£3.30
RA310
15 watt Stereo Amplifier (Lost £52 001
£34.52
ARAI MAO
Stereo cassette recorder
£60.116 can pectg 500
Ped Men ADM rnicrephones
CLOW can pectin. 200
WEIN W500
11,,tterv..Mains Cassette Recorder
£12.79
POSTASLE CASSETTE TAPE
merle- for car or carry around
£7.215 cen pwlig 20p
NANIMAX MOO POCKET CALCULATOR WITH 0E0
t211•05
NANIALAR SC111.1
Me ,nory Version
£37 ,50
Mein. unit for 13C808 C81141 ist•te
£2 ,85
HAMM( N101 entwo COMPACT RECORD PLAYER
2.7 walls Complete with spakers Ilist C54-501 Poise £39.95
Phis free pen of stereo phones
ro-i 700

ZN414 IC
3015F 7SLOE
Integrated circuit radio as
i,ize complete
featured by many magaprice £1.70 e •
liliiptiil clock circuits i• •
zines (PW Jan. 73 Reprint
Ref. No. 10 for 10p). El 20.
No 31 15p)
111209 LED
24p each
22p per 10

,tft

A SELECTION FOR FULL LIST SEND FOR
BOOKLET 36 TODAY.

TRANSISTORS
55Z13
AC107
AC128
ACI87
ACY17
ACY39
50149
50161
50152
AF117
AF119
AFI39
5E186
AF239
ASY27
85115
BAX13
BC107
BC108
BC100
BC109C
BC111
BC 147
BCI69C

10p
35p
20p
20p
35p
65p
50p
39p
39p
20p
50p
33p
409
44p
30P
10p
SP
iSp
iSp
15e
149
16p
I2P
11p

TRIACS

BC182
BCY32
BCY39
BCY55
8CY70
BCY71
BCY72
80124
130131
8E115
8E180
8E194
BFXI3
8FX34
BFX88
BEVY:
BEY51
13E1'64
BFYOO
BLY36
85020
81
_115
BY100
BYI27

MAT121

35p
S5p
5Sp
75p
55p
187

25p
MJE340 50p
MJE520 ISp
MJE3055
75p
MPF105 Up
NKT217 415p
NKT404 Up
055
Up
0581
Ittp
05200
8p
05202 111p
OCI6
85p
0C20
125
0C28
Sop
0C35
55p

st
"'"'"""
9
with
accessories

3 AMP RANGE
1-11
Price
Type P I.V. Each
SC355 100v
lOp
SC258 200v
85p
SC35D 400v
90P
SC35E 500v £1 20
6 AMP
SCIOA
SC408
SC4011
SC40E

BYZ13
CI060
GET111
GETI15
(zET880
LM309K

12p
85p
100
250
15p
20p
13p
80p
45p
22p
33p
13p
25p
55p
22p
20p
20p
45p
75p
625
15p
220
15p
15p

RANGE
100v
90p
200v
959
400v £1 20
500v £1 50

10 AMP RANGE
SC455 100v £1 05
3A ii ,17
7041

SC458
SC450
SCI5E

200v £1 15
400v £1 45
500v £1 85

15 AMP RANGE
SC50A 100v £1 45
SC508 200v £1 05
SC500 400v £1 95
SC50E 500v £2 25
TRIACS
Additional Types
41)430 TRIAC
(T066)
85p
40669 TRIAC
(Plastic) 90P
40486 TRIAC
11 -051
7Sp
15 Amp
TO48

H

0C36
0C44
0C45
0071
0072
0077
0081
0013

ocle

0C170
0C200
0C202
OCP71
ORP12
ORP60
P3465
TIL209
TIP295
TIP305
TIP315
TIP415
TIP425
T1S43
V405A

65p
lap
lIp

15p
lop
55p
28p
25p
f5p
2Sp
55p
90p
100
55p
459
20p
25p
49p
Sip
Sip
74p
911p
260
25p

ZTX108
ZTX300
ZTX302
ZTX500
2G301
2N697
2N706
29930
29987
291132
291304
2N1613
291671
2N2147
292160
292920
293053
293054
293055
2N3440
293442
293525
2N3614
2N3702

11/p
14p
18p
15p
40p
15p
lop
20p
451,
23p
22
201)
100
75p
811P
10P
Up
45p
409
51)p
110
11119
511P
lip

2N3714
293771
2N3773
293790
293919
2N3866
293903
2N4002
294126
294871
295457
25001
25026
25303
40250
40361
40362
40408
40486
40636
40430

160
175
225
225
3Sp
75p
15p
11p
15p
359
34
300
I90
70p
45p
45p
40p
50p
150
100
85p

NEW RANGES

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

FEATURES SMALL SIZE AND LOW COST. Sizes are
approximate.
250M/A QUARTER AMP
13025/05
50 Ply
16p
8025110
100 Ply
18p

ea
209
22p
23p
259
27p

1.11

j AMP 1-11 Pricing
Type
P.I V. Price
B05/05
50v
805110
100v
B05120
200v
805/40
400v
605/60
600v
¡H 4¡L 4-e4"dia.

30p
3013
35p
45p
559

1 AMP
P.I.V.
81/05
50v
81110
100v
131/20
200v
81/60
600v
¡H 4¡L 4ex"dia.

25p
25p
28p
30p

100v
200v
400v
600v

40p
40p
45p
55p
65p

1 AMP P.I.V.
00005
50v
W01
100v
WO2
200v
WO6
600 v
14 Tubular

299
30p
329
35p

400v

60P

SEVEN AMP (T0411)
CRS 7/100
100v
CRS 7/200
200v
CRS 7/400
400v
CRS 7/600
600v

110p
117p
85p
950

SIXTEEN AMP (T643)
CRS 16/100
100v
CRS 16/200
200y
CRS 16/400
400v
CRS 161600
600v

709
75p
85p
£1 10

SILICON
CONTROLLED
RECTIFIERS
Type
ONE
CR5
CRS
CRS
CRS
CRS

AMP (T05) P.I.V.
7/
I/10AF
100v
200v
11205F
400v
11405E
600v
1/605F

THREE AMP (T0111)
CRS 31105F
CRS 3120AF
CRS 3140AF
CRS 3180AF
FIVE AMP
CRS 5/400

enry 's
EDGWARE ROAD, W2

I-

2 AMPS P.I.V.
62105
50v
82110
100v
82/20
200v
82/60
600v
132/100
1000v
¡H s¡L
ex 'dia.

35p
40p
45p
50p
559

4 AMPS P.I.V.
1341100
100v
1341200
200v
1341400
400v
64/600
600v
841400
800v
¡H r¡L sex dia

55p
59p
65p
75p
£1 00

4 AMPS P.I.V.
136105
50v
B6110
100v
B6120
200v
86140
400v
136/640
600v
(H 4¡I_ aex- dia

11S
)p
p
80p
90p
£1 00

All prices correct et time
of prou

10% VAT

to be added to all
orden (UK only)
Export & UK
Manufacturer:
Colleges supplied.
E. &O. E

ELECTRONICS
FOR EVERY
R1
L
A
MDI
T
O
ED
I PURPOSE
See facing page
for addresses

BUILD YOURSELF APOCKET CALCULATOR
A Complete kit, packaged in a polo.
styrene container and taking about
3 hours to assemble-thats the Sinclair
Cambridge
pocket
calculator
from
Henry's. Some of the many features
include
interface
chip.
thick-film
resistor pack, printed circuit board,
electronic
components
pack.
Size
Er long g
r wide o¡I" deep.
Free of charge with the kit for the more
advanced technologist is a 32-page
booklet explaining how to calculate
Logs, Tangents, Sines etc.
Price £24•95 •VAT.
Also available assembled ready to ..se £27.20

0000
0000
18000
0000
•\,01,1

LIVING SOUND LOW NOISE TOP
•
OUALITY
CASSETTES
MADE
BY
ii7e-greme,
EMI TAPES LTD TO INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS
ESPECIALLY
FOR
,
HENRYS. ALL POST PAID LESS THAN
REC. PRICES COMPLETE WITH
LIBRARY CASES 3 for
6 for
10 for
25 for
C 60

£1.00

£1 80

E2 -80

C 90

El 33

£2 57

ft 20

£10 25

C 120

£1 62

£3 15

£5 00

£12 25

VS

75

Quantity and trade enquiries invited
LEARN A LANGUAGE-complete with phrase book.
German-French-Spanish-Italian £1 38 per course.
f5 for any 4.

A SELECTION OF
INTERESTING ITEMS
C3025
Compact transistor tester
E1300
Mono mas. cart. prearnp.
E1310
Stereo mag. cart. preamp.
Easiphone telephone amplifier
01203
Teleamp. with PU coil
LL1
Door Intercomm. and chime
Chattalite (lights as YOo talk)
1Kw Dimmer/controller
V Twin Spring Unit
For
16' Twin spring unit
Reverbs
Car Tachometer Electronic

7-9505 P250
440 r5 p201
7.95 P4 p75 1)
13.90 per p200
00 PA P10 P
330 08 p15p
6.85 p&p 75p
815 p&p 15p

VHF 105 Aircraft band corrector
132005 4 Ch. 0.
11 C mixer
820004 2 ch. Stereo mixer

450 sti 0150
3'75p& pISp
5.95 p&p15p

PX3 Kit Etch your own printed circuits

1.50

ZENER DIODES
/n vs BZY88/EQX83
!.3 volts 10p each.

2!«..15 44.
Rn

Fri3tn 3.3 volt -

• 3 watts 5% Miniature Tubolers IN4700
.,/ ,nes. From 3.3 volt - 33 volt 18p each.
-1
watts. stnd Mounting ZS series 6.8
r
s -100 volts 5%40p each.

1130 o8rI SP
17505 PiSp

452 oS p25p

ph

p20p

SILICON RECTIFIERS
I amp series IN4001 to IN4007 From Bp
each 1.5 amp.
PL4001 to PL4007 From Sp each
3 amp PL7001/IN5400 From 14p each.
Send for
full Ilst 36.

U.K's LARGEST RANGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
AND EQUIPMENT AT BARGAIN PRICES
Latest Catalogue price 55p post paid. Complete with Discount Vouchers
Now built and used by thousands
of satisfied customers. Features
slim design overall size in cabinet
151".25 atal 6-IC's, 10 transistors.
stabilisers
Gardners
low field
'OitaIse . transformer. Fibre Glass PC
Panel, complete chassis work.
Now available built and tested as
well as in kit form. HIGH OUALITY
AND
STABILITY
ARE
PRE'5M cvl-stati
DOMINANT
FEATURES
- DEVELOPED
BY
TEXAS
ENGINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY
AND
EASE
OF
CONSTRUCTION. FACILITIES.
Onloff switch indicator, headphones socket, separate treble,
bass, volume and balance controls, scratch and rumble
filters, mono/stereo switch, input selector; Moo. P.U.
Radio Tuner. Aux. Can be altered for Mic.. Tape. Tape-head.
..tc Constructional details Ref. No 21 30p. Distributed bY
Henry's throughout UK.
FREE-Teak

cabinet

with

complete

BUILD

THE

BUILD
THE NEW

HENELEC

20 • 20 WATT IC
STEREO AMPLIFIER

STEREO FM TUNER

As featured hy Practical Wireless 1972

A completely new high stability stereo FM tuner. Features variable capacity diode
tuning, stabiliser power supply, IC Decoder, high gain low noise. IF stages. LED
indicators, Tuning meter. AFC, easy to construct and use Mains operated. Slim
modern design with fibre glass PC, teak cabinet etc. Available as a kit to build or
ready built. Overall size 8" a25' x85".
Produced to give high performance with a
realistic price. (Parts list and constructional
details Ref. No. 5 311p). Henry's are sole distributors UK and Europe.

kit.

KIT PRICE £28.50
(4- VAT +50p carr/packing) or built and tested
VAT-1-50p carr/packino) as illustrated.

Kit price

£35 00 (+

£21.00 (+ VAT)

EARN YOURSELF EASY MONEY, WITH
PORTABLE DISCO EQUIPMENT

BUILT AND TESTED £24 954 VAT)

DISCO MINI A nu,p,r,te portable rtsco fette°1
rnoterrpreamp. 2elocks all facilities
£98.50
As above but with Slider Controls
£118.50
I00 watt arnplefeer for above
£42.50
SOU IOC 100 watt miaufempliher with slider
,ontrols
£69.00
R50 50 watt mixer 'amplifier
£49.50
11100 100 watt inixeriamptifier
£57.50
DISCO AMP 100 watt mixer'amplifier chassis
£73.00
DISCO MIXER/PREAMPLIFIERS
'OP for up to 6 100 watt amplifiers/
SOLI (rotary controls)
£49.50
SDLII (slider controls)
£58.50
DISCO VOX (slider controls) the complete
,
tsco preamp
£72.00
DJ100 100 watt power amplifier for above
£49.50
0J3OL 3channel 3kw sound to light
£36.00
DJ4OL as 30L plus built in microphone
£47.50
DIMAMATIC 1kW adjustable speed auto
.firnmer
£25.00
Carlsbro reverberation unit
£44.00
SCENE STROBE £19.00. ROAD STROBE £25.00
SUPER STROBE £45
Disco anti-feedback microphone
£11.95
Cott 150 watt liquid wheel projector
£22.50
150 watt Ul liquid wheel projector
£50•00
150 watt 01 cassette wheel projector
£50.00
Spare Effects and liquid cassettes large range of
1,atterns
£5.00

MINIATURE AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIERS tcarr

etc

200)

4-300. 03 watt 9volt
104, 1watt 9volt
304, 3watt 9volt
555. 3watt 12 volt
E1208, 5watt 12 volt
608, 10 watt 24 volt10
410. 10 watt 28 volt95
E1206, 30 watt 45 volt
E1210. 2) + 2; watts 12 volt
RE500, 5 watt IC mains operated Amplifier with
controls30
SAC14. 7-I 7watt Stereo with controls
sarta IS
15 watt Stereo with controls
SINCLAIR UNITS (can 20p)
Z30 (3.57, Z50
Stereo 60 Preamplifier
PZ5 £3 97. PZ6 £0 37, PZ8 (for 250)
(TRANS £295)
AFC C4 45, PROJECT 605 XIT £19 95 PROJECT 605 £2180

f175
12 80
f2 95
13 10
f5 10
E4
f4
£9 95
f5 25
f6
f8 70
£11 75
£4.37
f7 9/
f4 77

EXCLUSIVE DECCA KELLY

SPEAKERS

£11.95
£6.95
£5.45
£6.95
£4.98
£7.98
£7.98
£3.95
£11.95
£7.45

SPECIAL PURCHASES
AVOMETER MOVEMENTS
AVO 8 or 9 50.A MOVEMENTS
Ex Brand New AVO's £3.50 Post 20p
UHF TV
TUNERS
CHANNELS 21 TO 64
Brand new transistonseo
geared tuners for 625
Line Receiver 1F output.
£2.50 Post 20p
All types offered subject to availability. Prices correct at
time of proof. Subject to change without notice. E 8i
O. E. 10% VAT to be added to all orders. Export supplied

HI-Fl TAPE EQUIPMENT

12 watt speaker Tweeter

UK's largest range with
discounts and demonstrations for

systems. 8" Bass/Midrobe

callers. Latest stock lists on

and Melinex Domed
HF radiator plus cross-

request (Ref No. 17). Phone

over £12.50 per pair of
systems (carr/packg 40p)
or built into veneered

01-402 4736 for Barclay/Access
Card. Direct orders and latest
prices.

cabinets. size 180 12 x
61" £19.50 pair (can £11

6' Liquid wheels
£5.50
Mini spot bank fitted 3lamps
112.95
Auto Trilite mimi with flashers)
£17.00
Bubblemaator with 1gall Liquid
£41.15
Mire, Misc Speakerslighting UK's largest range
FREE stock list ref Nn 18 on request.
AKG/Roalo/DJ/Carlabro/Eagle Mics. Stands. Mixers.
Cabinets Ch.r..
•-•. speaker systems.
megaphones.
•'
Idress Components.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
UK's largest range for every
application. Small quantity discounts.
Also Trade, Export and Industrial
enquiries invited. Latest stock list
(ref No. 36) Including valves
on request

(All cased unless stated chassis)
470C 6)7119 volt 300 MA (includes M lb-Adaptor for
Tape Recorders, etc.)
f115 past 20P
Car Lighter Voltage
6v, 7(0, 90)

Adaptors 300mA (State voltage
£1 95 ea. post 25p
E3 35 ca. 30p

SC202 31617(19 volt 400mA
HC244R Stabilised version

[4 35 can 30E

P500 9volt 500mA

£2.90 post 20p

PII 24 volt 500mA (chassis)

£2.90 post 20p

P1526128 volt 1amp (chassis)

£2.90
£
post 20p
25 post 20p

P1080 12v 1amp (chassis)

f750 post 20E
15 post 30o

P12 4)-12 volt 0-4-1 amp
SE101A 3/6)9112 volt 1amp (Stab.)

f10 30 pest 251

RP154 61419/12 1amp (Stab.)

f10 20 pea'

30 c

GARRARD BATTERY
TAPE DECK

MARRIOT TAPE
TOP QUALITY
SLIDER CONTROLS HEADS

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

industry supplies - every type of
component and equipment.

SPECIAL OFFER
EMI 13" a 8" -lu II range speakers (post 20O
each or 302 Pair)
•150TC-8 ohms Twin Cone 10 watt £2 20
each or £4 00 pair.
•450 10 watt C/o Twin Tweeters 3, 8 or 15
ohms [3.50 each or £11•110 pair.
EW 15 watt 8 ohms C/o Tweeter £4 30 each
or £7 90 pair.
350 20 watt C/o Tweeters 8 or 15 ohms £7 50
each or £14 20 pair.
•Polished wood cabinet £4 40 post 35p.
SPEAKER KITS (carr. etc. 35p)
20-2
30 watt
20-3
E
40 watt
LINTON 2
20 watt
GLENDALE 3 30 watt
DOVEDALE 3 50 watt
KEF KK2
KEF KK3

To ACK MONO or 2 717, -.
STEREO
17 H.gh Imp,
£2.00. 16 Meeum Imp. •
•
£2.00. R7306 73 2 dock
Record Erase low imp 75e cr. ,
Erase Heads tor 17 and 19 75p.
61 2hark mono Hi me £1.75.
ni
on. Head fn , 63 75p. Most

ectronic

SE250B Pocket Signal Injector
210 carr
15o 5E500 Pocket
Signal Tracer £1.70 carr. 15p
TE1 5 Grid Dip meter 440kHz280mHz 15-00 carr 30p. TE40
AC Millivoltmeter 1.2mHz 18-95
carr 350. 7E65 28 Range valve
-voltmeter
19.95
carr.
4011
TE2OD
120kHz-.50OrnHe
RF
Generator
17.95
carr
40p
YE220
20Ha-200kHz
Audio
Generator
18-95
carr.
40p
SE350A Deluxe Signal Tracer
12.50 carr, 20p SE400 Volts
ohms/R-C sub./RF field/RF gen
14.75 carr. 20p.

309 PA

•AL 1
fro,
2500V
• DC - 13 ranges from 10OrnV to 2KV
OC 12 ranges from 50oA to 10A
10 ranges from 200oni to SA
.n .6 ranges from one Moth of Ohm
'6)M0
elance =1range from 0to 10M0
"rah, .8ranges from 0io 500p F
•
horn 0to 0Mond horn 0to
hlOpe
omm 2ranges,from 0to 500Hr
nom ;, 5c..
•hut Voltage -9ranges 10v to 2500V
meis 10 ranges from --24
70r1B

omponents and Equipment 01

£10 N each
£1880 each
£1545 Pal(
£29.95 pair
£4211 pair
£20411 each
=SO each

OTHER EQUIPMENT

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTIMETERS
(carr. etc. 30p)

SUPER TESTER 68OR The complete testing system

FIBRE OPTICS
0 01 Oran Mono Filament f1.50 per 25 metre reel
0 13 Chem 84 Fibres Sheathed [100 per metre
SPRAYS 15rnrn Oman Mares Tels £9 50

mE[
Henry'sLRIAplITO

Specialists in electronics for
'more than 30 years. Trade and

M210 20K/Volt Slimline £5.75.
TLH33D 2K/Volt Robust £7.150.
U437 100./Volt Steel case. AC up
to 40KHz (4.95. U4324 20K/Volt
with AC current ranges £13-00.
AF105 50KNolt £11.95. U4313
20K Volt AC current. Steel case
£10-543. U4341 Plus Built in transistor tester £10.50. Model 500
30KNolt £9.95.

GARRARD 2 speed 9
volt tape decks. Fitted
record/olay and oscinetorlErase heads. Wind
and
rewind
controls.
Takes up to 4' spools.
Brand
new
complete
with head circuits.
£9.50 carr. 30p.

60mm stroke high qualor c.trols
complete wtth knobs boost etc
15p env=41.
,oe 22K.
50K loTie 2500 5w. nMeg
45p eecn
Genped Leg end Lin
Z2K.
60K
100K 250e 05p each

TRANSISTORS/

SEMICONDUCTORS

LOW COST HI-FI SPEAKERS

POWER SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

P1081 45v 09amp (chassis)

NEW SINCLAIR PROJECT 80
Stereo PreAmplifier
Audio Filter Unit
Z40 15 Watt amplifier
Z60 Watt Amplifier
PZ5 Mod. for 1or 2Z40
PZ6 Mod. IS Tab) 1or 2Z40
Pal Mod. (S Tab) 1or 2Z60
TRANSFORMER FOR PZ8
NEW FM TUNER
STEREO DECODER
All items post paid.

You pay less
VAT with Henry's
Low Prices

.dios

price
£18.50

Accessories
tranststor mate,
Electra.. voltmeter.
Amoclemp
Tamthheture °robe
Guess meter
Sung In,ector
Phase Sequence
EHT Probe
Shunts
!
25/50/100A

402 8381

Disco - Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963

err•00
[18,00
[1195
C11-915
[11.95
[5.05
[5,96
£5.96

f
a 50

All mail to
303 Edgware Road.

303 Bargains Store (Callers only)

London W2 1BW

Home and Car Entertainment Centres London and branches now open
120 Shaftesbury Avenue. London W1 01-437 9692

All stores open 9 a
6 pm Sta days a

104 Burnt Oak Broadway, Burnt Oak. Edgware 01-952 7402
190-194 Station Road, Harrow. Middlesex 01.663 7788 9
354-356 Ed ware Road. London W2 01 402 5854 4736

Discount Stock Li
Free at all stores

- Tape Equi

Telephone
Corner

COMPLETE

TELEPHONES
Normal Household Type
EX. G.P.0

WilY

PEP
45p each

£1 .05 p

Ex GPO Push Button
Intercom Telephones
Exactly as internal telephone ,otern,
everyday use where automatic internal exchanges have
not taken over.
Available in 5,10 or 15 ways.
Complete with circuits and instructions. Necessary
24 pair cable 22p per yard.
Price of each
instrument is independent of the number of ways.

TELEPHONE DIALS

27

Standard

Only

Post

Office type. Guaranteed
working order

„
p

POST a. PACKING 16 ;la

Tested and
Guaranteed
Paks
Sil

55p
55p

P & P 15p

P & P 15p

200

Mixed Capacitors.
Approx. quantity,
counted by weight

H4

250

Mixed Resistors,
Approx. quantity
counted by weight

HM
HMI

H41

H
55p

B99

100

Mixed Diodes, Germ,
Gold bonded, etc.
Marked and Unmarked.

551$K
55p

lead Transistors,
55p
30 Short
NPN Silicon Planar types
e Integrated Circuits.
55p
4 Gates BMC 962, 2 Flip
Flops BMC 945

I
'•

Sil Power transistors
comp pair BD131;132

55p

Unmarked
Untested Paks

B114

50
150

844

100

▪

100

1111

H16

IS

H20

20

H34

15

Germanium Transistors
PNP, AF and RF

55p

Germanium Diodes
Min. glass type

55p
55p

Silicon Diodes DO-7
glass equiv. to 0A200.
OA 202
Sit. Diodes sub. min.
IN914 and IN916 types
Experimenters' Pak of
Integrated Circuits, Data
supplied.
BY126/7 Type Silicon
Rectifiers 1 amp plastic.
Mixed volts.
Power Transistors, PNP,
Germ. NPN Silicon
TO-3 Can.

55p
c5p

55p
55

Make arev counter
for your car

The 'TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsulated
block will turn any 0-1mA meter into a linear
and accurate rev, counter for any car with
normal coil ignition
system.

£110p each

6

Postage and

EXTENSION TELEPHONES: 71'hp each, spostage
and packing 27 'hp. £1.37 'h for 2. P&P 5p.

These are 40W and 90W Silicon Plastic Power
Transistors of the very latest design, available
in NPN or PNP at the most shatteringly low
prices 01 all time. We have been selling these
successfully in quantity to all parts of the
world and we are proud to &ter them under
our Tested and Guaranteed terms.
Range 1. VCE. Min IS. HFE Min 15.
1-12
13-25
22p
20p
NIP
24iP

Range 2 VCE, Min. 40

Reed Switches, I long,
dia. High Speed P.O.
type

10

Cable can be sent by parcel post
packing per 50 yards. 73'hp.

NOW IN
TWO
RANGES

40 Watt
90 Watt

1N4007 Sil. Rec. diodes.
4 1,000
PIV lamp plastic

841

H35

in

Plastic Power
Transistors

A

complete

kit

of

parta

including

Printed

Circuit Board. A four position switch gives
X-hatch, Dots, Vertical or Horizontal lines.
Integrated Circuit design for easy construction
and reliability. A project in the Sept. '72 edition
of Television.

New Paks
H63
H64
HIS
H(14

H67

TESTED & GUARANTEED
A 2N3055 type NPN Sil, power
cc n
-• transistors. Below spec.devices-"M
A 3819 N Channel FETs
▪ 2N3819 in plastic case
A 403E1 Type NPN Sil.transistors
▪ •TO-5 can come to H66
A 40362 Type PNP Sil. transistorsCc n
-••TO-5 can comp to H65

55p
--r

UNTESTED' UNMARKED
3819N Channel FETs
Plastic case type

in

40
13-25
31p
34i P

26-54
2IP
33P

Complementary pairs matched for pain at
3 amps. 11p extra per pair. Please state NPN
or PNP on order.
LM380 AUDIO I.C.
As featured in Practical Wireless Dec.
Complete with application data £1 -10p.

issue

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
We stock a large range of I.Cs at very competitive prices (from 11p each). These are all
listed in our FREE Catalogue, see coupon
below.
METRICATION CHARTS now available
This fantastically detailed conversion calculator carries thousands of classified references
between metric and British (and U.S.A.)
measurements of length, area, volume, liquid
measure, welahts etc.
Pocket Size 15p
Wall Chart 111P

14 o,r, type at 16iP each 1 Now new low profile
16 pin type at lip each f type
BOOKS
We have a large selection of Reference and
Technical Books in stock.
Send for lists of publications

in stock

We hold a very large range of fully marked,
tested and guaranteed transistors,
power
transistors, diodes and rectifiers at very
competitive prices.
Please send for free
catalogue

Our very popular 4p Transistors
"A"
"B"
"E"
"F"
"G"
"H"

HFE Min
1-12
33p
341P

LOW COST DUAL IN LINE I.C. SOCKETS

55p

Over 1,000,000
Transistors

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

40 Watt
90 Watt

26-54
lip
22p

PNP Silicon alloy, TO-5 can
PNP Silicon, plastic encapsulation
PNP Germanium AF or RF
NPN Silicon plastic encapsulation
NPN silicon similar ZTX 300 range
PNP silicon similar ZTX 500 range

8RELAYS FOR £1-10p
High Speed
Magnetic
Counter

Our famous P1 Pak
Full of Short Lea( Semiconductors & Electronic
Components. approx. 170. We guantee at
least 34 really high quality factory marked
Transistors PNP 6. NPN, and a host of Diodes
& Rectifiers mounted on Printed Circuit Panels.
Identification Chart supplied to give some
information on the Transistors.
11p P8. P on this Pak.

Please ask for Pak P.1. only

re

gap

Please send me the FREE Br-Pre-Pali Catalogue

ADDRESS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 10% VAT

4-Digit Inon-resetl 24V or 48V lstate whichl
4 x 1 x lin. 33p. P&P 5p.

MINIMUM ORDER 50p. CASH WITH ORDER
PLEASE, Add 11p post and packing per order
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE
BUY THESE GOODS WITH ACCESS
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CHANGES

REGULAR READERS of ETI will have noticed quite
a number of changes to the magazine in the last few
months and in this issue we have made two more changes which we hope are successful.
The Tech-Tips feature, until now, has varied in size
and has been left out of some issues due to pressure on
space. We know that this is a very popular item and in
future we hope to devote two full pages to this, at the
same time adding general tips and hints as well as circuits.
The problem with any feature of this type is to obtain
the necessary number of original or little known circuits
and ideas that will have awide enough appeal. In order
to keep up the standard, we are inviting readers and
companies to contribute to this feature and we shall, of
course, pay for those items used.
The second change is the new Hi -Fi section. For some
time we have considered various ways of presenting these
reviews. We have opted for presenting more reviews but
compressing the space devoted to each and to concentrate on the technical performance. We know that some
readers are interested in Hi -Fi reviews and as any expansion in one section normally means a cutting back
on another, we have not increased appreciably
the
space devoted to reviews.
Whenever a publication makes a change, it does so in
the hope of gaining additional readers. The changes that
we have made so far have worked and not only brought
about a batch of congratulatory letters but have been
reflected in asubstantial increase in sales.
We welcome readers views on the contents, presentation and other aspects of ET I, especially with regard to
the recent changes. —H.W.M.

CHRISTIAN DARTEVELLE
Editor
Electronique Pour Vous
International
17 Rue de Buci
Paris, France
EUROPEAN NEWS BUREAU
Harold Dvoretsky, Manager
107 Fleet Street
London, E.C.4, U.K.
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AUTOMATIC BANKING
An automatic bank teller device has
recently been announced by Chubb.
Banks will use the device, known as an
Integrated Teller, to make available
to the public avariety of banking
services, for example cash dispensing,
payments and transfer of funds, not
only when the banks are closed but
also during normal banking hours.
The Teller forms part of a number
of modular banking devices, to be
known as the MD.6000 range, from
which the banks will be able to build
up their own tailor made systems.
The new teller device is asignificant
development from cash dispensers,
both of "card retained" and "card
returned" types, of which around
1,000 are now installed around the
world. The Teller is designed to
operate either online to abank's
mainframe computer installation or as
an offline installation.
The range of devices has been
designed to provide 24 hour online
operation of banking services. The
Integrated Teller has been designed to
revert automatically to off-line working in the event of failure of the
mainframe computer or any connections to it. When normal working is
resumed, the Teller will switch again
to on-line working without interrupting service to the customer.
The Teller itself will provide a
bank customer with four main groups
of services. On inserting his card
(which is returned to him) and keying
in his personal number, the customer
can choose to withdraw money, either
in the forms of loose notes to a
specified sum or as aspecified number
of packs each containing the same sum.
He can also use the Teller to deposit
money, either to be put into his own
account or to pay his creditors by
credit transfer. He could also, via the
Teller, request the bank to transfer
funds between his accounts.
A major point of the new system
allows a user bank to have cash cards
coded so that services can be specifically tailored to an individual customer's needs. Finally, the customer can
leave miscellaneous requests with his
bank, such as for astatement or anew
cheque book.
The heart of the Integrated Teller
is aComputer Automation Incorporated LSI 2 mini computer and mass
data storage is provided by a DRI
diskette holding 300,000 characters
of information. Besides a magnetic
stripe reading device associated with a
card slot, the unit has a numeric
keyboard and asmall VDU screen
having 16 lines with up to 36 characters

in each line.
Besides the Integrated Teller,
Chubb's range includes aregional
concentrator through which Tellers
can be linked to the mainframe
computer. In addition there is the
cash card preparation system. Also in
the range is the two-way data module
used for stripping and diskette when
used offline.
One of the modules in the range is
abranch control unit. A bank branch
could install one of these units to link
not only its Integrated Tellers but also
any other different terminal equipment
(present or future) to the bank's

mainframe computer.
The devices in the MD.6000 range
are designed to be exceptionally vandalproof. While user banks will install
some Integrated Tellers both inside
and on on the outside walls of their
own premises, it is anticipated that
they will install Tellers in places possibly
remote from their own premises, such
as in ashopping centre or airports.
Chubb Integrated Systems Limited
has commissioned Logica, one of
Europe's leading Computer Consultancies, to work closely with them on
the detailed design and development
of the MD.6000 Range.

SOLAR BATTERY A COMMERCIAL
PROPOSITION

Interested principals should write
directly to International Research and
Development Co. Ltd, Fossway,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland,
NE6 2YD.

After eight years of research, aBritish
company has developed asolar battery
125mm square that provides an output
of 300mA at 2V in full sunlight.
The firm, which has been working
on thin-film solar cells for space
applications, is adapting its know-how
to other fields including remote marine
lights, buoys and other navigational
aids.
Among the various terrestial
applications, also envisaged for solar
batteries are portable flashing beacons,
portable power supplies, water pumping and irrigation control, and television and domestic lighting in
developing countries.
The company is interested in
receiving enquiries about licence to
manufacture; it is still engaged in
work on further improving the unit.

OPTO -ELECTRONICS LITERATURE
Optical encoders are the subject of a
new range of literature from the
Ferranti Rotating Components Group
in Dalkeith, Scotland. In all, three
separate publications are available:
two wall charts and a reference handbook. The wall charts deal with the
absolute and incremental types of
optical encoder, giving easy-to-read
details of mechanical specifications
and electrical performance.
The third publication, entitled
'Optical Incremental Shaft Encoders'
is a57-page handbook providing a
detailed breakdown of the complete
range of Ferranti incremental devices.

ISOPLANAR UPGRADES
PERFORMANCE OF NEW
CMOS FAMILY

•negeeet(..1

r,
•

LIGHTING THE WAY
Many local authorities are now using
astreet lighting control system in
which aphotoelectric cell measures
the light level and varies the input to
athick film heating element controlling
atemperature sensitive switch. The
street lights are therefore automatically switched on at dusk and off at
dawn, which means that light is provided only when it is needed and
ensures that electricity is not wasted.
The Microelectrics Division of
EMI Electronics, the makers, has
developed its thick film technology
to the point where miniature heating
elements used in bi-metal switches of
this type can be operated consistently

at power ratings of up to 60 watts per
square inch of film area in ambient
temperature up to 90 0C.
A recent order placed brings the
total sales of thick film heaters speciifically for street lighting control
systems to well over amillion units.
EMI thick film heaters also provide
the controlling element in the totally
enclosed systems, supplied to local
authorities by Royce Thompson
Electric Limited, which are used to
good effect along many British main
roads. An example of this is the
overhead catenary system along parts
of the A4 near London -one of only
two such systems at present in use
in this country.
EMI, Hayes, Middlesex.

Fairchild have introduced aline of
complementary MOS logic circuits that
use Isoplanar processing to achieve
high density and performance.
The new products, designated the
34000 series, are available in the industry standard 4000 series functions and
pinouts. They mark the first application
of Isoplanar technology to non-LSI
circuits, as well as to CMOS.
All Fairchild CMOS devices are
designed with aunique fully buffered
circuit configuration which results in
the highest guaranteed noise immunity
of any 4000 series CMOS family.
Typical noise immunity is equal to
45 percent of the supply voltage
(3V to 15V). CMOS circuits, which
combine n-channel devices on the same
circuit "chip", also offer extremely
lower power operation. Fairchilds
CMOS gates have atypical quiescent
power dissipation of 10 nanowatts,
compared to 10 milliwatts for standard
TTL gate. This is apower savings
factor of one million. All Fairchild
CMOS circuits have astandardised
output drive of 400 microamps. This
allows the units to drive low power
TTL elements and low power Schottky
TTL logic directly.
First products in the 34000 family
are six logic gates. Additional gates,
standard MSI parts and proprietary
circuits are scheduled for introduction
during 1974.
Fairchild Semiconductor Limited,
Kingmaker Hour, Station Road, New
Barnet, Herts.

STEREO UNITS
Three new medium price range stereo
units have been announced recently
by Hitachi. The units came onto the
British market at the end of January.
The MC 3402, arecord player
AM/FM tuner stereo system, incorporating 5532 speakers retails at £198
and is aimed at the top end of the
audio market. The power output is
quoted as 32W peak music power.
Another addition is the SP 2900, an
8-track cartridge stereo recorder with
an AM/FM radio. Mains operated the
SP 2900 retails at £159. It incorporates
VU meters and 20W peak music power
output.
The ST 3412 is the third new line
being astereo cassette recorder with
AM/FM radio, with adistinctive
white plastic design and curved
styling has arecommended resale
price of £109.

The longest selection
BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES

EX COMPUTER BOARDS
Packed with tranadaton. diode*, capacitors
and readatore-COMPONENT VALUE
50.
3 for ONLY 569
p 0 p 30p
IPPCIAL. As above PLUS Power Transieten
ONLY Up each * p 0 p 15p
STABILISED POWER MODULES
Complete with circuit diagram., etc. 99p
each
p & p 15p
PAXOIDIE BOARDS 74
x r .eppeoe.
+for 3op - P k p 20 P

FIBRE-GLASS PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS

VEROBOARDS

REPANCO CHOKES & COILS

NORMAN rCore. & Former. 7p
r Core. & Formers Sp

SWITCHES
SPOT Toggle 18P

FUSES

II' and 20mm. 100mA, 200mA, 2/50mA,
500mA, IA. 1 5A, 2A
VICK•BLOW 4p ea. ANTI-SURGE 5p ea.

EARPHONES
2 brixzn
35mrn
2 5mm
35mm

plug
ping
plug
plug

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS

SK2 Soldering Kit 52-86
STANDS: ST1 61 21. 8T2 77y
SOLDER: 188W0 Multicore 7oz 82p
228W0 704 Up. 188W0 22ft Up
228WG Tube 229

ANTEX BITS and ELEMENTS

3-WAY STEREO HEADPHONE JUNCTION BOX
141012

K4007. (40 ohms Imp. Insertion 1
,
./I3dB

21

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT
BOOK
eth EDITION
258 page. of cr.,. references and equivalente
for European,
American and Japanese
translators Approximately 9,000 types with
more than 58,000 substitutes have been
Included. The tables were compiled with the
utmost
care
from
manufacturen
own
specification.
The
most
comprehensive
Equivalent.. Book on the market todsy'

ONLY £1.85

Height
x
r
x
3"

ALUMINIUM BOXES
BAI
BA2
BA3
13.44
ISA5
13A6
BA7
BAS
BAS

fir
4
4'

or
4'
3'
7'
8'
6'

x
x
X
X
x
X
x
x
x

24
4'
21
V
2#
2'
15'
6'
4'

PLEASE NOTE

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
o

it

11
15
11
2'
1'

sr
3"
2'

Price
909

61 10
el

41p
41p
47p
41p
849
68p
849
549

Jack Stereo Switched

PS 43

Phono Single

PS 44

Phono Double

06
10
09
09

Co. Azial Flush

14

1100 For model 0051240

389

1101 For model OCN240 4-

38p

INLINE SOCKETS

1102 For model CCN24A

389

PS 21

1020 For model 0240 yle

389

r

389

1022 For model 0240 .4'
50 For model X215

859
385

r

38p
38p

ECN 240 III 18

EOCN 240 11 32

Ea 240 11 18

EX 25 11 16

ANTEX HEAT SINKS 10p
V A T included In all price.. Please add
lop P. & P. (U.K. onlvi. Overseas ordersplease add extra for nodose.

Pack
No. Qtr.

DaserlytiOn

Price

CI 250

Resin,. mixed value.
count by weight

C2 200

Capacitors mixed velure approx.
count by weight
0 65

C3

50

Precialon Re.iston mixed value.
1-2
0.65

C4

75

¡th W Resistor, mixed preferred
value.
OU

CS

approx.
0 15

Piece, assorted Ferrite Rods 055

C6

2

Tuning Gange, MW, LW VHF 066

C7

7

Pack Wire
colours

10
3

50

metre,

imported
0 65

Reed Switches

0 66

Micro .witches

0 65

C10 15

Assorted Poto & Pre-Seta

C11

Jack Socket* 3 x 35.
Standard Switch Type

0

066
2 in
0 61

C12 40

Paper Condensers preferred types
mined valued
0.66

C13 20

Electrolytic* Trans. types

566

C14

1

Pack assorted HardwareNoto'Bolto, Grommets, etc.

055

C115

4

Mains Slide Switches, 2Amp

0 55

C16 20

Assorted Tag Stripe & Panel. 0 56

(17 10

Assorted Control Knob.

C18

4

Rotsay Wave Change Switches 0.66

0 66

C19

3

Relay. 6-24V Operating

C20

4

Sheet. Copper Laminate approx.
10' x 7'
0 55

0 56

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

Model No.
0E86
Simple translator tester
ljE145
Amplifier 15W
13E22(
Signal Injector
E2,3C
AM'PM Antenna Amplifier
UE275
Mike Pre-amplifier
ITE30C
4-channel Radin Control Transmitter
11E310
Radio Control Receiver
ZIK325
'OCX2' Channel splitting unit 1.000 & 2,000 Hz
(123.30
'OCX2' Channel eplitting unit 1,500 & 2.500 Hz
17E006
Superhetrodyne Bello Control Receiver
tilL525
VHF Tuner 120 to 180 MHz
0E655
Radio Control Field Strength Meter
0E705
Windecreen Wiper timer
132710
4-Channel AP mixer
UE780
Electronic. Unit for Metal Detector
cams Guitar pre-amplifier
taco
Capacitive Discharge Electronic Ignition for Internal Combustion Engine.

Prim
155
854
2 57
823
(1 89
865
328
7 85
7 88
55
12 44
10.81
748
12 23
10 82
4 72
14 61

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP
18 BALDOCK ST., WARE, HERTS. (A10)
Late Night Shopping until 7 Fri.

Tel. 0159.,

D.1.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)

0 la

PS 22

D.O.S. 3 Pin

0 17

PS 23

D.I.N. 5 Pin 180°

0 17

PS 24

D.I.N. 5 Pin 940*

0 17

PS 25

Jack

0 10

PO 26

Jack 3 5m. Plastic

6rnm Plunk

0 12

,en

BY THE BOXFULL II

20 Boards packed with Semiconductors and oth3
Electronic Components. Each board approx. sib
8' x 7'. All known type no. and easily recognisabl e
FANTASTIC VALUE AT £2.20 per BOX p & p 52p

SPECIAL PURCHASE by BI-PAK

2N3055.

Silicon

Power

Jack 5' Plank

0 24

PS 28

Jack

028

PS 99

Jack Stereo Plastic

0 22

P8 30

Jack Stereo Screened

0 32

PS 31

Phono Screened

0 14

P8 32

Car Aerial

LOW

0 15

01 tal, 400V 3p each

P8 33

Co-Axial

0 17

500 le 50V Elect.

011

RECORD STORAGE CARRYCASES

PLUGS
PS

1 0.1.5. 2 Pin (Weaker)

PEI

2

D.I.N. 3 Pin

0 12

PS

3

D.I.N. 4 Pin

0 15

P8

4

D.I.N. 5 Pin 180°

0 14

PS

D.I.N. 5 Pin 240°

PS

0 15

D.I.N. 7 Pin

0 15

7

PS

8 Jack 2 5.rn Screened

P8

9 Jack 3 5mm Plank
Jack 3 5rnm Screened

0 12

Jack 1' Plastic

0 19

P8 12

Jack

P8 13

Jack Stereo Screened

0 29

0 18

P8 14

Phono

0 08

PS 15

Car Aerial

0 15

PS 16

Co-Axial

0 If

1 Single Lapped Screen

0 Of
0 08

CP

2

CP

3 Stereo Screened

Twin Common Screen

CP
PC

4 Four Core Common Screen
0 23
5 Four Core Individually Screened 0 30

CP
CP

6 Microphone Fully Braided Cable 0 10
7 Three Core Main, Cable
0 07

CP

8 Twin Oval Maine Cable

0 06
0 04
0 10

CARBON
POTENTIOMETERS

(60 record.) 12 10

x 121'. (50 record.) U -05

x 5'. Lock & Handle

81 30

Holds 14. 13' X 5'
SI 96

x 6'. Lock & Handle.

Holds 24. 135' x 8- X 51'. Lock & Handle.
12 70
COLOURS: Red. Black and Tan- Pleader.
state preference.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

VALUE £3. OUR PRICE
£2 p & p10p.

BPI

BPS
BP4

BPS
BP7
BPS
BP9

4COS 0P91-18C.200mV at 1 2cmairiec lib6
ACOS 0P93-1. 280mV at lcm/aec

81 66

AC08 GP98-1. 100mV at lcm/aec

52 65

TTC J.2005. Crystal/Hi Output

96p

TTC J•20 1047 Cry.ta1/111 Output Comput) )).
61-10
J-200 CS Stereo/111 Output

TTC J-2105 Ceramic Med

Output

El 60

BP11
13P18
BP14
BP15

51 64

Log and Lin
1M, 2M

Books comprising:
2 Translator Equivalent books
1 Radio & Electronic colour code as
data chart
1 Radio valve guide PLUS
3 Other constructional books
Receivers EM Tuners etc.
AI so I (central construction boo]

BP10

CARTRIDGES

rrc

4 7K, 10K. 22E, 47E. 100E, 220K, 470K,

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
Ike El2 Range of Carbon Ellin besIstors.

129
138

VC 1
VC 2

Single Lear Switch
Single D.F.Switch

0 14
0 te

¡ watt available in PARS of 80 plecee,
ssaorted into the following groups:-

141

VC 3
VC 4

Tandem Less Switch
11( Lin Les. Switch

044
0 14

81

50 Mixed 100 ohms-820 ohms

40p

1413

149

60 Mixed IK ohms-8 3K ohm.

40y

VC 5

100K Log anti-Log

0 14

163

60 Mixed 10E ohm-82K ohms

40p

S.4

50 Mined 180E ohme-I Meg. ohmo 409

HORIZONTAL CARBON
PRESETS
o1watt
0 OS eoch

THESE ARE UNBEATABLE PRICESLESS

THAN

ly

EACH

INCL.

V.A.T.

168
160
161
174

100, 220, 470, IK, 2 2K, 4 7K, 10K, 22K
47E. 100K, 320K, 470E, 1M. 2M, 4 7M

BI-PAK SUPERIOR QUALITY
LOW-NOISE CASSETTES
32p

SELENIUM BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

41p

52p

175
176
178

18V. 2A. Ideal for those building battery,
chargers 159 each. 10 for 539

REPANCO TRANSFORMERS
240V. Primary. Secondary voltages available
from selected tappings 4V, 7V, 8V, 10%,
I4V, 16V, 17V, 10V. 21V, 22V, 31V, 33%.
40%, 60%, and 28V-0-25V.
TYPO

Amps

Pries,

P

MT50/1
NT50/1

O
1

11-93
22 42

30p
35p

MT/502

2

52 30

40p

NPN

BOOK BARGAIN
BUNDLE

BPI

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE
CASES

0 08

CP 9 Speaker Cable
CP 10 Low Lou Co-Axial

75

CASSETTE CASES

CABLES
CP

CAPACITORS
3p each
10p each

x 7' x

Holds 12. IV x 31

0 09

Pfl 10

r Screened

lor

7' EP.

0 10

P8 11

COST

12' LP. 134

0 15

D.I.N. 6 Pin

P8

Transistors

Famous manufacturers out-of-spec devices free from
open and short defects-115 watts T03.
Metal Case.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE 8 for £1.

PS 27

Screened

p & p 20p

EX-COMPUTER BOARDS

17
26

Co-Axial Surface

MODEL AMTRON KITS

nen Mom•Thune. 9.15-6 p.m. Sat. 9.15-5.30.

PS 42

rSwitched

Car Aerial

C9

11111tek Vinyl covered)
No.
Length
Width
BV1
8'
x
51'
BV2 11"
x
e

10

Jack

PS 47

C8

INSTRUMENT CASES

09

Jack 3 5nun Switched

P8 41

PS 48

BARGAINS

2-WAY CROSSOVER
NETWORK

Jack 2 5mm Switched

PS 40

PS 45

NEW COMPONENT PAK

II 87

PS 39

38p

ELEMENTS

131223. 200 ohms plus on/off switch and
2 5mm and I5mm plugs in 130

10
10
10

389

1021 For model 0240

in every Pak
ONLY

08

102 For model CN240

51 For model X25

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

2 Pin (Speaker)

PS 36 DIN 3 Pin
P817 DIN 5 Pin 180 6
PS 38 DIN 5 Pin 240°

104 For model CN9.40

52 For model X25 et*

Up
33p
Up
22p

Offering the amateur a fantastic bargain Pak and
an enormous saving-identification and data sheet

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

SOCKETS
PS 35 DIN

X25. 25 watt 01'53
Model O. 18 watt U-15

Rite No.

COIL FORMERS & CORES

1

Ref. P. HI-FI Cleaner 81p
Ref. 32A. Styli,. Balance II 38

Ref. IS. HI-FI Stereo Hint. it Tips 32,

CCN 240. 15 watt U 16

dIf Choke.
CHI. 92mF1 26p
CH2. 5 OmH Up
c143. 7 6.11 25e
CH4. 10m11 U P
CHI. 1 5mH U P
COILS
DRI1 Crystal net Uty DRR2 Dual range 45P

Transistors-Germ and Silicon
Rectifiers-Diodes-Triacs-Thyristors
IC's and Zenners ALL NEW AND CODED
APPROX 100 PIECES!

Ref. J. Tape Head Cleaning Kit Sip
Ref. 34. Cassette Case 61 2/

Model 9. Wire Stripper Cutter Up

F'ack• containing approx.. 50eq. Ina. various
sine. all 0 1metric Up

Cryirtal
Crystal
8 ohm.
/3 ohs.

Ref. 36A. Record,Stylue Cleaning Kit Up

Ref. 32. Tape editing Kit 51.54

tch realstant printed circuit marker pen
^p each

JUMBO SEMICONDUCTOR PACK

Chrome Finish Model 60 £1.50

Ref. 43. Record Care Kit U 35

DECON-DALO 33pC Marker

OP/DT Toggle 25.

Model 42 £1.84

Ref. 31. Cassette Head Cleaner 64P

X V approx. 2 for 551,

WORLD SCOOP!

De Luxe Groov-Kleen

SEE OUR COMPLETE RANGE
IN
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR,
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,
WIRELESS WORLD
OR SEND 10p. FOR THE
FULL LIST OF ALL BI-PAK
PRODUCTS

183
195
200
201
202

ACC

Handbook
of
Transistor
Equivalent. & Substitut
411
Handbook of Radio, T.V. &
Industrial Tube & Vaivs
E
419
Handbook of Tested Tra •
sistor Circuit.
41p
International Handbook of
the World's Short Wave
Radio Stations and FM T.'
Listings
SO p
Handbook of Simple Trai •
eiator Circuit.
SIP
Rad
eod
ioe.and
nu dE
ple
ac
utro
en
ha
lcr
a
t.col i
ol
ur
p

Sound
and
Loudspeaker
Manual
SOp
38 Practical Tested Diode
Circuital
for
the
Home
constructor
SI y
Modern Crystal and Tr.] •
sistor
Bet
Circuits
br
beginners
UP
PracUcal Transistor Novelly
Circuits
40p
Electronic Novelties for the
Motorist
50p
Second book of Transistor
Equivalent.
95p
Constructors Manual of Electronic
Circulto
for
the
home
60p
Universal Gram Motor Speed
Indicator
8p
How to make FM and T.%
aerials Bendel/213
le
Radio Servicing for Amateur

so

High Fidelity Loudspeaker
enclosures
sop
Transistor Circuits Manua
No. 1
16
Coil design and Constructio
Manual
80
Radio T.V.' and Electroul
Data book
25
Translator
sub•minlatur
Traistor Teot Equipment
Sen1
re
.ce.
171:: Manual
Manual of Transistor Audi,
Amplifier,
401
A comprehenalve Radio Vale
Guide-Book 5
801
How to receive foreign TS
programmes on your set bj
simple modifications
sa l
AF-nr Reactance•Frequenc)
chart for Constructors
151
Handbook of Practical Elec
trunk If ualcal No geltiet 501
Practical Transietorieed Nov.
elties for liiFi Enthusiasts
UP
Handbook
of
Integrated
Circuit. Equivalent. and
Subatitutes
75e
Realetor Colour Code Disc
Calculator
10

-the lowest prices!
NOW WE GIVE YOU 50W PEAK (25W R.M.S.) PLUS

74 Series T.T.L. I.C'S

THERMAL PROTECTION!
The NEW ALSO Hi -Fi Audio Amplifier

BI-PAK STILL LOWEST IN PRICE FULL SPECIFICATION
GUARANTEED. ALL FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS

7400

7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7416
7417
7420
7422
7423
7425
742h
742"
74211
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447

I
25
100
I
25
1011
1
25
100£110
£107
£105
•I'2
£150
£145
£140
018
0.17
0.16
(OIS
017
016
'1
£3 00
£290
£2130
018
017
0-16
018
017
016
II
085
0132
079
0.10
0-17
016
Il
-IS
017
016
II
,
£165
£155
£145
13 Ix
1317
0-16
0 18
017
01 6
l'o
£290
02-80
t2 70
o ia
017
0-16
018
0-17
016
I
£110
£105
£100
018
11)7
016
932
029
027
`l
£130
£120
El 10
039
034
0.31
032
029
027
£198
£190
£175
0.39
034
031
0-41
039
03 5
•5
II 50
£1 45
£1 35
0.20
019
018
041
039
0-3‘
'0
LI 50
£145
£135
0.20
0-19
0-18
0.50
048
046
',L2-00
£1 90
LISO
0-18
1317
0.16
044
043
042
.0
£2
10
02-00
£I90
0-28
o-27
0-26
074
071
064
«I
£2 10
£2 00
£1 90
059
1334
031
£130
El 25
£120
,
,2
t4.40
t4 15
£385
0.32
031
0.30
096
095
0-94
,,1
f440
[4 15
£3 85
0.48
0-44
042
El 20
LI IS
El 05
'
,4
£2 20
£2 10
L2-00
018
0-41
0.42
£1 10
£105
£100
£2 20
£2 10
£2 00
1318
017
0-16
£3 50
£3 40
£3 30
13-20
£3 10
L3-00
0-55
0-53
0-5o
0 35
034
031
-4
£2 50
L2-40
L2-30
o-55
0-53
050
t4 00
£3 75
£3 50
'5
£170
£165
£155
055
053
o-5o
074
071
064
'6
LI BS
LI 75
£1 65
0.50
0.46
044
£110
£105
£100
"7
£185
£170
£165
0-50
0-46
0.44
074
071
064
.
ti
5o
t
1
40
£1 30
055
0.53
0.50
074
071
064
.1
,1
13-00
L4
-SO
II 00
0.18
0- 1
7
0.16
1385
082
075
1
,2
£2 00
£190
LI 75
0.50
0.46
044
085
1382
07 5
1
,4
£3 20
£3 10
L3-00
075
073
070
096
0-93
086
el
£2 15
£2 10
£2 00
070
068
0.65
„.
£1 50
LI 45
£1 40
+I
£2 15
£2 10
£2 00
0 70
068
0.65
si
E107
El 04
£1 00
1 .1
I2 15
E2 10
£2 00
0-18
017
0-16
-II
£1 07
tI04
II 00
,it
£2 15
£2 10
L200
0.74
0.71
0-64
• .5
0-44
0-42
040
I4
£2 98
£2 86
£2 75
0-74
071
0-64
060
0-55
050
1
,,,
£2110
£195
£190
£1 20
£315
£1.10
-4110
£138
£127
£121
.Illh
Et 95
£190
Li- 05
£1.20
£1.15
£1.10
74111
MO
E105
£100
ll 1'
£195
£1 90
£185
£1.98
LI 95
£1.90
74118
£150
El 40
£130
-4108
L3-00
£575
re Sp
£1.20
£1.15
£1.10
'411 9
0.50
048
0.45
'4 194
L5-00
L4-75
I4.50
£1.10
£1.07
£1.05
4121
DI VICI S \I \Y BI MIXED TO QUALIFY FOR QUANTITY PRICE& TTL 74 SERIFS ONLY1 OAT-S IS
NO SI) S111 1 1OR MI 5110‘ I SI RIFS OF IC 's IN BOOK IORM PRICE 35p

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PAU
Manufacturen "Fall Out." which Include Functional and Part.Fumtional Unite. These are classed an 0ut-rf
spec' from the maker'. sery rigid specification.. but are Ideal for learning about I.C'e and experimental urk
Contents

Price

Pak No. Contanta

UIC00-12±7400
1.11C01 -12 x7401
VICO2 e. 12 x 7402
ttIC03 - 12 x7403
UIC04 12 x 7404
li1C06 -12 x 7406
LIC06 8x 7106
UIC07 8X7407
UIC10 12 x7410
U1C20.•12 x 7420
UIC31:112 x7450
x 7440
x7441
1.71C42 5x 7442
x7143
UIC44..5 x 7444
UIC415
x 7445

Pak No.

56
55
66
56
55
66
55
50
55
50
55
55
66
66
55
66
56

U1C46.ello x 7446
U1C48
x 7418
LIC80 12 x7130
V1351.-12 x 7131
171063 -.12 X 7453
171054 12 x7454
321C00-12 x74130
UIC70••15x 7470
LIC72 8x 7472
U1073 13X 7474
UIC74..8 x7471
11C70-90 74711
1.7IC80
x 7480
171C81..13 07481
UICSS 807482
x7403
VIC86 sa x 7486

Pak No. Contents

Price

Price

VI C90
x 7190
1.71C91 5x7491
L1C92 -5 x74112
1.71C93 5x7493
121C945 x 7494
UIC95
x 7493
VIC96
x7496
1.71C1(108 074100
1.7IC121.4 x74121
UIC141
x 74111
L'IC161 -0074101
1.71C164
x 74154
EIC193•4 x74193
UIC199..5 x74199

DTL 930 SERIES
LOGIC IC's
I
‘1.
11100
0IS
st ow
016
ma.
016
ilittI
oIS
IIII .
o16
11144
u16
nin.,5
1,30
pop,
1114n
0lo
ins5,
1,0
1.9,,,
015
1,8.0,
),...“
005
,,,,,,
045
sin nno,
043

12 , F

0120

011
014
014
e14
0.14
41.14
8.23
0.13
0.33
11.1111
0.13
0.00
090
044
846

BI-PAK

3 r1315111 II 1311311-15 E
.VOLTAGE
RE1.1 1.51'00 ,
.1,12

DUAL IN LINE SOCKETS.

014
0IS
013
o15
o15
u15
00
014
0CO
005
0It
013
04.1
043
043

CATALOGUE AND LISTS
51 76

TEAK VENEERED
CABINETS for:
STEREO 20
TC 20. 1195 p&p 30p.
61K 50 KIT
TC 100. £050 p&p 40p
E.M.I. LEK 350 Loudspeaker
System Enclosure kit in Teak
Veneer. including speakers.
Reo Retail Price f45.50 per pr.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE U35.50
per pair p&p CI. ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST!

Send S.A.E. and I8p.

616Latest Design Improvements

100KHz
•0.1% Distortion

•Load - 3, 4. 8 or 16 ohms

*Distortion better than 1% at

eSignal to noise ratio 80dB

1KHz

LOW COST No.
RPS 8pin type
BPS 14
BPS 16

Ism
9.11F

Especially designed to a strict specification.

FULLY BUILT -TESTED and GUARANTEED

STABILISED POWER

TRANSFORMERS
T461 (Use with ALIO) 11 13/1 P & P 15p
7638 tree with AL20)
51 93 P 8 P 15p
B511130 Illee with ALSO & ALOOF 92 15
P
P 255

PB 12. (Uee with ALIO a AL20)
lIp
SPM 80. (Uee with also AL30 a ALSO)
US&

£3.25

MODULE SPM80

AP80 le especially designed to power 2 of the ALSO Amplifiers, up to
15 watt irme.) per channel simultaneously. Thie module embodieo the
latest components and circuit techniques incorporating complete 'Mort
circuit protection. With the addition 01 the Maim Transformer MTe0,
the unit will provide output. of up to I3 amps at 35 volt.. Bite
0:1mM X 105 mm X 20 mm. These unite enable you to build Audio
Syeterns of the highest quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Also
ideal for many other applications Including: Disco Systems, Public
Addren, Intercom Unite, etc. Handbook available, 10p.

TRANSFORMER BMT80 £215 p. Et p. 25p

STEREO PRE-AMPLIFIER
TYPE PA100

Frequency response
20114-2okits ±1,113
Harmonic distortion
better than 0.1. 0
Input.: I. Tape head
1.26mV into 80KC1
2. Radio, Tuner
33mV into 50KTI
3Iagnetic P U.
I-5mV Into 50K1-1
All Input voltage. are for an output of 250ms,.
Tape and P.U. !noun equalised to RIAA curve
withIn ±IdB from 2011. to 2111rHx.

Bum
control
Treble
control

±13,1B
at 201(11.
20135
±
dll at
100 Ns
Skit.
bettedr
sthan +68d 13

Input cis trim
Supply
Dimension.

+33 volta at 20mA
292x/19 X33 min

13p
14p
15p

NO , 15Ul
Noe Ts,.
rob, 1310 lo

5 only £1 31

All 0/AL20/AL30 AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES
The ALIO, AL20 and AL30 unite are
similar In their appeuance and in their
general
specification.
However,
careful
selection of the plastic power device. Nu
resulted In a range of output powers from
3 to 10 watt. R
The versatility of the!, design make. then.
Ideal for use in record players. tape recorders,
stereo amplifier, and cassette and cartridge
tape players In the car and at home.

I-24 25-99 100up.
33p 30p 27p
38p
35p 32p
75p
70p 68p
I1p
16p
17p

.•
sip

Men: Rumble (high pan)
Scratch (low muse)
Signal not« ratio

SPECIAL COMPLETE KIT MK50 COMPRISING 2 AL50's,
1SPM80, 1BMT80 & 1 PA10 0 ONLY £25.30 FREE p.&p

NUMERICAL
INDICATOR TUSES
lO sopleell
..... 7.6enso.151

The 'Stereo 20' amplifier I. mounted, ready wired and teste
on •one•plece chassis meuurIng 20 cm x 14 cm o 5 5em.
This compact unit comes complete with on/off switch
volume control, balance, buis and treble controls,
Tramformer, Power supply and Power amps.
Attractively printed front panel and match'
Ina control knob, The 'Stereo 20' hae been
designed to fit into mint turntable plinth.
without interfering with the mechanism or,
alternatively, Into a separate cabinet.
Output power 20w peak. Input 1 (Ger.)
311OrnV Into 1M. Freq. res. 25Hx•26kHa
Input 2 (Aux.) 4mV Into 30K. Harmonic
distortion. Blue control *12dB at 150H:
typically 025% at 1 watt. Treble con.
*14dB at 14411x.

•

Only the finest

incorporated in this powerful little amplifier which should
satisfy the most critical A.F., enthusiast.

51 45 311 1. E la 70,00, 01 lonolso
o127' 11,1,11,sonco
Claws
N1.1. is55.5c Sss, I'm.
IcR 1111

s I3min

components have been used and the latest solid state circuitry

14 & 16 Lead Sockets for u,
DUAL IN LINE IC's TWO
:me,
PROFESSIONAL & NEW LOW COS]
PROF. TYPE No.
TS0 14 pin type
TS0 16
"
TO 24

• 7015...- -

*Overall size 63mm x 105mm

•Supply voltage 10-35 volts

Ilp
12p
11p

81 54
11 OD
El NI
CI 70

The STEREO 20

FRONT PANEL. 4 knobs. Headphone Socket.
on off switch and neon for P.\ 1111 VIE 30
FPK 100 t2.95.

POWER SUPPLIES

•Frequency Response 20Hz to

SPECIFICATION:

Packs cannot be 'milt, but 23 assorted piece. (our mix) Is available as PAK 1710 XI.

LINEAR IC's-FULL SPEC.
Isis Vo
a.an
I
727u2
OI L I
11 50 041 04.8
720e
OIL
I
II 33 033 010
lei°
OIL
I
045 043 040
72741
OIL
I
040 030 0IS
72:411ra 13
043 043 0no
72041P
1111
11 111 038 014
7274nr
OIL
0.111 0.14 034
11.2no•
eso 0.43 040
n1.7.14 .
3
9.30 1.43 9.44
61.;tre "
DI5
0.30 043 8.44
T.1 v:43
Pr :2
0.24 6.70 SW
TNsea
TO 74 1 Lisa sal ose
1S%Wets
lo ..
II 01 0170 £1 74
.5 .
1.511"nt 5
a en 0.24 5.
24
To :i
n 823 013 Ow
,0,11
Ts, 5 lo
043 043 04.
/3.414
It, 1
,
. i 120

*Thermal Feedback

Built to aapecification and NOT •price, and yet still the greeted value on the market,
the PA100 stereo pre.amplifier 4•4 been conceived from the latest circuit techniques.
Designed for use with the Al...511 power amplifier ey.tem. this quality rnade unit
Incorporates no le« than eight silicon planar transistor'', two of three are specially
eelected low noise NPN devices for use in the input stage..
Three .witched stereo input., and rumble and scratch flItere are features of the
PA100. which also has a STEREO MONO switch, volume, balance and continuously
variable bate and treble control..

Asaorted 74'e 155

0 55

FOR ONLY £3.95

• Max Heat Sink temp 90 0

Performance

Conditions

Tual46442
HARMONIC DISTORTION

Po

3 WATTS f-'IKHa

026%
8

LOAD IMPEDANCE

50 Bs -25)(Ha

Pc-2 WATTS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CZ 9dB
SENSITIVITY for RATED 0/P

16(1

100 k

-1K He

INPUT IMPEDANCE

Vs-25V. R1-80 1.-1Klie

76mV. EMS
3" is 29" x 1"

DIMENSIONS
The above table relates to the ALIO. AL20 and ALSO
module.. The following table outlines the difference.
In their working condition..
Parameter
Maximum Supply Voltage

•

Power output for 2% T.H.D.
- 801 - 1 Klir)

£14.45

PRI( I

PA 12. PRE-AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION
The PA 12 pre•amplIfier ha, been designed to snatch into
meet budget stereo systems. It I. compatible with the
AL 10, AL 20 and AL 30 audio power amplifiers and It
ean be supplied from their ueoclated power supplies.
There are two stereo Input., one has been designed for use
with •Cerainic cartridges while the auxiliary Input will
snit mint fIlagrietic urtridgee. Full details are given in
the specIlImtion table. The four controla are, from left to
right: Volume and on/off switch, balance, Da« and treble.
Size 162mrn o 84mni x 98mm.
PRICE f4.35

FRONT PANEL FP12 with knobs £1.20.

Frequency responn•20510 -801i II (-3c111)
Baas control* 12dB at 6011.
Treble control* 14dB at 14K1Is
•Input I. Impedance
1 Meg. ohm
Sensitivity 300mV
Ilnput 2. Impedance
30 K ohm.
Beneltivity 4m V

ALIO

AL20

25

30

3watt.
RMS Min.
CZ b
Gro No

388

ALSO
30

6 wall.
EMS Min.

10 1r alto
EMS Min.

L259

£3 ,3

*(101..

Please send all orders erect to warrhoube and d”nalc 5drele'll•. ,,

IN-PAK
P.O. 80X6, WARE' HERTS
Postage and p•ekong •dd I1p 0
Id PI,. lot er,marl
Ilernoerrom order 55p C•rh wore, Ordef please

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back

PEWS

Engest

MICROWAVE WEEDING
Microwave ovens have long been used
for cooking and industrial heating.
This same principle -of electromagnetic
radiation -is now being used in an
attempt to kill agricultural pests (i.e.
insects, weeds, fungi) 'in situ'.
The method is attractive, to the
agriculturist at least, in that no
inorganic materials are left in the soil.
Power requirements are quite
considerable, the energy source being
apair of 30kW klystron tubes powered
by adiesel generator. The whole
equipment package is mounted on a 16
ton vehicle, the wheels of which are
spaced to travel along rows between
plants.
Early experiments have shown that
plant yield is as much as 60 per cent
greater compared with hand weeding.
The technique currently being
researched (by the Agricultural
Research Service of the Dept. of
Agriculture, Texas A & M University)
consists of exposing the soil to
radiation at afrequency of 2450MHz the same frequency that is used in
microwave ovens. If the radiation is
absorbed by living tissue, the molecules are set into vibration and vital
functions are disrupted.

SOYUZ 11 - WHAT REALLY
HAPPENED
In June 1971, three Russian
cosmonauts were found to be dead
when their Soyuz spacecraft returned
to earth.
USSR space authorities stated that
the deaths were due to loss of cabin
pressure on re-entry into the earth's
atmosphere.
Academician Boris Petroc -in a
Pravda article (July 4, 1971) hinted at
mechanical failure, but USSR space
authorities refused to give any further
details.
Full details of the accident have now
been revealed. Apparently the loss of
cabin pressure was caused by excessively violent firing of the 12
explosive bolts used to join the reentry capsule to the space vehicle.
This accidently loosened asafety
valve cap which in turn triggered an
exhaust valve. Cabin pressure was
totally lost in 45 seconds.
Subsequent ground tests showed
that 27 seconds were required to close
the valve by hand, but this was afull
17 seconds longer than the crew could
have remained conscious.
The explanation of the accident was
provided at American insistence during the second round of talks for
the joint Soyuz-Apollo space mission
held in Moscow on October 1to
October 17,1973.
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STATIC PROBLEM SOLVED

The growing demand for high quality,
budget-priced records, coupled with
constant progress and developments
in modern audio equipment, has
necessitated stringent specifications in
record materials and surface qualities.
EMI Records, currently celebrating
its 75th anniversary in the recording
industry, has taken amajor step to
ensure top results at its record
pressing plant.
There records are produced automatically on injection moulding
machines, ahot plastic copy is taken
from the highly-polished metal 'master
disc' then is partially cooled, trimmed
and ejected for packing into sleeves.
Despite rigorous precautions, like full
air conditioning of the production
areas, ahigh static charge was generated
as the pressings separated from the

LOWER COST AND WIDER
APPLICATION FOR LASER
RECORDING SYSTEMS
The use of solid-state design could
lower the cost of laser recording systems and eventually widen their range
of application, according to an RCA
engineer.
Gerald M. Claffie said that existing
laser recording systems are typically
bulky, mechanically elaborate and
expensive. Mr. Claffie is an engineer
at RCA's Advanced Technology
Laboratories in Camden, New Jersey.
"Laser recording can be used for
other than highly specialized applicat-

metal master.
Because this charge could cause
attraction of any minute dust particles
from the edge trimming operation, it
was therefore vital to remove the
static from the process altogether.
The problem was solved when EMI
incorporated a Model 210 12inch static
eliminator bar from 3M United Kingdom Limited at apoint where the vinyl
pressings move forward to a rotary
trimmer.
The Model 210 is aself-powered,
compact device with no moving parts
or wires that causes localised ionisation
of the air, producing aconductive
path to drain off any charges on an
adjacent surface. By fitting the bar
near the rotary trimmer, the static
charge was instantly removed -as were
any dust and dirt particles.

ions if the component cost is reduced
and reliance on high-precision
mechanical parts is minimized...and
then reductions are feasible", Mr.
Claffie said.
RCA has been researching the use of
semiconductor devices and beam deflectors as replacements for the gaslaser external beam intensity modulators and rotating mirror assemblies
currently used in laser recording
systems.
"Laser diodes and acousto-optic
beam deflectors ... appear to be well
suited for use in solid-state laser film
recording systems of moderate
complexity", Mr. Claffie said.

and incorporates for the first time the
capacity to prepare and edit programs
and store them on tiny magnetic cards
for reuse when needed.
"The HP-65 is a major advance
in electronic calculator technology",
said Mr. Robin Mansfield, calculator
group manager at Slough, when
introducing the new calculator at a
news conference in London. "It
expands Hewlett-Packard's line of
programmable calculators from desktop
units with full systems capability to
the handheld HP-65 which offers new
convenience in programming," he
added.

MAINS FILTER

•d çv

Among the prerecorded programs
available are programs to find L or C to
resonate with a known L or C at some
frequency; to compute the impedance
of an arbitrarily long ladder network
containing series or shunt R, L, and C,
atransmission line impedance transformer, and S to Y parameter conversion and vice-versa; and to calculate
six Fourier coefficients for any number
of data points.
Medical users can get atotal of 39
prerecorded programs from HewlettPackard. Included among these
programs are IV Rate Calculations,
Cardiac Output (Fick), Shunt Fraction,
Cardiac Output (Gamma Variate),
Male and Female Vital Capacity, Body

keystrokes. When a recorded program
is no longer needed, the magnetic card
can be erased on the same machine and
reused to record another program.
Accidental erasures can be prevented
by clipping acorner of the magnetic
card.
The user simply enters the program
using the HP-65's keyboard. The
program can be changed at any time.
It is not necessary to rewrite the entire
program when an error is made, as is
the case with other small programmable calculators.
The program cards are easily entered
into the calculator. One program containing up to 100 steps, or many
programs totalling 100 steps, can be
recorded on asingle card.
The HP-65 allows the user to perform branches, logic comparisons and
conditional skips in his programs as an
aid to more efficient programming.
The keyboard has 51 calculating
functions and data manipulation
operations. Many of the keys can
each perform four functions.
Included among the preprogrammed
functions are the standard arithmetic
operations, logarithms -both natural
and common -square and square root,
exponential, factorial, reciprocal and
trigonometric functions. When used
in aprogram, each of these built-in

One of the main problems with modern
Hi -Fi equipment is their sensitivity to
interference -especially mains borne
pulses etc. The usual solution of
wiring capacitors across the mains is
rarely adequate. However R.S.
Components have now added a lA
mains filter to their range which
provides 40dB attenuation over the
range 0.15-30MHz.
The unit which will retail around the
£2.50 mark also has applications for
business machines, teleprinters and
digital circuitry.

POCKET-SIZED CALCULATOR
Hewlett-Packard have announced the
introduction of the first pocket
calculator to have full programming
capabi lity.
The new HP-65, similar in appearance and construction to the HP-35
and the HP-80 enables anyone to write
and edit their own programs. They
may also use precoded programs
developed by Hewlett-Packard which
solve many frequently encountered
problems. The HP-65 is being launched
on aworld wide basis.
More than 250,000 HewlettPackard pocket-sized calculators are
now in use throughout the world. The
new HP-65 is asignificantly more
powerful version of its predecessors

Surface Area, (Dubois), Body Surface
(Boyd), and 02 Saturation and Content
(Oxygen Dissociation).
With the HP-65, no previous
programming experience is required.
The calculator have five master keys
(A-E) for storing and recalling programs
written by the user. These programs
can be called up at the touch of the
appropriate key.
Editing is done with afew simple

functions occupies only one or two
program steps.
The HP-65 can add and subtract in
degrees, minutes and seconds format,
allowing it to also perform calculations
involving hours, minutes and seconds.
It also will operate in any of three
trigonometric modes -degrees, grads
and radians -and will convert octalbased integer numbers to decimal-based
integer numbers and back.
13

news
The HP-65 has nine addressable
memory registers, resulting in far greater
memory capacity than in any other
pocket-sized calculator except the
HP-45. This extended memory, plus
the calculator's ability to perform 51
built-in functions, enable the user to
solve complex multi-step problems
with greater ease and in less time than
possible with comparable desktop
machines.
The nine memory locations permit
register arithmetic. The user may
specify which of the registers he wants
to store a number in, recall it quickly,
or combine it with other stored
numbers.
Like other Hewlett-Packard pocketsized calculators, the HP-65 has afourregister operational stack which stores
intermediate answers and automatically
brings them back when needed in
calculation.
The LED display can be set to show
results in either fixed or scientific
notation. Up to 10 digits are displayed
plus exponent and appropriate signs.
Rechargeable batteries operate the
calculator for approximately three
hours. It will also run on a.c. The
HP-65 measures 15.25 ems by 8 cms
by 3.5 ems.

LJILJCUI
A NEW UHF TV TRANSMITTER

COMPONENT PRICES
The relative stability of component
prices of the last few years looks like
ending with abang. Worldwide
shortages in almost every field together
with the fall of sterling plus general
inflationary trends all point to substantial increases during 1974. P.C.
board raw materials increased by 20%
in 1973 and expected to rise by even
more in the near future.
Predictions of the average price
rise vary enormously but we could
find no one suggesting less than 15%
and one estimate was as high as 50%.

VOX BOX
Among new additions to the Amtron
range of D-I -Y kits is avoice operated
electronic switch known as the VOXUK390. As well as acting as atransmit/receive switch, the unit, which has
a7 transistor circuit, provides about
60dB gain and acts as a preamplifier.
The tripping time can be varied from
one tenth of asecond to two seconds.
There are both high and low
impedance inputs with a2000 ohm
output impedance at 500mV. Power
requirements are 12V at 150mA.
Amtron (UK) Limited, 4-7 Castle
Street, Hastings, Sussex TN34 30 Y.

At the end of last year the Deutsche
Bundespost started operation of anew
UHF TV transmitter in Regensburg in
the Federal Republic of Germany.
This transmitter is considered the first
member of the so-called third generation. The system consists of two
identical transmitters which by virtue
of asuitable standby circuit allow
continuity of operation in the face of
abnormal conditions and which employ
the same output tube both in the
video and the sound sections. This
type of transmitter has been jointly
developed by Siemens and SEL to
supersede the older transmitters now
in use in Bands IV and V.
The use of ahigh-gain Klystron
(Type YK 1151) in the video section
and another in the sound section made
it possible to apply the long soughtafter '2 tube solution' to this 20kW
TV transmitter as well. The use of the
same type of tube in the power
amplifiers results in avirtually identical
video and sound output stage configuration, simple maintenance of a
small replacement parts inventory in
addition to true parallel feeding
from common power supply. The
new power klystron YK 1151 (Siemens
and Valvo) is designed for an output

power in excess of 22kW and for the
entire UHF range from 470 to 860MHz,
thus covering the full range of Bands
IV and V (channels 21 through 68).
This air-cooled klystron with the
resonators is mounted on acarriage
which is moved into the video or the
sound output stage of the transmitter
as required. In addition to the common
power supply for the video and sound
output stages, anew solid-state
prestage with sufficient output power
for driving klystron YK 1151 directly
has been devised. About 4W are
required in the lower channels and
2.5W in the upper channels. New UHF
transistors have enabled this power to
be obtained while at the same time
satisfying the Deutsche Bundespost
specifications for signal quality with
solid-state technology. With this new
transmitting system it is also possible
to emit asecond frequency-modulated
sound carrier (250kHz above the
normal sound carrier). Both signals
are combined in the IF position and
jointly amplified in the klystron
sound output stage. This second sound
channel will become important when
stereo broadcasts or multilingual
programmes are to be televised.

PHOTOMULTIPLIER GUIDE
The Electron Tube Division of EMI
has produced aphotomultiplier tube
replacement guide. It lists near and
direct equivalents and contains an
application index for about 150 tube
types.
EMI photomultipliers are used
mainly in two categories of radiation
detection and measurement. One is
direct measurement of electromagnetic
radiation in the ultra violet, visible
and infra red spectrum in the range
ca. 170 nm to 1100 nm, such as is
used in spectrometers, reflectometers,
photometers etc. The other is
measurement of nuclear radiation by
using ascintillator material to convert
nuclear energy into light which is
detected by the photomultiplier tube.
For instance, alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray
and other charged and uncharged
particles can be detected in this way.
Many tubes are equally suited to
both techniques and the guide lists
the main application groups, together
with the tube types primarily associated
with them. In addition to general
purpose tubes for photometry and
spectrophotometry EMI tube types
cover special applications including
infra red detection, photon counting,
scintillation counting, fast pulse
resolution and flying spot scanning.
Tubes are also available for use in
high temperature environments and
where high vibration or shock will be
encountered.
Copies of the replacement guide,
which also contains alist of technical
papers, are available free of charge
from EMI Electronics Limited,
Electron Tube Division, Blyth Road,
Hayes, Middlesex.

COLOUR TV LICENCES EXCEED
5MILLION
Although figures are not yet available
from the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications the 5 millionth colour
TV licence was also certainly issued
just before Christmas 1973.
Until recent credit clampdown sales
and new rentals were running at around
the 200,000 per month mark. UK
colour TV production in 1973 is now
known to have exceeded 2 million and
to this must be added 700,000 imported sets. A recent estimate suggested
that 1974 totals would be similar but
that imports would fall to perhaps half
the 1973 figures with acorresponding
increase in home production. Recent
political decisions and the economy
cast doubt on these figures however.
The total number of all TV licences
is now about 17.5 million of which
over 30% are colour.

DOMESTIC EARLY-WARNING
FIRE DETECTOR
A Products-Of-Combustion (POC)
detector specially designed for protection of the home has been introduced
by Helios. This new unit, the BRK
Electronics Model 718S, is claimed to
be the World's most advanced equipment of its type, and is the only
domestic early-warning detector to be
given full approval of the Underwriters Laboratory (USA).
It employs an extremely sensitive
ionized-air type sensor, which responds
to the imperceptibly small concenttrations of atmospheric impurities that
occur at the earliest stages of afire
starting -before either visible smoke or
heat become apparent. Presence of
these impurities triggers acircuit that
activates aloud built-in electric horn,
which continues to sound until switched
off manually.

The oscillators are intended for
fixed frequency operation and can be
preset to any frequency in the above
ranges. They have afrequency/
temperature coefficient of -200kHz/ 0C
maximum and apower/temperature
coefficient of -0.02dB/ 0 C maximum,
over the temperature range -40 0 C to
+70 0 C.
Plessey Optcelectronics and
Microwave Unit, Wood Burcote Way,
Towcester, Northants NN12 7JN.

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC ARRAY
Completely self-contained and powered by an internal battery, the
detector takes the form of asingle
compact unit measuring only 7" x7" x
1", designed for easy fixing to ceiling
or wall.
The only maintenance normally
required is replacement of the internal
battery -which should last for more
than ayear. It is an important feature
of the unit that it fails safe when the
battery approaches exhaustion; a
warning signal is given by intermittent
sounding of the alarm. This begins
to occur at least ten days before the
voltage falls below the minimum
operating level.
For overall protection of property
the Model 718S can also form the
central unit of acomplete warning
system, provision being made in the
unit for connection of remote alarms
and external thermal sensors, all of
which are available as accessories.
Bowcom Electronics Limited,
13 City Road, Winchester, Hants.

LOW COST GUNN OSCILLATORS
FOR INTRUDER ALARMS
New X-Band Gunn-effect oscillators,
types GDO 2-4, have been introduced
by Plessey. They are solid state
microwave sources designed specifically for intruder alarm applications in
the frequency ranges 9.2 -9.9GHz and
10.2 -10.9GHz.

In the past, digital processors were
designed with gates and flip-flops.
Then along came read only memories
(ROMS) which enabled the designer
to programme logic in memory, thus
simplifying system design. And now
National Semiconductor has gone one
step further with the Programmable
Logic Array (PLA).
Called the DM7575/DM8575 and
the DM7576/8576, the new bipolar
monolithic integrated circuits are
mask-programmable logic arrays intended to implement random logic.
The PLA's have 14 data inputs and 8
outputs. Each output provides asum
of product terms where each product
term can contain any combination of
14 variables or their complements. The
total number of product terms which
can be provided is 96. If the equivalent function were to be implemented
in ROM, it would take a128,000 bit
memory.
Logically, the PLA looks like abank
of input receivers and two programmable logic matrices which transform
the 14 inputs into 8 outputs. The
first matrix forms the AND products
and the second matrix OR's these
products, forming the 8 products.
Each variable or its complement
may appear in any product term, and
every product may appear in any of
the 8 output functions. Any product
term which is repeated is counted only
once, and since some functions are
Continued on page 68
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INTERNATIONAL 420
4-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
By BARRY WILKINSON

TWO basic, non-compatible methods
are used to obtain four-channel sound
from gramophone records.
These are discrete, exemplified by
JVC/RCA's CD-4 system; and the
competing matrix systems, of which
the Columbia SQ and the Sansui QS
are best known.
Opinions differ as to which of the
two main techniques has the most to
offer.
Broadly, the discrete system has far
better separation between channels —
especially front-to-rear, but is more
complex than the matrix systems.
Furthermore a special cartridge and
stylus is required.
All matrix systems are basically the
same. Their only real differences lie in
the
proportions
and
phase
relationships in which the original four
channels of programme material are
mixed
down
to
two
—
and
subsequently expanded out again to
four during replay.

Simple, yet effective unit has SQ plus ambience decoding — and
produces 15 watts per channel.

LEFT
BACK

LEFT FRONT

NOTESALL COAXIAL CABLE SHIELDS ARE
TERMINATED BOTH ENDS EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN BY ASTERISK.
THE TONE CONTROLS ARE CONECTED
BY 10/010 WIRE OR SIMILAR WHERE
THE THREE WIRES FROM EACH POT.
ARE TWISTED TOGETHER.
THE TWO THIN WIRES BETWEEN THE
DECODER AND THE PREAMP. BOARDS
SHOULD BE RUN AS A TWISTED PAIR.
THE CONECTION BETWEEN THE VOLUME
CONTROL AND THE SELECTOR SWITCH
IS ONLY SHORT AND IS UNSHIELDED.
CONECTIONS TO THE PC BOARDS ARE
SHOWN IN THE CORRECT RELATIVE
POSITION.

RIGHT FRONT

FRONT POWER AMPLIFIERS
RIGHT
BACK

BACK
POWER
AMPLIFIERS

Fig. 1. Signal wiring for
the complete amplifier.

INPUT SOCKET
REAR
SECT ION
POTS

DISC

TUNER

AUX.1

AUX.2

11
10k

THREE WIRES
TWISTED

EARTH

FR ONT
SE :TION
PO TS
BALANCE

REAR
VOLUME

TREBLE

BASS

VOLUME
•SHIELD OF INPUT COAX IS
NOT CONNECTED THIS END

FOUR LOTS OF
- THREE WIRES
TWISTED
PREAMP
BOARD
RIGHT

LEFT

LEFT
FRONT

RIGHT
FRONT
‘%13

RIGHT
BACK
LEFT
BACK

TWISTED
PAIR
DISC

L_J
TUNER

AUX.1

AUX.2

SELECTOR SWITCH
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GREEN WIRE

RED & BLACK WIRES
FUSE HOLDERS

1
POWER
OUTLET

I
—
GREY
COVERED
1111FiES

SPEAKER OUTPUT

SOCKETS

(
2N3055
TRANSFORMER
REAR
POWER
AMPLIFIERS

FRONT
POWER
AMPLIFIERS

BLACK
GREEN

OUTPUT

32V
ac

EARTH

POWER
SUPPLV
BOARD

.18V

MAINS
SWITCH

OUT

REAR
FRONT
HEADPHONE SOCKETS

OUTPUT/b.,

NOTES—
ALL WIRING ON THIS DIAGRAM
SHOULD BE 23/0076 OR EOUIVALENT
WIRE WITH EXCEPT OF THE +18V
LINE WHICH MAY BE 10/010 OR
SIMILAR.
INDIVIDUAL MODULES ARE SHOWN
APPROX. IN THEIR RELATIVE
POSITION EXCEPT FOR THE HEADPHONE
SOCKETS WHICH ARE ON THE FRONT
PANEL

PREAMP
BOARD

OV

18V

li

.18V

Fr-

DECODER
BOARD

LED
INDICATOR
LIGHT

PROJECT 420

Fig. 2. Power wiring for the complete amplifier.

Channel separation of even very
sophisticated matrix decoders is not as
good as can be obtained from discrete
units.
Typically
it
is
10
dB
left-to-right, and 3 dB or so front to
rear — compared with the 20 dB — 40
dB and 20 dB respectively that is
typically obtained from the CD-4
technique.
But
against
inferior
channel
separation, matrix systems are cheap,
simple and relatively effective. So
much so that over 100 makers of
audio
equipment worldwide now
produce matrix four-channel systems,
and of these, some 85 per cent use the
so-called
SG
coding/decoding
technique.
The SO system has also been chosen
by
the
great
majority
of
FM
broadcasting stations. These stations
transmit SO matrixed programme
material
by
conventional
stereo
broadcasting. The programmes are
then
decoded
by
'the
listeners'
receiving equipment.
No special turntable, cartridge or
stylus is required for use with SO
records.
Considering all the above, it is clear
that the SG system iS by far the most
commonly used today — hence our
decision to use SG decoding in the
International
450
four-channel
amplifier. We would however like to
stress that this decision does not
necessarily imply that we think that
the
SO
technique
is
the
best

SPECIFICATION
OUTPUT POWER (at 1% distortion)
2 channels driven
15 W per channel
4channels driven
12.5 per channel
1kHz
0.13%
0.11
0.1%

DISTORTION
At 0.1 W output
At 1W output
At 10 W output

100 Hz
0.15%
0.14%
0.14%

SENSITIVITY
Disc input
All other inputs

1.6 mW at 1kHz
160 mV at 1kHz

10 kHz
0.25%
0.18%
0.15%

INPUT IMPEDANCE
All inputs
50 kohm
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (Stereo)
Disc re 10 mV input
70 dB
All other inputs
79 dB
DAMPING FACTOR
100 Hz
1kHz
10 kHz
SQ DECODER PHASE SHIFT
100 Hz to 10 kHz within ± 10 0
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Tone controls flat
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5
30
30

+ 0
— 2
2

dB at 10 Hz
dB at 50 kHz

Treble control

— 10 dB at 10 kHz
+ 11

Bass control

— 12 dB at 100 Hz
+ 11
17

•35V TO MAIN
AMPLIFIERS

5

LEFT FRONT

RIGHT FRONT

LEFT BACK

4
'30
1O.1 <
CI
7500E
63V

A 0-0

R4
2 46.

>

E4

RIGHT BACK

1AMP

Cl
2500E
63V
•1-

240V ac

o

•18V TO PREAMP
AND DECODER

N 0--0
S1N1

E

2
Ti
240/32V 2A

11e..

NOTES
01 8F X29 or arnulor
02 253055 or urn.lar
03 BC108 or sIrnetor
04 BC178 or serular
ZD1 BZX70C18

C5
100uF
50V

OV

o

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the power supply.

technically — merely that it is the
most successful commercially, and the
only
one for which
programme
material is really freely available.
Unlike
a
number
of
other
four-channel
amplifier
projects
published recently, the International
450 has been designed specifically for
home construction. The unit is simple
yet rugged — above all it is relatively
easy to construct.
Heart of the unit is of course the SQ
decoder. Here we have used Motorola's
very latest SQ decoder integrated
circuit type MC 1312P. This chip is
produced
under
a
licencing
arrangement from the holders of the
world patents, CBS. Price of the chip
includes a licence fee which is paid by
the seller to CBS. (For those interested
in the techniques of SQ decoders we
will
shortly
be
publishing
fill
constructional
details
of an
SQ
decoder using discrete components.
Our experience is that performance of
this latter decoder is better than the IC
version,
but not
by
any really
substantial amount. It is of course far
more complex).
Apart from the inbuilt SQ decoder,
our
new
four-channel
amplifier
incorporates 'ambience' circuitry. This
enables
'synthesized'
four-channel
reproduction to be obtained from
normal stereo records.

HOW IT WORKS
POWER SUPPLY

Fig. 4. Printed circuit board layout for the power supply.
Q2

02

o
e 02

32Vac

+18V

OV

Transformer T1 reduces the 240
Vac mains to 32 Vac which is then
rectified by DI — D4 and smoothed
by capacitors Cl and C2. This
provides a no-load voltage of about
48 V dc.
Since this is in excess of the
maximum allowable for the pow
modules, aseries regulator is used
'
provide a maximum of 35
regardless of load. Transistor Q2 is
, the series regulator transistor, and as
it dissipates afair amount of heat it is
, mounted on the rear panel (but
insulated from it) and has a pla
over fitted to prevent damage to
sistor by accidental shorts.
, ener diode ZD1 (18 V) provid
'the
reference
voltage
for
. regulator. Transistors Q3 and
compare the zener voltage with
output voltage (divided by R4/R
and hence provide a control voltage
to Q1 which in turn controls Q2. The
final output voltage is thus:—
V0
.. ... _ .,
11

o

=(V

— 1.2) x (R4 + R5)
z

,
OV

,f'uses

are

incorporated

Fig. 5. Component overlay for the power supply.
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ASSEMBLY AND INTERCONNECTION
(Refer to Figs. 1and 2)
1. Fit the grommet and the clamp.

Internal layout of the four
channel amplifier.

2. Fit the power transformer to the
rear panel using
inch (6 mm) spacers
(to allow room for the wires to come
out). Orientate the transformer so that
the red and black mains input leads are
on the right-hand side.
3. Mount potentiometers and power
switch to the support bracket, Fig. 19,

Further to simplify construction, the
complete power amplifier stage is
based
on
four
hybrid
amplifier
modules. These modules are again,
simple, cheap and effective.

should

CONSTRUCTION
The individual printed circuit boards
should be assembled in accordance
with the respective overlays. Care

outputs of the main
modules to protect them
damage due to accidentally shorted
speaker leads, and in additio
protect the regulator from overlo
As current limit is not provided
the regulator itself, care should
taken not to cause any shorts on
regulator side of th
shorts could damage
The 18 volt zener
gulated supply for
and decoder boards.
èvo
supply to the decoder board goes via
a series LED indicator which thus
provides apower-on indication.
Most of the power amplifier
circuity is contained within the
Sanken S1-1010 amplifier modules
d there is little point in describing
the operation of these modules. The
gain of the power amplifier is
determined by the value of R3. The
higher the value, the higher the gain.
With 2.2 k the sensitivity is 650 mV
P-P for 10 W and with 4.7 k the
sensitivity is 350 mV P-P for 10W.
The higher gain is used in the rear
channel amplifiers to obtain agreater
control range for the rear volume
potentiometer.

and mount the bracket on the chassis
on 1
/
2 inch (13 mm) spacers, retained
by
countersunk
screws.
Cut the
potentiometer shafts to the correct
length for the knobs being used.
4. Mount the external power socket,
speaker outlets, fuses, input sockets
and the power transistor to the rear
panel. The power transistor must be
mounted with insulating hardware. An
insulating cover should be fitted to the
transistor to prevent accidental shorts.
5. Fit a two-way terminal block, in
the position shown in Fig. 2, in front
and
to
the
left
of the
power
transformer. A screw should be fitted
to the chassis just in front of the
term;nal block to which should be
clamped the mains earth and the
transformer earth.
No other leads

should be taken with regards to the
polarities of all polarized components
such as integrated circuits, diodes,
capacitors and transistors etc.
Before soldering the power modules
to the power amplifier boards, fit the
boards and modules to the chassis and
check alignment of the board and
module since it is essential that the
completed assembly aligns with the
mounting holes later.
The mode selector switch is mounted
directly onto the decoder printed
circuit board. Press the switch fully
home into the printed circuit board
and solder all the pins to the board.

be

attached

to

this

point.

6. The red and black wires from the
power
transformer
should
be
terminated into the power outlet
socket lone wire to each terminal) and
two more wires should be taken from
the power outlet socket to the mains
power switch. Two further wires are
then taken from the power switch to
the mains terminal block as shown in
Fig. 2.

Note

that all wiring

in

the

above

section should be insulated for 240
Vac. All exposed 240 V connections,
i.e. the power switch and output
socket, should be well wrapped with
insulating tape as a precaution against
electrical shock whilst servicing the
unit.

PARTS LIST
POWER SUPPLY
RI Resistor 2.2k
V2W
5%
R2
"
470
"
R3
"
430
1W
"
R4
"
2.4k
'/2W
"
R5
"
2.2k
"
C1,2 Capacitor
25004F 63V electrolytic
C3
100pF ceramic
C4
toopF 25V electrolytic PC mounting
C5
100L1F 50V electrolytic PC mounting
Q1 Transistor
BFX29 or similar
Q2
2N3055 or similar
Q3
BC108
Q4
BC178
D1-04 Diode
50V, 2A
ZD1 Zener diode BZX70C18
T1 Transformer 240V/32V @ 2A
SW1 Switch llsostatl — see page 25
PC Board ETI 420
F1-F4 1 Amp Fuse and panel mounting holders
Cover for 2N3055 transistor
insulator kit for 2N3055
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Fig. 7. Printed circuit board for the preamplifier (full size).

PARTS LISTS
PREAMPLIFIER
R1,2
Resistor
150k IM or 1
2 W
/
R3,4,7,8
47k
R5,6,21,22,27,26,33,34,39,40,61,62 10k
"
R9,10,13,14,51,52
Resistor
220k
P11
R15,16,23,24
,,
1M
R17,18,45,46,49,50
100k
R19.20
,,
3.31ç.„
R25,28
0
R29,30,31,32
27
4
20 1
k/
..

5%

"

19

9

19

R35,36,41,42
R37,38,43,44,57,58
R47,48
R53,54
R55,56
R59
R63.64

15k
2.2k
22k
56k
5.6k,,
3
10
90
1
»

19

.,

,.
,.

"
el

19

C1,2,19,20,21,22,31,32 Capacitor

0.47/IF 25V tag tantalum
C3,4
33/.1F 10V electrolytic or tag tantalum
C5,6,7,8,23,24
33pF ceramic
C9,10,35,36
ioµF 16V electrolytic or tag tantalum
C11,12,25,26,33,34
0.0033pF polyester
C13,14
,,
820pF ceramic
C15,16
—
22/./F 16V electrolytic or tag tantalum
C17,18
,,
100/IF 25V electrolytic
C27,28,29,30
0.033/IF polyester
C37,38,41,42
101./F 16V tag tantalum
C39
47/IF 25V electrolytic
t' PC Mounting capacitor
RV1
Potentiometer
50k log dual rotary
RV2
100k lin dual rotary
RV3
50k lin dual rotary
Q1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10,11,12 Transistor BC 109, BC549 or similar
Q5,6
BC179, BC559 or similar
SW1 4 Switch assembly llsostatl—see page 25
"

PC board ETI 420 B

NOTES
ONE AMPLIFIER ONLY
IS SHOWN TWO AMPLIFIERS
ARE ON EACH PC BOARD

o

-35V

C3
1
0.22uF

OV
C7
47uF

2

C9
1000uF
35V
+

50V
Ici
3
1

4

9

CS
O luF

8

OUTPUT
TO SPEAKE

R3
2.2k(FRONT)
4.7k(REAR)

4.
4-

INPUT OV

C2
47uF
16V
RI
100

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the preamplifier.

20

4.
C4
47uF
10V

C5
10uF
16V

C6
10LIF
25V

R2
1012

OV

Fig. 9. Circuit diagram of one power amplifier module (two per assembly).
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HOW IT WORKS —
PREAMPLIFIER

îlE lot t
"
4-'
'2-kl,totîy&
4.1

DISC INPUT
¡(MAGNETIC)

RIGHT
8

OV
LEE

1

Clele°(fee 11;

U

rt7

4Jig

a

il

EARTH
TO REAR
PANEL

denCtitO l
i
e
f fi e ¡
r
eetergeser

4e=2-e.v.2f4.A,(
gcnasee'trite:bztiîie 13
clstagE E4 i
g

t#

NOTESPADS 1-12 ARE FOR THE TONE CONTROLS
WIRES 13 & 14 GO TO THE DECODER BOARD
PADS 19 & 20 ARE THE NAG. AMP. OUTPUT
PADS 21 & 22 ARE THE SHIELD OF 19 & 20
PADS15 & 16 ARE ARE THE PREAMP. INPUTS
PADS 17 & 18 ARE THE SHIELD OF 15 & 16

e

l
4e.(g iell

DISC INPUT
(MAGNETIC)

l

Fig. 8. Component overlay for the preamplifier.

\
II‘
lif;»\
Fig. 10. Printed circuit board for the twin power amplifier assembly.

+35V

a
,

RIGHT INPUT

Fig. 11. Component overlay for the twin power amplifier assembly.
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The output level of a magnetic
cartridge may be as low as 1mV and
this must be amplified and equalized
before being applied to the tone
controls.
Transistors QI, 3 and 5 form this
equalizing amplifier. The gain is
controlled
by
RI 1, and
the
frequency response by R15, R17,
C11 and C13. This complex network
provides
the
correct
RIAA
equalization, the desired signal source
and
appropriate
network
being
selected by SW I, 2, 3 and 4. The
signal is then passed to Q7 which
buffers the output of the volume
control and drives the tone control
network.
Transistor Q9 and Q11 form ahigh
gain amplifier in which the gain is
determined by the relative positions
of the bass and treble controls. The 1
kHz gain is being approximately 2.
When monophonic mode is selected
the outputs are combined after the
volume control

7. On the power amplifier boards,
connect leads for +35 V, 0 V and the
speaker output. Allow plenty of length
for these wires so that they may be
loomed up later. The wire gauge used
for these leads should preferably be
23/.0076. At this time also connect
the input screened cables to these
boards making sure that the screen is
also connected to the board at this
end.
8. Mount the two power amplifier
boards into the chassis. The modules
are bolted directly to the chassis and
the boards are supported by 1
/
4" (6
mm) spacers.
9. The power supply may now be
installed.
Wires may be soldered
directly to the printed circuit board,
or, to pins inserted in the appropriate
places on the board. The power
transistor (mounted on the rear of
chassis) should be connected to the
power supply board using 23/.0076
wire. Connect all the OV lines to the
board at this time, plus the single +35
V line which goes directly to the fuse
holders on the rear panel. If it is
decided to solder wires direct to the
underside of the board, make sure the
leads are left long enough to gain
access to the bottom of the board
later.
10. The speaker sockets, phone jacks
and +35 V supply lines to the power
amplifier (from the fuses) may now all
be connected using 23/.0076 wire.
11. Terminate the power amplifier
input cables onto the balance control
(RV5). The wipers (centre contact) of
these potentiometers are at 0 V and
hence the shields of the cables should
21

RI 4.3k

R5 3.6k
CO

C3 0 039uF

82 43k

H

0,22,F

R6 3.6k

L
Fig. 12. Circuit diagram of the SQ decoder board.

HL

C11
I.F

C8 0 039uF

RIGHT
INPUT

CI
O 056F

CI?
1uF

RIGHT
BACK

RV4/1

1111
1M

RIO
47k

LEFT
INPUT

RIGHT
FRONT

Owl 1

50k LIN
REAR VOL
W.
RV5/1
50k LIN
BALANCE

C2
O 056uF

RV5/2

C5
0 0390F

R7 3tik

SW1/4

C14
luF

HL

R17
IM

10k

CO 0 22,,F

R4 4 3k

LEFT
FRONT

R27

SW2/I

RV4 2
LEFT
BACK

SW3,1

RB 36k

TO MAIN
AMPLIFIERS

CIO 0 039uF
SW2'2
•18V

561312

SW4 2

4113
11k

+I
I

C20
10„F
25V

NOTES
ICI MC1312PISEE TEXTI
01,2.3 Bd I78 OR SIMILAR
SWI.2.3.4 IS A McMURDO
TYPE 2899-4 SWITCHBANK

RIS
39k

624
Sk

(139uF

CIS
O I5uF

R29 & R30 ARE WIRED BETWEEN
THE REAR VOLUME POT AND THE
BALANCE POT

C18
SW2/3

SW7/4
CI6
O I5oF
817
39k

C19
O I5uF

R26
IM

TO PREAMP
BOARD

if

011
C 14

all be connected to these points. Two
resistors R29 and R30, are mounted
between RV5 and RV4 (rear volume).
Fit 6 inch (15 cm) lengths of coaxial
cable
to
the
inputs
of
these
potentiometers. The other ends will be
terminated later, on the decoder
board.
12. The preamplifier board has a
number of coaxial cables terminated
on it (four per channel) these are:—
(a) Disc input (12" — 30 cm long)
(b) Disc output to selector switch
(6" — 15 cm long)
(c) Preamplifier input (to volume
pot) 8" — 20 cm
(d) Preamplifier output (10" — 25
cm long)
The tone control connections are
made by 10/.010 wire, the three wires
to each pot being twisted together.

LEFT
BACK
RIGHT
BACK

TO PREAMP
ROARD
LEFT
FRONT
RIGHT
FRONT
LEFT
INPUT
RIGHT
INPUT

Fig. 13. Printed circuit board for the SO decoder.
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Fig. 14. Component overlay for the SQ decoder.
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INTERNATIONAL 450
4-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

PARTS LIST
DECODER

PARTS LIST
AMPLIFIER
R1,2
R3, (front amps)
R3 (rear amps)
C1,5
C2
C3
C4
C6
C7
C8
C9

loS2
vzw 5%
2.2k
4.7k
1011F 16V electrolytic*
471.1F 16V
0.2211F polyester
4711F 10V electrolytic*
10/IF 25V
4712F 50V
0.111F polyester
100011F 35V electrolytic*

Resistor
Capacitor

STIREO

SO

••
ell
•
99

Potentiometer
••

Capacitor

C15,16,18,19
C17
C20

5

ICI

Integrated circuit

Q1,2,3

Transistor

SW 1,2,3,4

Switch bank

PC Board

ETI420D

V4 or /
2 W 5%
1
I•
90

ee

te

•e
et
••

te

•e

"
"
ee
Lin Dual
Rotary
50k
Lin Dual
Rotary
0.05611F polyester
0.03911F
0.0068pF
"
0.2211F
25V
electrolytic or tag
tantalum
o. si.iF polyester
0.003911F
"
iopF 25V
electrolytic or tag
tantalum
MC 1312P

(see page 25)
BC178, BC558
or similar
llsostatl—see
page 25

555
.

0000

0

leeeia4ena/

MODE

POWER

FRONT

AMR

V

C1,2
C3,5,8,10
C4,6
C7,9
C11,12,13,14

page 25 for special offer on Sanken Modules

MONO

et

RV5

*all electrolytic should be PC mounting type.
IC I
Amplifier Module
Sanken S1-1010V
PC Board ETI 420A
(pc board holds two amplifiers)
See

4.3k
3.6k
7.5k
47k
1M
39k
1.8k
3.9k
1.2k
2.7k
6.8k
10k
50k

Resistor

R1,2,3,4
R5,6,7,8
R9
R10
RI 1,12,13,14,25,26
R15,21
R16,19
R17,20,23
R18
R22
R24
R27,28,29,30
RV4

42(2

SELECTOR

REAR

0

0
00

BALANCE

PHONES

REAR VOL

TREBLE

VOLUME IMIIIT

BASS

Fig. 15. Artwork for front panel escutcheon of the ET! 420 four channel amplifier.

0000

IN F
,U T

o

USE

RIGHT

1AMP

lUSTS

O

o

o

o
ARTH

AUX 1 AUX:

TUN

ONE Y

0

DISC

o
o

00

o

0

000

LE FT

o

O

0

0

REAR

REAR

FRONT

FRONT

RIGHT

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

o

INPUT
240 V-SOH,
60W MAX

SWITCHED
OUTLET
50W

MAX

o

00

Fig. 16. Artwork for the rear panel.

HOW IT WORKS — DECODER
To properly decode SQ records it is
necessary to phase shift the input
signals and then selectively mix the
phase shifted and original signals to
synthesize the four outputs required.
The Motorola IC, MC1312P, with the.
aid of a few external components,
provides the four outputs very simply.
With conventional stereo records a
mode of synthesizing four channel,
known as 'Ambience Mode', has been
used. This is quite effective and very
simple. Normally in this method the
two rear speakers are connected in

series, but in anti-phase, across the
live outputs of the front speakers. In
our case it is difficult to interface this
system directly without complex
switching. As we must use the
rear-channel power amplifiers, we
perform the same function by using a
differential amplifier QI, Q2 and Q3,
the output of which is simply the
difference of the two input signals
with two outputs in antiphase.
Switches SW), 2, 3 and 4 select the
appropriate output.
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Allow about 6 inches (15 cm) for each
lead. A further twisted pair is fitted
between the preamplifier and decoder
boards for 'mono' mode selection.
Allow about 8 inches (20 cm) of wire,
and an earth lead is connected to the
rear panel earth lug.
Note that on the input phono sockets
all commons are tied to the rear panel
earth lug with the exception of those
for
the
disc
input
which
are
individually
connected
to
the
preamplifier board.
The preamplifier power rails can now
be connected and the preamplifier
board bolted into position using %
23

324

6.5

PARTS LIST

14 spacer 3
4 " long
/
CHASSIS AND MISCELLANEOUS
5 spacer 1
2 " long
/
LED indicator TIL209 or R.S. Components LED3 (Red)
4 small knobs
1 large knob
2 stereo phone jack
4 2202 '/2W resistor phone jack
metal chassis to Fig. 20
metal bracket to Fig. 19
front panel to Fig. 18
wood box to Fig. 17
4 two-pin DIN sockets
2 4 way phono sockets
earth terminal for rear panel
Bulgin power outlet
Mains cord, grommet and clamp
2 way terminal block
nuts bolts and washers
23/0076 wire
10/010 wire
screened cable

MATER IAL12.7 mm VENEERED
PARTICLEBOARD
ALL DI MENTIONS ARE
IN MILLIMETERS

2 HOLES 5mm clia
FROM UNDERSIDE
FOR MOUNTING
CHASSIS

A

``,.. 15 ° 'CHAMFER — -._..
ON FRONT EDGE
12.7x 3.2x 234
RUNNERS

e

217 5

ago

LA
337

I MOLE IS* or•

1
0 7 MOLE.'

G

9 66. DIA

9 MOLES II

112 5

DIA

96
MATERIAL- ALUM
ANODIZED BLACK WITH
SATIN MARKINGS
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE
IN MILLIMETERS

40

si>”ce

2

SECTION A—A

Fig. 17. Constructional details of the cabinet.
In
2

Fig.

190

18. Drilling details for front panel escutcheon.

Fig. 19. Switch support bracket drilling details.
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inch (6 mm) spacers. Check that these
spacers do not short any of the copper
tracks on the board, if so, use a small
insulated washer between the spacer

e25

265

and the board.
13. Wire up the tone controls in
accordance with Fig.1. Again using
Fig.1 as a guide, wire the selector
switch, volume control and all input
wiring.

160
740

no
200
160
IND
ID
110
101

14. The +18 V power rail may now
be connected to the decoder via the
front panel LED power indicator.
Make sure that the supply is connected
to the long lead of the LED and the
thick lead is connected to the decoder
board. This ensures correct polarity of
the diode, which could be damaged
under reversed supply conditions.
There is no direct earth connection
to the decoder board, earthing is
provided
by
the shields of the
preamplifier output coaxial cables.
Additionally, the earths to RV4 and
RV5 are made via the shields on the
coaxial cables from the decoder board.
The decoder board may now be bolted
onto the support bracket.
•
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SPECIAL OFFER — SANKEN
MODULES
The Sanken S1-1010Y amplifier modules are available from Photain Controls Ltd, Randalls Road, Leatherhead,
Surrey. The price is £4.00 each plus
VAT.
Photain have agreed however to a
special price for ETI readers who order
four units at the same time of £15.84
inclusive of VAT and postage.
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f 5

The three lsostat push-button switches
for this project are being specially
made and are only available from
Trampus Electronics, P.O. Box 29,
Bracknell, Berks. At the time of going
to press there is a waiting period of a
few weeks on these.
Other pushbutton switches may be used but this
will necessitate modification of the p.c.
board ETI420d (Fig. 13).
Trampus are also stocking the
MC1312P decoder for readers, the
price, which includes the royalty payment to CBS, postage and VAT is
£2.75.
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Fig.20. Details of chassis metal work and drilling.
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Most discotheques now enhance their
atmosphere by linking light displays
to their sound output. Undoubtedly
the patrons of such establishments are
more receptive when two, rather than
one, of their senses are stimulated.
With the availibility of low cost, high
power, switching devices, the home
constructor can also take advantage of
audio-visual stimuli for home entertainment.
In the first of aseries, Jeff Maynard
reviews some kits available in the light
show area.

•
0
•LIGHT SHOW UNITS
0
••••••••••••••••••0
DEVICES for visual excitation or relaxation fall into two basic types stroboscopes and sound-to-light convertors.
A stroboscope uses a high value
capacitor to store energy which is
released when required by applying a
trigger pulse to a neon discharge tube.
The trigger pulse ionizes the gas in the
area of the contact and effectively
creates a short circuit through the
tube between the other two electrodes.
A charged capacitor across the tube
will discharge rapidly, causing an intense flash of short duration.
The
tube can be triggered again as soon as
the capacitor has been recharged.
A successful strobe requires two
distinct electronic units -a capacitor
charging circuit and atrigger unit. For
optimum results the trigger circuit
should have a variable time constant
(in order that the flash rate can be
varied).

HY-LYGHT STROBE
The Hy-Lyght Strobe from the Service
Trading Company uses a high quality
mains transformer to produce 500V
for the charging circuit. After rectification this is passed, at approximately
650V to a 8µF paper capacitor.
A
1M2 resistor across the capacitor ensures that it does not retain its charge
once the unit is switched off.
The trigger and timing circuit is
quite conventional. The time period
is determined by varying an RC network feeding the emitter of aunijunction transistor.
When the turn-on
voltage is reached the transistor conducts and applies apositive going pulse
to the gate of a thyristor. This causes
a pulse from the trigger coil that fires
the strobe tube.
The kit consists of a neatly annotated PCB, bag of components, mains
transformer, storage capacitor
and
26

flash tube all carefully packed in a
stout cardboard case.
An optional
extra is aventilated metal case, finished
in black leather-grain effect, ready
drilled for all the necessary components. In view of the potential danger
from a strobe (see below) this case is a
worthwhile extra investment.
The instructions contain some general information about the use of a
strobe for studying the performance
of moving parts and for visual effects.
A prominent warning is given regarding
the high voltages present in the unit
and the undesirable effect that astrobe
can have on epileptics. These warnings
must be heeded, hence the recommendation for a case. It is also agood
idea to attach awarning to the finished
unit.
Although the building instructions
are of the narrative, rather than the
step by step type favoured by the
writer, they are reasonably easy to
follow. The main instruction is to fit
and solder all components to the PCB
according to its printed layout.
As
aready stated, this is clearly marked
and easily done.
Two porcelain resistors are mounted
clear of the PCB (they get quite hot)
on the board mounting bolts. Connections between the board and other
components require only eleven lengths of wire and are illustrated clearly
in the instructions (in addition to the
PCB instructions). The tube has to be
carefully mounted in a plastic holder
fitted to the 7" reflector supplied.
The completed unit, which took
under 2 hours to assemble, looks very
professional and works extremely well.
The firing circuit is via a link which
can be replaced by remote triggering,
the instructions include suggested circuits for slave unit triggering, audio
triggering and so on. Details are also
given for calibration of the unit when
used as a means of "freezing" rotating

parts (the unijunction timing circuit
is zener stabilised to provide repeatability).
A circuit diagram, PCB layout and
servicing hints are included in the
instruction booklet. It is hardly surprising that a number of firms buy
this kit to market as their own as part
of complete "disco" set-ups.
The
Hy-Lyght is considered an excellent
buy for laboratory or effect usage.

GERMAN KIT
A. E. Marshall are the UK agents for
the Kellner range of kits which originate in Germany. These are pre-packed
in bubble containers complete with
German instructions.
A separate instruction sheet with aliteral translation
accompanies each kit.
Kellner ST800 is a strobe kit with
a fixed flash rate determined by an RC
network on the small PCB that houses
the entire unit (including strobe tube).
This kit contains only a handful of
components and has no case to assemble so can be built in half an hour or
so. The tube will only fire reliably if
the trigger element is correctly posit-

The Kellner L0350 kit.
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HY-LYGHT STROBE: £16.75 (£12.00 without case)
Service Trading Company. 57 Bridgman Road,
London W4566.

ST800 STROBE: £7.11
A. E. Marshall, 42 Cricklewood Broadway, London
NVV2 3HD.

NOVA LIGHT DISPLAY: £19.50
Cosmic Electronics, 12 Grange Road, Romford, Esse
RM3 7DU.

L0350 LIGHT CONTROL 3CHANNEL: £13.50
A. E. Marshall, 42 Cricklewood Broadway, London
NW2 3HD.
Post and packing and VAT should be added to all pri
except the Nova which is complete.

On the left is shown the Nova Light Display from Cosmic.
Service

ioned on the tube. Adjusting this is a
trifle awkward, particularly as the
whole unit is live to mains and has a
high energy capacitor at either end.
This kit could provide the basis for
a home built strobe at low cost but
should not be used unless incorporated in a metal case. Heed should be
taken of the warning accompanying
the unit to discharge the capacitor
with an insulated screwdriver before
making adjustments.

SOUND TO LIGHT
An alternative form of audio-visual
stimulation more suited to the home
environment is the sound-to-light convertor. This contains a form of filter
unit to split the feed from an amplifier into a number of channels -each
frequency band being used to trigger a
different coloured light.
Usually three filters (for three channels) are used each consisting of a
simple RC network - accurate band
passing is not necessary in this type
of unit. The output of each filter is
amplified and applied to the gate of the
triac through which the appropriate
lamp is illuminated.

NOVA LIGHT DISPLAY
The Nova Light display from Cosmic
Electronics adopts a slightly different
approach to the actual lights than
other types.
The finished unit comprises a teak
box approximately 24" x 12" x 21
/"
2
with a white diffusing screen on the

The Hy-Lyght Strobe from

Trading Company is shown above.

front.
Behind the screen are six 1W
lamps (two each of the primary colours, red, blue and green) the power
supply and the PCB.
The sound pick-up is via a crystal
microphone mounted within the case this has the advantage that no direct
connection is required to an amplifier
and of course the unit will respond to
voices or atelevision.
Construction is quite simple, the
first job being to secure silver foil,
mains transformer and lamp holders
to the inside back of the unit. The
PCB has a very high component packing density and consequently has a
number of very fine close tracks on the
solder side.
The PCB is not printed with component numbers and construction instructions consist basically of a detailed drawing and component list (which
includes resistor colour coding).
The instructions are quite explicit
on the procedure to be followed, once
the PCB has been completed, even to
listing the lengths of wire to be attached to various board take off points to
connect with the lamps and power
supply.
Setting up and initial adjustment
require only the turning of one preset
pot for each colour channel.
This
stage is rather amusing since the noise
of setting up (or cursing as the case
may be) is picked up by the microphone -the origin of "blue" language
being apparent for the first time!
Once complete the unit can be
hung on a wall or placed in any
convenient location, a knob on the
side provides an overall sensitivity
control.
Whereas the unit does not
illuminate the whole room, the effect
is most interesting and indeed very
relaxing in adimly lit room.
Construction of the kit, following
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the lucid manual provided, took under
three hours.
The package supplied
includes everything required (including
mains lead) except glue and solder.
A sound-to-light convertor for room
or hall lighting (i.e. 500W per channel)
can be readily made up from the
Kellner kit, again available from A. E.
Marshall.
As with the strobe kit
described above this provides only the
components, PCB and a translation of
the instructions.
The PCB is laid out for up to 6
channels mono or stereo although the
kit provides for only 3 channels. Construction is readily achieved by following the component layout on the board
assisted by aschematic circuit diagram
in the instructions. Additional information is provided on component values
for adding extra channels. The board
can be assembled in under an hour;
however the purchaser is required to
provide a case and power supply (the
latter being available from the importers).
Supply requirement is 12V so a
transformer can be obtained for under
£1.
The PCB is laid out for four
individual diodes but a bridge rectifier
can be accomodated if one is to hand.
The gain of individual channels is
adjusted by means of preset pots and
these should be set just below the
"flicker" threshhold with zero level
input to the unit. Overall sensitivity
can be provided with one additional
pot.
That part of the PCB containing
the lamp drive triacs is live to mains so
it is important that it be mounted in
an earthed metal case.
Two pin
bayonet sockets can be bolted to the
rear of the case of the lamps.
It
would of course be possible to build
in the unit into a larger home-made
version of the Nova described above. •
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IF ONE REQUIRED an audio power
amplifier a few years ago, one would
have
made or bought one using
discrete components. Nowadays it is
much simpler for a manufacturer or a
home constructor to obtain a suitable
integrated circuit which can drive a
loudspeaker
directly
at
moderate
power levels.
Each type of I.C. power amplifier has
its own particular characteristics. This
article
discusses
the use of the
SGS-Ates
type
TBA800
audio
amplifier. The device can provide an
output power of up to 5 W into a 16
ohm speaker when it is being operated
from a 24 V supply. The device
contains some 16 transistors, 7 diodes
and 10 resistors; it includes a Class B
output stage, but there is negligible
cross-over distortion.
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POWER SUPPLY

END VIEW

A circuit for the TBA800 which
requires
a minimum
number
of
external components is shown in Fig.
3. The mean output voltage at pin 12
of the device is about half of the
positive supply potential and therefore
a capacitor, C4, must be employed in
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Fig. 2. Maximum output
power against supply voltage.
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ENCAPSULATION
The TBA800 is encapsulated in a
plastic
case
with
pins
in
the
quad-in-line configuration shown in
Fig.
1.
Quad-in-line devices have
alternate pins bent so that their lower
ends are a different distances from the
centres of the device. In the TBA800
two of the centre pins on each side of
the device have been omitted to make
way for metal cooling tabs. Even if no
additional heat sink is connected to
the device, these tabs enable an output
of 2.5 W to be obtained.
The TBA800 has 12 pins, but there
are no internal connections to pins 2
and 11. The connections are shown in
Fig. 1

input and a 24 V supply is used, but
no device should pass more than 20
mA under these conditions. The
supply current is, of course, far higher
than this when the device is providing
a high output power. The device can
provide an output current of up to 1.5
A.

The absolute maximum permissible
power supply voltage to the TBA800
is 30 V. However, one should always
allow an adequate safety margin to
prevent damage to the device; it is
therefore wise to regard the upper
limit as 24 V if an unstabilised supply
is used and about 26 V in the case of a
stabilised supply.
The minimum recommended power
supply voltage is 5 V, but the power
output is then only 0.2 W into a 16
ohm speaker or 0.4 W into an 8 ohm
speaker (see Fig. 2.)
A typical TBA800 device consumes 9
mA when no signal is being fed to the

POS. SUPPLY
NO CONNECTION
POS. SUPPLY
GROUND

OUTPUT
NO CONNECTION
GROUND
GROUND

10.2 mrnol
BOOTSTRAP
FREO. COMPENSATION
FEEDBACK

Fig. 1.
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GROUND (SUBSTRATE)
INPUT
RIPPLE REJECTION

The encapsulation, dimensions and pin connections of the TBA800.
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POS. SUPPLY

POS SUPPLY
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RI_ 16S 2

C2
100LiF
25v

25v
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C4
500pF
15v

RV1
100k
log

c5
270pF

C3
10014F
6v
C3
100mF
6v

C6
27000F

R1
56S.2

C7
O 1pF

R2
P.

RI
56S 2

Fig. 4. A different circuit using an earthed load.
Fig. 3. Circuit for the TBA800 using the minimum number of
additional components.

series with the speaker to prevent a
steady current from flowing through
the latter. If the value of this capacitor
is reduced, the bass response will be
reduced.
The bootstrap connection to pin 4 of
the device is obtained from the
junction of C4 and the loudspeaker.
The high frequency response of the
circuits is affected by the value of C5.
When the value of this capacitor is 270
pF, the response is level to ±3 dB
from about 40 Hz to 20 kHz. If,
however, C5 is increased to 470 pF,
the upper 3 dB point is about 10 kHz.
Feedback is taken from the output
via a 7 k ohm internal resistor to a
point which is connected to pin 6. The
feedback voltage is developed across
R1; if the value of this resistor is
increased, the gain will fall owing to
the increased amount of feedback.
However, the value of R1 also affects
the frequency response.
The input is shown as being fed
directly to the volume control, RV1.
If, however, the input does not have a
mean potential equal to the earth
potential, acapacitor of about 0.22 pF
should be placed in series with the
input. The input impedance of the
TBA800 is typically 5 megohms
(minimum value 1 megohm for any
TBA800); however, a resistor not
exceeding about 100 k ohm must
always be present between pin 8 and
the negative line.
Cl should be soldered close to pin 1.
It provides good decoupling of the
power supply lines at high frequencies,
whilst C2 provides good low frequency
decoupling.
Capacitor C7 and R2 help to prevent
instability.

EARTHED LOAD
In the circuit of Fig. 4 one side of
the loudspeaker is connected to earth,
but there is no bootstrap connection
to pin 4; this results in an appreciable
loss of possible output voltage swing.
This circuit is therefore suitable for
use only at the higher power supply
voltages where the loss of output
voltage swing is not so important.
Pin 3 is not connected to the positive
supply line in this circuit. This
effectively inserts two internal diodes
into the circuit so that asymmetrical
output waveform can be obtained in
the
absence
of
the
bootstrap
connection.
A capacitor C8 may be connected
between pin 7 and ground to prevent
hum from the power supply line being
present at an appreciable amplitude at
the output of the device. The value of
C8 may be 10 pF to 100 pF, 25 V.

BOOTSTRAP CIRCUIT
In the circuit of Fig. 5, the capacitor
C9 provides a bootstrap between the
output of the device and pin 4. This
enables a performance similar to that
of the circuit in Fig. 3 to be obtained
when one side of the loudspeaker is
earthed.
If the supply voltage is low (up to 14
V), a 150 ohm resistor, R3, should be
connected between pin 4 and the
positive supply line. C8 performs the
same hum rejecting function as C8 of
Fig. 4.

PERFORMANCE

The distortion rises rapidly with
power output at high power levels.
When a 24 V supply is employed with
a 16 ohm
load, the distortion
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introduced by the Fig. 5 circuit at 1
kHz is about 0.5 per cent at output
levels up to 3 W. At 4 W it rises to
about 24 per cent and at 5W to 10 per
cent.
The efficiency (output power/power
delivered by the supply) is typically 70
per cent at the 4W level and 50 per
cent at 2W.
The voltage gain of the circuit in Fig.
5 ranges from 90 to 180 (39 to 45
dB). Without any feedback it is 10,000
or 80 dB.

APPLICATIONS

The
circuits described are very
suitable for use in radio receivers. If a
9 V battery is used to supply power to
the device, the output power will be
rather limited. In radio receivers
operated from the mains, however, it
will generally be convenient to use a
24 V power line to obtain more
output power. The writer has tried the
circuit of Fig. 3 in a simple battery
powered receiver using the Ferranti
ZN414 integrated circuit; reasonable
volume was obtainable for a portable
receiver.
The type of circuits shown in Figs. 3
and 5 are also suitable for use as
simple record player amplifiers, but
the input circuit may require slight
modification to produce the optimum
response. Two of the circuits may be
used in astereo record player.

PRECAUTIONS

Great care should be taken to ensure
that the output (pin 12) is not
accidentally shorted either to ground
or to the positive supply line, since
this is likely to cause alarge current to
flow and the device to be destroyed.
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will
normally be
destroyed if the power supply voltage
is accidentally applied with a reversed

polarity. When one is experimenting
with circuits using this device, it is
worthwhile including a diode in the
power supply lead to prevent any
appreciable
reverse
current
from
flowing. The diode may be removed
when
the experiments have been
completed if there is no longer any
likelihood of the power supply being
accidentally reversed.
The device can also be damaged by
an excessive temperature rise.

150t2

100k

C7
500pF
15v
C3
100µF
6v
RL

RI
56t2

16f.1

Fig. 5. The TBA800 with a
bootstrap circuit.

MOUNTING
The
TBA800
may
be soldered
directly into a printed circuit board as
shown in Fig. 6. The metal tabs are
soldered to a suitable area of copper
on the board: the copper must be
earthed.
An alternative method of connecting
a heat sink is shown in Fig. 7. In this
case the tabs and the external heat
sink are together soldered into a
common hole in the board and are
earthed. This leaves the remainder of
the board available for constructing
the circuit, but the heat sink does
project above the board.
As with all high gain amplifiers, great
care must be taken to ensure that the
input and output are
kept well
separated or unwanted feedback may
lead to oscillation.
It is, of course, possible to clamp
metal heat sinks onto each of the tabs
of the device. If desired, the device
may
be
fitted
into
a 16
pin
quad-in-line socket, but better heat
transfer can be obtained by soldering
directly to the pins of the device. It is
also possible to bend the pins of the
device
so
that they fit
into a
dual-in-line socket or to use apiece of
socket strip made by RS Components
Ltd. (Radiospares).
The external cooling tabs of the
device enable it to dissipate up to 1.75
W without any additional heat sink at
ambient temperatures up to 25 0 C. The
device can be operated in this mode
from asupply of about 13 V with an 8
ohm load or about 17 V with a 16
ohm load; in either case a maximum
output of about 2.5 W is obtainable.
At the time of writing the list price
of the TBA800 is £1.35, though this
should be checked before ordering.
The device is available from Henry's
Radio or from Electronic Component
Supplies
(Windsor)
Ltd.,
Thames
Avenue, Windsor, Berks.
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COPPER AREA
THICKNESS

Fig. 6. The large tabs on the TBA800 may
be connected in certain circumstances to an
area of p.c.b. foil which acts as the heatsink.

Fig. 7. An alternative form of heatsink.

SIMILAR DEVICES
The
SG S-Ates
TBA810S
and
TBA810AS
are
somewhat
similar
devices, but they can drive a 4 ohm
speaker at a level of 7 W when a 16 V
supply is used. They are more suitable
f
or car radio receivers than the
TBA800, since they can provide 4.5 W

into a 4 ohm speaker when a 12 V
supply is used.
The TCA940 is not yet available, but
it can provide 10 W into a4 ohm load
when fed from an 18 V supply.
SGS-Ates
are
also
planning
the
production of a20 W amplifier.

LASER EXPERIMENTS
March issue, page 39
The component values on Fig. 7.
reproduced
very
poorly in all
copies. This is shown on the right.

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
SYNTHESISER - PART TWO
In the February issue on page 29,
Fig. 8., two of the numbered takeoff points are labled incorrectly. In
the centre left points 42 and 37
should be reversed.
Fig. 7. A suitable detector circuit for
optical communications experiments.
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PEAK UP YOUR SIL
SIGNALS WITH OUR

AERIAL
MATCHER
FOR
GENERAL
RECEPTION
purposes over the 1.7 MHz to 30 MHz
range, an end-connected wire antenna
is popular. This may be anything from
a few feet of insulated wire indoors, to
a long, high outdoor aerial. Such
aerials can, and do, provide good
long-distance reception, but the matter
of matching the aerial impedance to
the
recei ver
is
often
totally
disregarded. There is a maximum
transfer of energy from the aerial to
the receiver only when the end
impedance of the aerial approximately
matches the input impedance of the
receiver aerial circuit.
Many specialised short wave receivers
have an aerial input impedance of
about 75 ohms. With other receivers,
the
input
impedance
may
be
unknown, and in any case it is likely
to alter with changes in operating
frequency.
The end impedance of the aerial, in
its turn, depends on the length of the
aerial system in terms of wavelength.
If the aerial is a half wavelength long,
or a multiple of half wavelengths, its
end impedance is high — it may easily
exceed 1000 ohms. On the other hand,
if the aerial is a quarter wavelength
long, or an odd multiple of quarter
waves, its end impedance is low. In
fact it will probably be under 50 ohms
at some frequencies.
The length of a half-wave, in feet, is
found with sufficient accuracy from
length
= 468/MHz.
As
much
specialised short wave listening takes
place on the Amateur Bands, and these
are
spaced
nicely
through
the
spectrum . it is convenient to use them
as examples.
Adopting a centre-frequency for the
l• 160 metre
or 3.5 — 3.8
20m or 14.0
21.45 MHz;
MHz.)

band, or
MHz; 40
— 14.3
amd 10

1.8 — 2.0 MHz; 80 m
m or 7.0 — 7.1 MHz;
MHz; 15 mor 21.0 —
m or 28.0 — 29.7

•

Mbotop00000tononbgb

Fig. 1.

The circuit of the aerial matcher.

20 metre band of about 14.2 MHz, the
length is 468/14.2, or near enough to
33 ft for this to be used. Suppose 33 ft
of
wire
forms
the
aerial
and
down-lead, the near end being taken to
the receiver. The end impedance is
high
at
the
frequency
which
corresponds to a half-wave — about
14.2 MHz in the 20 m band. At twice
this frequency, or about 28.4 MHz in
the 10 m band, 33 ft is two half-waves
so the end impedance is also high. But
at half the frequency, or about 7.1
MHz, the aerial is one-quarter of a

wavelength
long,
and
its
end
impedance is low. In fact, if the aerial
impedance were measured through the
range 30 MHz to 1.7 MHz, it would be
found to make excursions from one
extreme to the other, reaching a low
figure as the frequency falls and the
wire grows short in terms of a half
wavelength.
Similar effects arise with any length
of aerial. To compensate for them, an
aerial matching device such as that
described here may be placed between
the aerial and receiver.

o

Fig. 2.
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The various permutations that can be obtained from the circuit in Fig. 1.
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MATCHER CIRCUIT
This is shown in Fig. 1 and employs
the tapped inductance Li and variable
capacitor CV1. The switch Si has 10
positions. At '0' all of Li is shorted
out. At '2' two turns are in circuit. At
'4' two plus two turns, or four turns,
are in use. This continues for the
remaining switch positions, so that 0,
2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, 29, 39 and 60 turns
may be selected.
To cover the widest possible range of
conditions,
the
matcher
can
be
employed in any of the ways shown in
Fig. 2. So many circuits may make it
seem that operation is complicated.
However this is not so, as it is only
necessary to use any one which allows
the
switch and
capacitor to be
adjusted for best results. As a guide,
the following will be helpful:
A. CV1 is at the aerial side. This
method is likely generally to be
useful. Rotate the switch Si
from '0', meanwhile swinging
CV1
from
minimum
to
maximum to peak up signals.
Use Si and CV1 settings which

The completed unit.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

prove best.
Aerial and receiver plugs are
reversed. Try this if A proves
unsatisfactory. Adjust as for A.
A simplified inductive loading,
broad-banded.
Series capacitor only. Not likely
to be needed often, but useful
with some receivers.
CV1 and Li in series. This will
allow many unknown aerial
impedances to be matched.
Parallel
tuning
by
joining
sockets A and C. This can prove
useful with very short aerials on
low frequencies, allowing the
whole system to be tuned to
resonance.

If the receiver has atuning indicator,
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watch this while making adjustments.
If there is no indicator, but an
automatic volume control switch, put
the AVC off so that changes in volume
are more easily heard. If the AVC
cannot be switched off and there is no
tuning indicator, adjust the matcher
with a weak signal. The benefit it can
give is not necessary with strong
signals, which will in any case operate
the AVC system and mask the change
in signal strength at the receiver aerial
terminal.

INDUCTOR
This uses 24 swg enamelled wire,
wound on a paxolin tube VA in in
diameter and 31
2 in long. Anchor the
/
wire about %in from one end, Fig. 3,
and wind on two turns. Scrape the
wire, twist a small loop, and wind a
further two turns. Make a further
loop, and wind three turns. Continue
in this way until the coil is finished as
in Fig. 3. A small space is left between
each section. Anchor the end as when
starting.
A little adhesive, such as Bostik 1,
may be applied at the ends and
tappings, to prevent turns moving, but

the whole winding must not be treated
in this way.

ASSEMBLY
The panel is approximately 6 in x 4
in and is drilled or punched for three
insulated sockets, Si, CV1. The latter
requires a 1/2 in hole, and is fixed by
three 4BA countersunk screws. These
must be short to avoid damaging the
capacitor.
The coil is placed directly behind the
switch, and leads are cut from 20 swg
tinned copper or similar wire, and
soldered from the tappings to the
switch tags as shown. No other
support for the coil is necessary.
Audio gain potentiometer knobs
numbered from 0-10 were fitted to Si
and CV1. '0' corresponds to '0' in Fig.
1, and the numbers 1 to 9 for the
other positions, two positions of the
12-way switch being unused. As CV1
rotates only 180 degrees, numbers
beyond 7 here can be blocked out.

USE OF MATCHER
Leads

are

equipped with

plugs to

An internal view of the completed unit.

Fig. 3. The wiring of the unit. The case
used for the prototype is the 'Elf',
available from West Hyde Developments Ltd,
Rye field Crescent, Northwood, Middlesex.

place in the panel sockets. The case
listed is completely insulated. It will
be seen that when circuits such as D, E
and F are used, the variable capacitor
frame, and thus the metal panel, are
not earthed. This appears to be of
little importance, and there was felt to
be
no
point
in
substituting an
insulated panel, or insulating CV1
from the metal panel. With A and B,
the panel is earthed.
Tuning adjustments are relatively flat
with a longish aerial, but peak more
sharply with ashort aerial. Any circuit
in Fig. 2 which gives best results can
be used.
The matcher is not intended for use
with universal AC/DC mains receivers
where the chassis and other circuits are
connected directly to the mains.
•
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FREE
COMPETITION
•

WIN A HEWLETT-PACKARD HP-970A
HANDHELD DIGITAL MULTIMETER
Every once in a while an item of electronics equipment is
introduced which everyone wants. The HP970A comes
into this category; it measures a.c. and d.c. volts (up to
500V) and ohms (1k2 to 10MS2) quick and accurately
selecting automatically from five ranges. A 31
/
2 digit LED
display features fully automatic decimal placement and
polarity indication.
Heart of the new instrument is a postage stamp-sized
thin film hybrid, integrating both digital and analog
circuitry.
The probe tip and display are both located at the top of
the HP970A whose size is roughly that of a thick pen.
After setting the wristband-type function selector (A.C.,
D.C. or k1-2) and clipping on the common lead, a user
simply touches the test point with the probe and the solid
state LED display automatically indicates the correct reading --in volts or kilohms. The minus sign turns on if the
voltage is negative.
The decimal point positions itself
automatically.
Nickel-cadmium rechargeable batteries and a battery
charger are standard. Battery life permits more than 2000
measurements using a 'press-to-read' switch or 21/2 hours
continuous operation.
Input resistance on the volts range is 10MS2 while input
capacitance on a.c. is less than 30pF.
Normally the HP970A retails for over £150. but if you
enter the competition on this page you stand a chance to
win one.

RULES
All entries must be on the form cut from Electronics Today
International. There is no entry fee and readers may submit
as many entries as they wish as long as each is on aform cut
from the magazine. Any entry not on the correct form
will be deemed invalid.
The prize will be awarded to the first correct entry
drawn after the closing date. The 'judges' decision will be
final. No correspondence can be entered into concerning

Cut

I
I

ENTRY FORM
When completed this should be sent to:
HP-970A MULTIMETER COMPETITION
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL,
36 EBURY STREET, LONDON SW1W OLVV.
SOLVE THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS, all answers to
three decimal places
1.

+100V d c

If R1 and R2 are 10% tolerance
R1
100kohm

Fig.1
R2
100kohm
—ve
2.

components, what is the highest
and lowest voltage you would
find across R2 assuming it is
measured with a 'perfect' meter
(i.e, one which has no effect on
the conditions)
Max'.

As a follow on from question 1, what would be the maximum and minimum readings would you expect if you
used a 1000 ohms per volt multimeter, on a 100V range,
if the meter accuracy is 1 3%?
Max:

Min:

3.

In this matrix, all the resistors are exactly 10 ohms. What
is the resistance il between A and B?
ii) between A and C
1If you don't know where to start, refer to Kirchhoff's

the contest. The winner will be notified by post.
Entries should be addressed to: HP-970A Competition,
Electronics Today International, 36 Ebury Street, London
SW1W OLW.
Closing date for the competition is April 30th, 1974.

Please find my entry for your Competition. Ihave read the
rules of the contest and agree to abide by the judges' decision.

HOW TO ENTER THE COMPETITION

SIGNED

All you have to do is to work out the answers to the questions set out on the entry form on the right; they are not
trick questions.
The answers can be worked out using
Ohm's and Kirchhoff's Laws with some straightforward
mathematics. One of the questions demonstrates how misleading readings can be obtained using a low sensitivity
meter.
The prize of a Hewlett-Packard HP970A
handheld
digital multimeter will be awarded to the first correct
entry drawn after the closing date.
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL—APRIL 1974

Laws).

DATE

NAME (block letters)
ADDRESS

A separate coupon must accompany each entry and entries
must not be accompanied by any other correspondence.
Closing date is April 30th, 1974.
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What to look for in ay's Eli
der offer

GW=51Ip

Next month we have another bargain for
ETI readers: a 6W r.m.s. audio amplifier
IC made by Texas and designed for use
with 8-15 ohm speakers. Distortion at all
levels is less than 1%! The price, including
VAT, is only 50p to ETI readers who must
also send a stamped. self addressed envelope
The offer is limited to the first 5000 orders.
Please note that orders can only be accepted
using the coupon in the May issue.

LOCAL RADIO
Local Radio in Britain started only just
over five years ago yet today there are
about 25 stations operated by the BBC
and the IBA.
The next issue carries a major, specially
commissioned article which investigates the
history, operation and success of these
stations that have now gained a substantial
audience.
The technical aspects are obviously given
considerable coverage, but the report, which
has been written by Keith Pitt, does not
confine itself to this field.

PLUS:
FOUR PRODUCT TESTS
One of the items that we have tested
is a tuner amplifier costing less than £50
which is not only good but is perhaps
the best value that we have ever come across.

COMPLETE INDEX TO ETI
ETI has been published for just over two
years and to help those readers who wish
to refer to their back issues, we are printing
a complete index of all features carried
to date.

PLUS:
POWER CONTROL WITH THE SL440
NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY CHARGER
ETI MUSIC SYNTHESISER
and all the usual features

arx

eel:ate-an .11Teilir

TAKES A PRIDE

20p

IN BEING REALLY IIP Io

DATE, SO WE OURSELVES DO NOT ALWAYS KNon,
WHAT WILL BE IN THE NEXT ISSUE SO IL« II AI
URES MENTIONED ON THIS PAGE ARE ONE Y SOMI
OF THOSE THAT WILL BE INCLUDED
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Once descr ibed as 'the ideal solution to yet
unfound problems', the laser now finds
innumerable appliáations throughout science
today.
Initially their cost was very high
but the price has fallen so considerably
(as shown by last month's DIY project
for a home built laser) that the 'unfound
problem' quip no longer applies.
Today, small, portable lasers are used foi
building and survey work of all kinds, even
for such everyday- tasks as floor-levelling.
Next month's feature deals with measurement, while a later one will deal with power
and communications and a whole host of
other uses.

le•Ter.I.T....

ON SALE APRIL 19th
ETI

LASERS AT WORK

electronics
today

iNTERMAT
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STROBE!

STROBE ! STROBE!

Build a Strobe Unit, using the latest type Xenon
white light flash tube. Solid state timing and
triggering circuit. 230.250V a.c. operation.
EXPERIMENTERS' ECONOMY KIT
Speed adjustable I to 30 flash per sec.
All
electronic components including Xenon Tube
and instructions £6.30. Post 300,
INDUSTRIAL KIT
Ideally suitable for schools, laboratories, etc.
Speed adjustable I-80 f.p.s,
Approx.
output of lly-Lyght. Price clIce.
Post 50p.
HY-LYGHT STROBE MK III
For use in large rooms, halls and utilises a silica
tube, printed circuit. Speed adjustable 0-20 f.p.s.
Light output greater than many Ito called 4
Joule) strobes. [11. Post 50p•

THE 'SUPER' HY-LYGHT KIT
Approx. four times the light output of our well
proven Hy-Lyght strobe.
g Variable speed from 1-13 flash per sec.
• Reactor control circuit producing an intense
white light. ONLY £10. Post 751,
ROBUST, FULLY VENTILATED METAL
CASE. For Hy-Lyght Kit including reflector C5.75
F., 2So.
Super Hy-Lyght case including reflector £7.Post
60p.
7-inch POLISHED REFLECTOR
Ideally suited for above Strobe kits. Price 559.
Post 15p.

RAINBOW STROBE FOUR LIGHT
CONTROL MODULE
Will operate four of our Hy•Lyght or Suoer
Hy-Lyght Strobes in either 1, 2. 3, 4sequence;
2 + 2; or all together.
Thoroughly tested
and
reliable.
Complete
with
full
connection instructions. Price, LIE. Post 50P.
Send S.A.E. for details.
•
•
COLOUR WHEEL PROJECTOR
Complete
with
oil'
filled
colour
wheel.
100 watt lamp. 2001
240V AC.
Features
extremely efficient op'
tical system. £19.50.
Post 50p.
6 INCH COLOUR WHEEL
As
used
for
Disco
lighting effects. etc. Price £4.50 Post 30P.
••••••••••

BIG BLACK LIGHT
400VVatt.
Mercury
vapour
ultra violet lamp.
Powerful
source
of
u.v
Innumerable industrial app':.
Cations also ideal for stage.
display, discos, etc. P. F. ballast
is essential with these bulbs.
Price of matched ballast and
bulb £16. Post CI.
Spare bulb £7. Post 40p.
BLACK LIGHT FLUORESCENT U.V. TUBES
41t 40 watt. Price L5 SO. Post 30p. 2ft 20 watt,
£4.13. Post 25p.
For use in standard
fittings.)
MINI. Ilin I watt, [U60. Post 15p. lin 6
watt, £1.30. Post
15p. Complete ballast
unit and holders for tin and 12, tube.
£1.70. Post 25p. 191n and 12in measures
approx.)
AUTO FADE COLOUR BLEND MODULE
ise• xo i 750Vd
..pu•no AulOn .•
too..., et
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Tr•be
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ano T.tn•
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items P. •

COno01, On rro" • 5" O.... P C
0,ret can to steporimeitcl 10
••

PROGRAMME TIMERS
230/240V a.c. 15 r.p.rn. Motors.
Each cam ope rates a cjo micro
switch.
Ideal for lighting effects.
animated displays. etc.
E.
equipment
tested.
4 cam model.
£1.30 post 30p.
6 cam model.
£3.13 post 30P.
12 cam model.
£400 post 35p.
All

prices are sublect

10% VAT.

to

(lop in the

ro all orders add 10% VAT to total
value of goods including carpage;
packaging.

SERVICE
TRADING CO
All Mail Orders

Callers-Ample Parkung

Dept. PE3, 57 BRIDGMAN ROAD
CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
Phone 01-995 1560
Showroom open

Mon.-Fri.

Personal callers only.

Open Sot

9 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET
LONDON WC2H 7JJ
Phone 01-437 0576

WILMSLOW AUDIO
The firm
for
speakers!
Baker Group 25,2 8 or 15 ohm .£ 6.60
Baker Group 35,3 8 or 15 ohm . £ 7.50
Baker Deluxe 12" d/cone ....£ 9.75
Ba ker Major
£ 7.50
Baker Major Module
£ 9.50
Baker Regent
£ 7.00
Celestion PST8(for Unilex). .. £ 2.55
Celestion MF1000 horn
£10.45
Celestion HF1300
£ 6.16
EMI 13x8,3 8 or 15 ohm
... £ 2.15
EMI 13x8,150 d/c 3,8,15 ohm
£ 2.35
EMI 13x8,t/tw.450,3,8,15 ohm
£ 3.60
EMI 13x8 type 350 8 ohm ... £ 8.25
Fane Pop 100 watt 18"
£22.50
Fane Pop 60 watt 15"
£13.00
Fane Pop 50 watt 12"
£11.00
Fane Pop 25/2 12"
£ 6.40
Fane Pop 15 watt 12"
£ 4.40
Fane Crescendo 18
£47.50
Fane Crescendo 15
£36.00
Fane Crescendo 12A or 12B .. £29.00
Fane Crescendo 12BL
£30.00
Fane 807T 8"roll surr.8or15 ohm £ 3.85
Elac59RM109 15 ohm,59R M114
8 ohm
£ 2.65
Elac 61
/"d/c roll surr.8 ohm .. £ 3.35
2
Elac 4" tweeter TW4
£ 1.21
Goodmans 8P 8 or 15 ohm ... £ 4.49
Goodmans 10P 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 4.70
Goodmans 12P 8 or 15 ohm .. £11.65
Goodmans 15P 8 or 15 ohm .. £18.00
Goodmans 18P 8 or 15 ohm .. £31.00
Goodmans 12PD 8 or 15 ohm . £15.25
Goodmans 12PG 8 or 15 ohm . £14.50
Goodmans Audiomax 12AX
. £39.65
Goodmans Audio 100
£ 9.50
Goodmans Axent 100
£ 6.60
Goodmans Axiom 401
£15.10
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8
£ 6.79
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10
.. £ 7.61
Kef T27
£ 4.75
Kef T15
£ 5.75
Kef B110
£ 6.75
Kef B200
£ 7.50
Kef 8139
£11.75
Kef DN8
£ 1.92
Kef DN12
£ 4.12
Kef DN13 .......
£ 2.75
Richard Allan CG8T 8"d/c 8ohm £ 6.35
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD ..£ 9.80
Wharfedale Lintin 11 kit (pair). •£19.25
Wharfedale Glendale (pair) ....£34.50
Wharfedale Dovedale (pair) ...£52.00
Richard Allan Twinkit each .. .£ 8.25
Richard Allan Triple 8 each ... £13.00
Richard Allan Triple each .... £18.00
Richard Allan Super Triple each . £21.50
Goodmans DIN 20 each
£ 8.75
Fane Mode 1each
£ 9.90
Helme XLK25 (pair)
£18.17
Helme XLK50 (pair)
£37.18
Kefkit 11 each
£23.50
Kefkit 111 each
£34.00
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Cabinets for Hi-F iand PA., wadding,
vynair etc. Send for free booklet"Choosing aSpeaker".
FREE with orders over E7•HiFi Loudspeaker enclosures book.
All units guaranteed new and perfect.
Prompt despatch
Carriage and insurance: Speakers 35p
each, Kits 75p each (£1.50 pair)
Tweeters and crossovers 20p each.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept ETI

Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK91HF.
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StorageP

A TREMENDOUS OFFER OF
QUALITY
STEEL UNITS AT
BARGAIN

PRICE

F26-06
A 6 drawer metal cabinet with polystyrene
drawers, each drawer front fitted with
twin label holders for indexing and easy
identification. Each drawer holds a
9 section insert for component storage
giving 54 compartments in each cabinet.
Compartments measure 75 x 103 x 26mm.

7131 CE OF CA-9I-NET £9.35 post Tree 1
(including VAT).
9 compartment inserts are 56p each
l
inc. p and p and VAT.
- - - - -

I

F26-06 and F55-03 Insert trays
can be purchased separately minimum
quantity of 6 each.
F55-03
Offers facility for 45 component
storage compartments measuring
(72 x 57 x 55mm).

[-TRICE

OF CABINET £8.48 post free 1
(including VAT). 15 compartment
'
inserts are 80p each inc. pp.and VAT.
PAYMENT; please send cheque with
order and allow approximately 14
days for delivery.

PLANETRON SYSTEMS-1
Dept. 24
76 CASTLE STREET,
FARNHAM, SURREY.
(MAIL ORDER ONLY)
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I
PHILIPS RH52
MPLIFIER

The Philips RH521 amplifier is of
very modern design; perhaps its most
striking feature is the frontal appearance which, surprisingly, is more typical of the best American design —
rather than European.

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

The main frame and chassis of the
amplifier are constructed from steel,
aluminium, and plastic
mouldings.
These have been cleverly designed to
provide not only high strength but a
system
for supporting the wiring
harnesses within the main body of the
ampl ifier.
The top cover of the unit is
fabricated from veneered plywood
suitably slotted to provide ventilation
whilst at the rear Philips have designed
some fancy but nonetheless effective
heat sinks to provide good thermal
ventilation for the large BD182 type
silicon transistors.
The inside of the amplifier is divided
into four main sections. A large well
shielded
power
transformer,
with
internal fuse connected to its main
frame is on the right-hand side; the
main
preamplifier section of the
printed circuit, with an array of
printed
circuit
mounted
switches
(directly
connected to the front
mounted lever switches) is in the
centre. Adjacent to this at the left
hand end of the amplifier is a large and
well
constructed
power
supply
complete with all silicon diodes for the
rectifiers
and
large
electrolytic
capacitors. Behind this is the power
output stage complete with main heat
sinks and minor heat sinks for the
driver
transistors,
together
with
internal fuses mounted in spring clips.
Most of these unit inter-connections
are
terminated
in
printed-circuitboard-mounted miniature Philips plugs
and sockets.
Five DIN input-sockets are provided
at the rear of the amplifier. These
cater for crystal or auxiliary input,
tuner, tape recorder, monitor output
and magnetic pick-up. Surprisingly
there are no phono type coaxial sockets. The connections for speakers are
provided for also by four DIN sockets.
A screwdriver operated switch at the
extreme left hand end of the amplifier
provides for 110, 127, 220, and 240
36
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volts mains input at either 50 or 60 Hz
line frequency.

PERFORMANCE
In operation, the amplifier conforms
exceedingly
well
with
the
manufacturer's specification. All of
the main parameters, including power
output (which in this case is 30 watts
into four ohms both channels driven,
and 16 watts into eight ohms) are
achieved
with
a slightly
lower
harmonic distortion than indicated by
the handbook.
The measured frequency response
was within -±% dB from 35 Hz to 20
kHz at rated output (with both
channels driven) into four ohms. Good
though that was, even better results
were observed at lower output levels.
In a system correctly wired as it
should be, with shielded inputs to
both channels, the manufacturer's
claim of 45 dB separation should be
easily achieved.
Input sensitivities are as they should
be. In particular the two millivolts
sensitivity for magnetic input is more
than adequate for the majority of
modern high quality cartridges.
The distortion characteristics of this
amplifier
are
particularly
good
although the onset of high level
distortion is particularly rapid once
the threshold of clipping is reached.
The true distortion level at one tenth
and
one
half of
the maximum
output power lies between 0.01%

and
0.1%.
The
circuitry utilised
for
the
final
oútput
stage
is
particularly effective in providing very
low levels of distortion.
The incorporation of a presence
control lie control of mid-frequencies)
is a relatively new feature. It is of
especial value when one is using a
speaker system whose performance is
non-linear
in
the
critical
mid-frequency
region
and
for
enhancing response in rooms that are
excessively absorptive in the critical
mid-frequency regions. This problem is
one that has plagued European-style
homes
for
years
because
the
combination of thick drapes and large
stuffed furniture provides asubstantial
drop in effective reverberation time in
the region between 1and 10 kHz.
The loudness control is unusual in
that there are three switch-selectable
contours. Apart from this, the level of
loudness compensation is set in two
stages by the volume control setting.
For example, on loudness contour
position 1, the compensation is +4 dB
at 50 Hz at a volume of —25 dB,
increasing to +8 dB at 50 Hz at a
volume of —43 dB, (maximum volume
regarded as 0 dB). These two stages of
loudness compensation are shown in
the specification table accompanying
this article.
We tried the amplifier out with a
range of programme content using
both Philips' and our own standard
monitor speakers and could in no way
fault its performance.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL—APRIL 1974

SUMMARY:
The Philips RH521 amplifier is extremely good. Its
performance is of the highest level and it is in our
opinion one of the finest amplifiers that Philips have
ever produced. Whilst its maximum output power is
only 30W per channel, provided one does not use
speakers of unduly low efficiency, it has the ability
to rattle the windows.
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF
PHILIPS RH521 AMPLIFIER
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Power Output
16W into fe, load, both channels driven
30W into 41-2load, both channels driven

_
Roc No

Frequency Response
Rated output
1 watt
10 watt

(itY2

dB)
35 — 20 000 Hz
25 — 20 000 Hz
30 — 20 000 Hz

Channel Separation at
Rated Output

Dew

25/10/7

Sir _AM

01.

,,,,

20

Io

lor ,, ,

S My by

2 :.,:

400. CI
A

A U

C.

B

I. ,

C

L,

ibe0Or

100 Hz = —30 dB
1 kHz = —31 dB

Hum and Noise with Respect to Rated Power
87 dB unweighted
97 dBA weighted

Uwwww,
PS r.e

Input Sensitivities for Rated Output
Input
mV
Impedance
Auxiliary
56
750 kS.2
Tuner
63
100 kS2
Phono
2
50 Id2
Tape Recorder
160
100 kS-2
Monitor
160
100 kS-2
Microphone
1
2 kS.2
Total Harmonic Distortion
(at rated output both channels driven)
100 Hz
1 kHz
6.3 kHz
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
Intermodulation Distortion
Tone Controls
Bass
Treble

1%

14 dB boost at 50 Hz
16 dB cut
at 50 Hz
13 dB boost at 10 kHz
17 dB cut
at 10 kHz

Loudness Control
(at —25 dB/-43 dB re 0 dB max. volume setting)
Position 1. + 4/8dB at 50Hz and 2/4dB at 10kHz
Position 2. + 6/13dB at 50Hz and 3/7dB at 10kHz
Position 3. + 11/18dB at 50Hz and 5/8dB at 10kHz
Presence Control
+7 to —5dB at 2kHz
Dimensions
470 x 117 x 280mm
Price
£132.00 inc. VAT.
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SONY ELECTRET
e.MICROPRILICEP1
119.
FOR

many,

EXPO

'70

in

Japan,

provided the first demonstration of
Sony
Electret Microphones. These
were
used
extensively
for
the
functions in the main arena, and in
particular, as pick up microphones
mounted directly on to the horns of
the brass instruments in the orchestra.
This new generation of microphones
makes use of the 'electret' principle.
While the electret principle is not new,
it is only in recent years that it has
become
sufficiently
developed
to
become acommercial proposition.
Electret
microphones
are
a
development
of
capacitor
microphones. Capacitor microphones
use the sound vibrations to .move a
thin metallic diaphragm which forms
one plate of a parallel plate capacitor.
The other plate is fixed to the body of
the microphone. This capacitance is
inversely
related
to the distance
between the plates so, as the plates
move closer together, the capacitance
increases.
There are two ways commonly used
to convert this change in capacitance
into an electrical signal. The first uses
the
microphone
as
the
tuning
capacitor in an oscillator circuit. The
second method uses a constant charge
placed
upon
the
capacitor
(microphone). The voltage across a
capacitor is inversely proportional to
capacitance and therefore proportional
to the displacement of the diaphragm.
This is the system used in most
precision microphones.
With
this
latter
technique,
a
difficulty arises in providing the charge
upon the microphone. This is usually
achieved by a very stable dc power
supply, delivering about 200 volts,
connected to the microphone elements
through a very high value resistor (200
megohms or greater).
The electret concept is to place a
permanent charge on a dielectric
material and this has an equivalent
effect to a voltage of between 50 and
200 volts on the plates of a normal
capacitor. Using this technique, the
electronic circuitry associated with the
microphone is vastly simplified.
The method that Sony used to form
electrets is to place a piece of plastic,
which has been coated with a metal
38
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film between the plates of acapacitor.
The capacitor is charged up to a high
voltage, and the plastic film is then
heated arid allowed to cool. This
causes
the
plastic
to
retain
a
permanent polarisation — except for
the effects of leakage from one face to
the
other.
With
modern electret
technology
this
leakage
can
be
controlled to give a half life of
between 100 years and 1000 years.
With normal capacitor microphones
the stiffness of the diaphragm is
controlled by an air cushion between
the diaphragm and the back plate. This
controls the many modes which would
otherwise be set up in the diaphragm
thus
degrading
the
smooth
performance for which a capacitor
microphone is renowned. The spacing
between the diaphragm and the back
plate together with the geometry of
the back plate is critical and expensive
to achieve. Sony abandoned this
technique and used a radical but
ingenious departure in design. The
back plate in their electret microphone
is roughened aluminium, the plastic
film is then stretched over this, giving
random contact between the film and
the high points of the aluminium
backing plate. This provides the same
effect as
the
air
space in the
conventional microphone, and is not
only simple to make but provides
maximum capacitance (because of the
lowest possible spacing between the
metal film on the diaphragm and the
backing plate). The only trade-off is in
the maximum sound level which the
microphone
can
handle.
This
is
typically
10
dB
lower
than
a
comparable
conventional
capacitor
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microphone.
The electronics associated with the
microphone are contained in a single
integrated
circuit.
The circuit
is
basically
an
impedance
convertor
transforming the very high output
impedance of the microphone capsule
down to a more useful impedance for
driving the matching transformer. The
sensitivity of the Sony ECM 22P
microphone is comparable with most
dynamic
microphones,
allowing
interchangability.
The microphone tested was supplied
in an attractive and compact black
plastic
case.
Supplied
with
the
microphone
and
fitted
into
compartments in the case, was a 20ft.
long microphone cable with Cannon
connector,
a
wind-screen,
a
microphone holder, a stand adapter
and
an
instruction
manual.
In
addition, a plastic cover incorporating
silica gel crystals was provided to cover
the microphone when not in use (to
minimize the retention of moisture).
In appearance the microphone is very
plain. It is basically a straight tube
with
the
top 11
2 " perforated
/
to
accommodate the capsule.
The unit unscrews at the centre to
allow
battery
replacement
and
selection of output impedance. Above
the central joint is a switch which
provides response shaping, in addition
to turning the microphone off when
not in use.
The
microphone
cable
supplied
provides a balanced line to ground and
extension cables up to 200 feet iong
may be used without affecting the
performance.
The
wind-screen
is
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SUMMARY:
In all, this microphone provides an exciting yet
economical alternative to conventional capacitor
and dynamic microphones, in the semi-professional
field.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF SONY
ELECTRET MICROPHONE TYPE ECM22P

!I

Frequercy Response
Music Mode
50Hz to 20k Hz ±
- 5dB
Voice Mode
(filter)

6dB/Octave
Corner Point 200Hz.

Sensitivity

—54.6dB re 1V/Pascal
into 600 S2 LOAD

Output Impedance

250 S2 or 600 S2
balanced

Front to Back Ratio at lkHz
28dB.

recommended to be used at all times,
as it acts not only as a'pop' screen for
vocal work, but also protects the
capsule from shock, moisture and
dust.
The
fifteen-page instruction
manual is quite comprehensive and
gives brief details of the electret
principle as well as listing a complete
specification,
wiring
details
and
instructions
on
the features and
accessories
provided.
A
separate
section on the installation of the
battery is included.
As
supplied
for
testing,
this
microphone,
and
others
seen
elsewhere, have all been fitted with the
incorrect battery — a 4.5V battery
instead of the suggested 9V battery.
Provision is also made for phantom
powering as well as the internal
battery power and, in view of the high
quality microphone mixers available
with this supply, it is a worthwhile
feature. The microphone itself is fitted
with a three-way switch mounted
mid-way along the tube and enables
the user to select:— OFF, MUSIC or
VOICE.
The
"Music"
position
provides a linear response, whilst the
"Voice"
position
incorporates
attenuation of the bass, to assist in
areas where low-freauency ambients
are
encountered.
This
switch
is
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extremely valuable and enables the
vocalist to switch from the "Off"
position
to the "vocal" position
without the necessity to look carefully
to see the switch is in the right
position — good ergonomic design.
Naturally,
users
have
found
it
necessary carefully to evaluate their
requirements and select the most
appropriate model from the range. For
pure pop group use, the cheaper ECM
21 is extensively used whereas the
ECM 22P has found applications in the
semi-professional
field
of
cabaret
artists and has been recently used to
videotape
large
concerts
for TV
specials.
From the practical point of view, the
performance of the ECM 22P is
excellent except when used at levels
greater than 120dB. At these levels the
cardiod pattern is not sufficiently
narrow thus resulting in pick-up of the
background noise, rather than the
desired signal. For every day use, the
microphone
requires
care
in
its
handling
(as
do
all
precision
microphones) as ruggedness is not one
of its major assets. A recent pop
festival found that the maximum
lifetime of this microphone, when
used for 14 hours a day was only
around 1 — 11
/
2 days.
•
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IlYNACO

-25 SPEAKER

THE Dynaco A 25 is an interesting
loudspeaker — firstly because it is
different from its competitors in a
number of technical features, and
secondly because it is lower in price
than most other speakers imported
from the USA.
Dynaco
claim
that
this
is an
"a periodic"
system
i.e.
that
its
frequency
response
and
acoustic
impedance is flatter than the normal
system. They also claim that the "Q"
of the system is reduced by resistively
loading the port. This approach was
used extensively by Goodmans in the
1950's
with
their
small
volume
enclosures,
and
their
Acoustical
Resistance Units which could be fitted
in lieu of a tuned port on enclosures
which used large speakers. The results
that they achieved were satisfactory
and comparable with the results that
Dynaco have achieved.
The external
appearance of the
Dynaco A 25 speakers is plain and
unpretentious. The enclosure is oiled
walnut with a flecked beige grill cloth.
The grill cloth is flush mounted in the
timber
enclosure
with
a two
centimetre
wide
timber
edging
surrounding
it.
The
speaker
compliment
consists
of
a 25
centimetre diameter (10") woofer and
a 3.8
centimetre
(1%")
domed
tweeter, with a capacitive crossover at
approximately 1500Hz. The enclosure
has a large single elongated rectangular
port at the bottom of the face of the
enclosure. This is damped by low
density fibreglass protected by plastic
mesh, rather than being tuned by a
port in the conventional manner.
When the frequency response is
measured right on axis the tweeter
shows a marked improvement in its
high frequency response. This was
particularly noticeable with piccolos
and violins which generate significant
harmonic content in the 10-15kHz
region.
With
speech
and
singing,
the
performance of the Dynaco A 25 is
exceptionally good and equal to any
other speaker system that we have ever
heard. This is primarily the result of
first class linearity between 80Hz and
lkHz.
The 25 centimetre diameter low
40

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF DYNACO A-25 SPEAKER
SERIAL NO. 19.242036
Frequency Response
50Hz to 18kHz ± 7dB
Total Harmonic Distortion
100 Hz
1Watt Input
0.6%
5Watts Input
0.8%
10 Watts Input
1.5%
Electro -Acoustic Efficiency at 1kHz
Cross-over Frequency
Woofer Resonance
in free air
in enclosure
Measured Impedance
100Hz
lkHz
6kHz

lkHz
0.4%
0.8%

6.3kHz
0.5%
1.5%
0.4%
1700Hz

19Hz
62Hz

9 ohms
18 ohms
10 ohms

Enclosure Volume
24 x 10 3 cubic cm.
Dimensions
Height
Width
Depth
Weight

50 cm
29 cm
25 cm
8.5k kilograms

The Dynaco A-25
Speaker has a
recommended resale
price of £46.20
including VAT.

frequency driver is a conventional low
efficiency speaker with a flexible roll
surround and a 3.8 centimetre (1 1
/
2")
diameter copper voice coil. The unit
has been efficiently designed to cope
with normal transient signals and it is
stated by the manufacturers that each
speaker is tested and adjusted to cope
with a 5Hz square wave so as to
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL—APRI L 1974

SUMMARY:
The clarity of programme content produced by
the Dynaco A-25 speakers is equal to the best we
have heard, but this is offset in part by poor offaxis high frequency response.
The design is interesting, and should create alot
of interest amongst hi-fi enthusiasts seeking agood
speaker at areasonable price.
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provide the minimum distortion in the
back emf voltage across the voice coil.
The woofer is well designed and is very
similar to many European units that
we have tested.
The domed tweeter is not quite of
such
a high
standard.
It offers
reasonable performance, but because
of
its
size
(3.8 cm),
and
its

1.1014,

20

21,

Ftegtoon y Sul

50

100

700

b

configuration,
there
is
some
non-linearity in frequency response
and excessive directionality at the top
end of the spectrum. This tweeter is
used to cover the spectrum from
1.5kHz to 15kHz.
We tried some of the latest records
produced specifically for evaluating
speakers and found that, apart from
high level organ pieces and drum beats
on which the A-25's woofer cone
could be readily induced to break up,
the overall performance was good. On
classical guitar and flamenco pieces the
performance was exemplary and every
bit as good as speakers way out of
their class.
The transient response of the A-25
below 1500Hz is excellent (accounting
for the exemplary reproduction of the
guitar, which does not have much high
frequency content). Above 1500Hz the
transient response is comparable with
other speakers in the same price
category.
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The measured performance of the
A-25 was quite good, the frequency
response being ± 7dB from 50Hz to
18kHz.
Distortion,
at
a realistic
listening level of 5 watts, was very
good — being below 1.5%. More
detailed
measurements
between
1000Hz
and
3000Hz
showed
a
threefold
increase
in
harmonic
distortion compared with the rest of
the spectrum.
This was also noticeable in the
subjective assessment when very loud
orchestral passages were played. The
electro -acoustic efficiency of these
speakers was lower than for a normal
vented enclosure, for usually they have
an efficiency in excess of 0.6% to 0.8%
at 1000Hz.
The enclosure is not atruly aperiodic
design, it has a measurable resonance
at
62Hz
due
to
the
physical
characteristics of the enclosure and its
resistive vent.
•
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a genuine 20Hz to 20kHz frequency
response to within two or three
decibels together with channel separation better than 20 dB over most of
the audio frequency range. There are
few areas for improvement excepting
the related ones of effective stylus
mass, tracking weight and trackability.

TRACKABILITY
It is a combination of the effective

SHURE have an excellent and long
standing reputation for building top
quality pickup cartridges, tone arms
and microphones.
The company's top cartridge, the
V15 Mk Ill was reviewed in the
October 1973 issue and we considered
that it was quite probably the world's
best.
Apart from the V15 Mk Ill the
company have produced a wide range
of medium priced cartridges. First of
these was the M44 series and whilst
this series has been surpassed by many

others in the Shure range, very many
M44 cartridges are providing good
service today.
Among the company's medium
priced cartridges are the M75ED and
the M91 ED.
The specifications of
these are identical and according to
Shure Electronics Ltd who distribute
only the M75ED the only differences
are minor body changes.
The tests
were conducted on the M91ED but
the results obviously hold good for
both.
Most Shure cartridges already offer

mass and tracking weight that governs
the
upper
limit
of
the groove
modulation which a stylus will follow.
When
the
effective
stylus
mass
multiplied by the acceleration level of
the record groove becomes comparable
with the tracking weight, tracking
errors become apparent and distortion
of the electrical output and the record
groove results.
Theoretically, it is simple to measure
the effective stylus mass using a force
transducer and an accelerometer to
measure the applied force and the
resultant motion.
This is a very
common technique used for measuring
this parameter. In practice however
such a measurement becomes very
difficult indeed for the forces and
masses related to a record stylus are
minute compared with the forces and
masses related to the transducers.
The situation
is
like trying to
measure the voltage across a charged
100 pF capacitor with a standard
voltmeter
— in
that the energy
required to obtain a meter reading is
many times greater than the energy
that one is attempting to measure.
But whilst
in the case of the
capacitor
voltage
measurement,
electrometer voltmeters are available
which impose practically zero loading,
there is no equivalent instrumentation
available that may be used to measure
the effective mass of astylus.
Another and at first sight more
practical approach, is to measure the
effect of the stylus mass, by using a
test record with arange of frequencies

42
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SUMMARY:
The Shure M75ED and M91ED are cartridges well
worth the consideration of those who are looking for
acartridge for under £20. They exceed the manufacturer's specifications and outperform other cartridges
which we have tested in the same price range.
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE
OF SHURE M75ED AND
M91ED CARTRIDGES
Frequency Response
20Hz to 20kHz ± 1dB
Channel Separation at 1kHz
27dB
Channel Difference at 1kHz
Less than Y2t1B
Output Sensitivity
(at 1kHz — re 5cm/sec)
4.6mV
Cartridge Impedance
47162
Cartridge Weight
5.8 grams
Recommended Resale Price
(M75ED) £17.49

200

500

1000

2000

Zero Level:

Multiply Frequency Scale by

recorded at various velocities, and then
to measure the resultant distortion.
But there are problems related to this
too. The most serious is that there are
no commercially available test records
with trackability grooves of really
accurately known velocities. Even if
there were, they would be practically
unusable after a few playings for as
soon as a stylus loses 'tracking' its
resultant movement in the record
groove causes considerable damage.
This forces a reviewer of pick-up
cartridges
to
using
commercially
available records which, by their
nature, only allow the crudest of
measurements to be performed on one
of the most important parameters on
pick-up cartridges. This is afact that is
glossed over by most equipment
reviewers
— even
ourselves
on
occasions. The problem is even more
serious in the case of areview such as
this,
where
the
main
claim
to
improved
performance
is
in
trackability.
Because of the problem involved in
measuring trackability to fine degrees
of accuracy we decided that the best
way to appraise the new Shure
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cartridge was to listen to a number of
recorded
passages
known
to be
'difficult'.
The range of recording covered bass
drums, pianos, Moog synthesizers,
female vocalists (where the 'sibilance'
is so difficult to reproduce without
distortion), and many more.
In all cases the performance, was
excellent, and no mistracking could be
detected. Irrespective of the material
that we tried, the cartridge appeared
to perform faultlessly.
The measured performance of the
cartridge was equally as good. Using
our latest automated Bruel and Kjaer
measuring equipment we found the
frequency response to be within +0
and —2 dB from 20Hz to 20kHz. The
channel separation was also very good
being better than —25 dB between
50Hz and 8kHz.
Of the trackability tests that we
conducted, the most pleasing result
was the ability of the cartridge to
faithfully track modulation levels in
excess of 10 cm per second (at
frequencies above 15kHz) at one gram
tracking weight.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of Transient Generator 1. Envelope Control module also includes amock fled VCA.
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Fig. 2. Component overlay for Transient Generator 1.
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WE HAVE now described the main
power supply, keyboard control and
tone generator, and are now ready to
build the circuitry used to shape the
various
generated
waveforms
as
required.
It is advisable to re-read the first
article in this series to gain a better
appreciation of the purpose of the
modules described this month.
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL—APRIL 1974

CONSTRUCTION
Transient Generator I
Assemble components to the printed
circuit board, as shown with the
component overlay (Fig. 2), paying
particular attention to the orientation
of
integrated circuits, transistors,
diodes and electrolytic capacitors. We
recommend that sockets be used for
the CMOS ICs at least. These CMOS
ICs should also be the last components
to be fitted to the board.
The mechanical assembly is similar to
that for the oscillators (previously
described). All rotary potentiometers
and switches are mounted on abracket
as shown in Fig.6. The bracket, in
turn, is mounted onto the component
side of the printed circuit board. The
wiring between the potentiometer and
the switches is as shown in Fig.8.

VOLTAGE CONT ROLLED
AMPLIFIER
This is a very simple module and
should not cause any difficulty. The
component overlay is given in Fig. 4.
and the potentiometer and switch
wiring diagram in Fig.9. The MC1496
may be either adual-in-line package or
T05. If the TO5 version is used it may
be connected as shown in Fig. 3. The
tag on the TO5 version is adjacent to
pin 10 and this pin goes to what would
otherwise be DIL pin 14 on the
printed circuit board. Pin position 7,
9, 11 and 13 on the printed circuit
board are not used with the TO5 IC.

ENVELOPE CONTROL
The envelope control is constructed
by assembling a transient 1 module
and a voltage controlled amplifier
(VCA) to the same bracket. The VCA
module is modified by omitting the
rectifier ICI (see 'How it Works' and
overlay Fig.5) and the control input is
taken from the transient 1 board
output.

CALIBRATION
Transient Generator 1
The only section of this circuit that
needs calibration is the exponential
generator.
The
procedure
is
as
follows:—
With the module switched to the
linear mode check that normal output
is obtained. Now with the trigger input
disconnected, and the output voltage
at OV, adjust RV5 such that the
output of IC3 is also OV. Set attack
time to minimum and delay and hold
level to maximum. If the module is
now triggered the output voltage will
go to +5V and stay there for about 10
seconds.
Whilst the output is at +5V, adjust
RV4 so that +5V is also obtained at

PARTS LIST

PARTS LIST

Transient Generator 1

Envelope Control

R1,R2,16,
R3
R4

Resistor

12k
5%
680
15k
R5
470
R6
82k
R7,19,22,24
1M
R8
1.8k
R9
39k
RIO
3.3k
R11,12,13,20
1.2k
R14
470k
R15
27k
R17 23
100k
"
R18,21,25
10k
"
RV1,2,3 Potentiometer 2M log rotary
RV4,5
"
22k trim pot
RV6
"
25k lin rotary
DPDT switch (plain pot for envelope gen)
RV7
Potentiometer 2M log rotary
DPDT switch
Cl
Capacitor 4.7pF 25V tag
tantalum
C2,4
33pF ceramic
C6
10pF ceramic
0.0033pF polyester
•.
C8,10.11
10pF 25V electrolytic
(pc mounting)
IC1,5 Integrated circuit SCL4016AE •
CMOS
IC2,3,4
"
" LM301A
•• SCL4001AE ••
IC6,7
CMOS
• The prefix and suffix of CMOS varies
from manufacturer to manufacturer
•• should be Solid State Scientific only
(CEMA)
01,3.
Transistor
PN3638 or similar
02,4
Transistor
PN3643 or similar
D1,2,3,
Diode IN914 or similar
SW1,SW2. Switch SPOT miniature toggle
SW3 Switch part of RV7
PC board ETI 601
Metal bracket to Fig.
••

••

Recommended extras
18 pin socket Molex type M 2139-8
8 pins Molex type M2138
4 14 pin IC sockets

the output of IC3. Recheck the OV
level and readjust if required. Repeat
the procedure until both levels are
correct.
When the module is returned to
exponential mode check that the
output of IC3 never goes negative.

All parts as for Transient Generator 1
Except that RV6 does not have aswitch.
delete R25
All parts for Voltage Controlled Amplifier
Except Delete
R3,R4,R5,R6,RV2.C3.C4,01.1C1. metal
work, socket and pins.
SW1

PARTS LIST
Voltage Controlled Amplifier
RI
Resistor 8.2k
V..W
5%
R2,15,16
22k
R3
4.7k
R4,7,8.10
12k
R5
3.3M
R6
10k
R9
39k
R11,13
330
R12
470k
R14.17,18,19,20"
100k
R21
3.3k
RV1 Potentiometer 50k trim potentiometer
RV2 Potentiometer 10k lin rotary
Cl
Capacitor
33pF 10V (tag
tantalum)
c2.3,6
4.7pF 25V (tag
tantalum)
C4.5
33pF Ceramic
C7,8
10pF 25V (electro
pc mounting)
IC1.3 Integrated circuit
LM301A MINI
DIP
IC2
••
MC 1496 (or
similar DIP. preferred)
D1 Diode IN914
•t

•0

SW1 Toggle switch SPDT
PC board ETI 601
Metal bracket to Fig.
Recommended extras
18 pin socket Molex type M2139-8
8 pin Molex type M2I38

Voltage Controlled Amplifier
The only adjustment required on this
module is to null the output by
adjusting RV1. With asignal applied to
the input, and with OV on the control
input, set the switch to amp and adjust
RV1 for minimum output.

The Envelope Control module The Transient Generator 1module is similar except that me
VCA board on the left is not fitted.
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HOW IT WORKS
Envelope Control

t

R2I
3

(1)

«I—MYNA-0
OuTPUT

C2
41
yi

S.GN

Non%
1/,,t4Ijoin
Plc FR0,0 IP

OV

o

10
CARR( LAIN
PIN NOS e
IN ',RACK' TS
111
14‘114.. sIFILAR
;ICI *Woe FOR NO OUTRuT v.ITH
*SIGNAL INPUT RUT WITH
OV ON CUNT RO, 1NRol

i

Fig. 3. Full circuit diagram of Voltage Controlled Amplifier. For use with Envelope Control module,
IC1 and its associated components are omitted. See overlay, parts lists and text.

This
module
is
simply
a
combination
of
a
Transient
Generator Type 1 and a VCA, both
of which
have been
described
previously.
The only modification to the
transient generator is the deletion of
the hold-level switch and R25. (A
hold level equal to the keyboard
voltage is not required in envelope
control).
The VCA is simplified by the
omission of the rectifier (ICI) as the
input is coupled directly from the
output of the transient board and
any zero error may be nulled out by
the RV1. In addition the output
potentiometer is not required and is
therefore deleted.

CONTROL
INPUT

+14V

OV
-14V

Fig. 4. Component overlay for the Voltage Controlled Amplifier
when used as aseparate unit.

HOW IT WORKS
Voltage Controlled Amplifier
The voltage controlled amplifier is
constructed around the MC1496
integrated circuit. This is abalanced
modulator
- demodulator,
the
internal circuitry of which is shown
in Fig.10.
The 1496 has differential outputs,
i.e. two outputs in antiphase, which
are not referred accurately to the OV
line. A buffer amplifier (IC3) having
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Fig. 5. Component overlay for the Voltage Controlled Amplifier
as used in the Envelope Control module.

differential inputs, is therefore used
to provide asingle ended output.
In fact the 1496 has two sets of
differential inputs, one set biased at
about OV, and another set biased at
approximately -3V.
The input signal is injected into one
of the -3V biassed inputs (pin 1)
whereas the control signal is fed to
the other input (pin 8).
When using the circuit as a VCA,
the maximum possible attenuation is

required when the input is OV.
However, due to tolerance variations,
the OV from other modules may be
up to 20mV in error. Hence a
rectiîier, ICI, is used so that any
voltage less than +50mV is regarded
as OV. The maximum attenuation at
OV control, is adjustable by RV1.
When the module is used as aring
modulator the control signal is ac
coupled and the output will be the
product of the two inputs.
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HOW IT WORKS
Transient Generator I

output will be low (-6 V) and the integrator will start to rise. The voltage
divider formed by R15 and R16 will apply —2 V to the input of IC6/2.
At this point we pause to briefly explain the operation of digital logic
NOR gates. The digital ICs used in this circuit contain four, 2input NOR
gates. In a NOR gate, if either one or both of the inputs are high, the
output will be low. Only when both inputs are low can the output be high.
This is illustrated below.

The transient generator consists, basically, of two sections.
(a) the wave-shaping circuitry (analogue).
(b) Control circuitry (digital).
The analogue section consists of integrator (IC2), exponential converter
(Q2, 1C3) and comparator (IC4). The comparator is ahigh gain differential
amplifier whose output is normally either at +6 volts or at —6 volts. There
is asmall input region where the amplifier operates in the linear mode and
the output voltage will then be somewhere between these two extremes.
Negative feedback is applied by R14 so that this linear input region is
approximately 30 mV wide.
Solid state switches select one of three voltage sources as input to the
comparator. ICl/3 selects +5 volts, ICl/4 selects OV and IC5/3 selects the
output of level potentiometer RV6 or the output of the keyboard.
The switch potentiometer RV6, when in the off position, allows the
keyboard voltage to be the third voltage.
The output of the comparator is connected back to the input of IC2 by
R3 and a slope potentiometer as selected by ICl/1, 105/2 and ICl/2. If the
output of the comparator goes to —6 volts, the output of the integrator,
IC2, will be a voltage, linearly increasing at a rate set by the selected
potentiometer (RV1, 2 or 3). Conversely if the comparator output is at +6
volts the integrator will produce alinearly decreasing voltage.
When the two inputs are within 30 mV of each other the slope of the
integrator will decrease, and when they are equal, (comparator output at
zero) the system output will be stationary at the voltage selected by ICl/3,
ICS/3 or ICl/4. This point will be stable as the comparator output is
applied back to its input in anegative feedback loop, either directly, or via
an exponential generator.
Generation of the exponential function is based on the collector —
current to base-emitter-voltage relationship of a transistor, in this case Q2.
The output of the integrator, after attenuation by R4, RV4 and R5, and
level shifting by R6 and RV6, is applied to the base of Q2. Diode D1 biases
the emitter of Q2 about 0.6 volts below zero and also provides temperature
compensation for Q2. Resistor R7 applies a small bias and helps
compensate different offset voltages in IC3. Integrated circuit IC3
produces an output voltage proportional to the collector current of Q2.
Hence a linearly changing voltage, at the output of integrator IC2, will
result in an exponential output from IC3. The range of the exponential
generator is adjusted by RV4 and RV5.
When a key is pressed, the keyboard controller provides a —7 V to +7 V
change. The positive edge of this transistion is differentiated by Cl and
R19, (the negative edge pulse is clipped by D2) to provide an
approximately 3 msec wide pulse which turns on IC5/4 and Q4 thus
discharging C8. In addition this pulse sets the flip flop formed by 106/3
and IC6/4 so that the output at B is +7 V, and turns on IC5/1 and Q1 thus
clamping the output line at OV.
At the end of the 3 msec pulse, C8 begins to charge from —7 volts at a
rate determined by RV7. When it reaches OV, approximately, the output
of IC7 changes from +7 V to —7 V and thus an internal delay is generated
which is adjustable by RV7. Also immediately following the 3msec period,
the output B is at +7 V and hence ICl/2 is turned on selecting the attack
potentiometer RV1, and ICl/3 is turned on, selecting +5 V as an input to
the comparator. Thus, as pin 2 of the comparator is higher than pin 3, the

240
228

-

o

0
1
0
1

0
1
1

Output
1
0
0
0

Note for +7 V and —7 V supplies as used, '0' means less than —1 V and '1'
means greater than +1 V when applied to inputs, and '0' means close to —7
V '1' means close to +7 V in the case of outputs.
Thus to return to our circuit the —2 V input at IC6/2 is a'0' input and
the output of IC6/2 will be high at +7 V.
When the output of the integrator (or exponential generator) reaches +5
V the comparator output will drop to zero volts causing an input of +2V
to be applied to IC6/2. This is a'1' level and thus the output of IC6/2 will
go to —7 volts. The output swing of IC6/2 is inverted by IC6/1 and
differentiated by C9 and R24. The resulting positive pulse resets the flip
flop (IC6/3 IC6/4) and the negative pulse is clipped by D3.
When the flip flop is reset its output goes to —7 V turning off ICl/2 and
ICl/3 and a'0' is presented to IC7/2 and IC7/3 (pins 6& 9).
If at this time the delay period has not expired (that generated by C8 &
RV7) a '1' will still exist at the output of 1C7/l. Thus IC7/3 has a'0' on
pin 9 and '1' on pin 8 and its output will be a '0'. Hence both inputs of
IC7/2 are '0' and its output will be a'I'. This turns on IC5/2 which selects
DECAY 1slope and ICS/3 which selects the output level set by RV6. The
comparator now sees an error and drives the integrator to correct it. The
output will stabilize again when the level set by RV6 has been reached.
This output level will now be held until the "C" control is removed.
When the delay period is completed the pin 8 input to IC/3 goes to '0',
and since the other input is '0', the output will be '1' and the output at 'C'
will be turned off.
We now have the 'D' output at '1' and this selects the DECAY 2
potentiometer and OV reference to the comparator. Again the integrator
drives to correct the error. Positive feedback is provided around IC7/3 by
IC7/4 so that the input may change much quicker.
When the delay potentiometer is switched off (SW4/1 and 2) trigger input
will now be direct to IC7/3 pin 8 and the delay will be determined by the
key-hold time only, and not by the internal generator.
If the DELAY time setting (either internal or external) is shorter than the
time to complete DECAY 1, DECAY 2 will be initiated, provided the
attack time is completed, immediately the delay expires.
If the DELAY setting is less than the ATTACK time setting the ATTACK
will be completed, DECAY 1eliminated and DECAY 2initiated.
The trigger input from the patchboard is buffered by Q3 to ensure
correct operating levels for the logic. It also provides an inversion which
means that the trigger will occur on the negative edge of the input trigger
pulse.

MATERIAL 18 GAUGE
ALUM. OR STEEL

j

Input

ALL DIMENSIONS
IN MILLIMETRES

178
140

J
?
1-Riti-

Input
A

é
7.

I:3

HOLES 9.5 mm cha.

0

2HOLES 6.4 rnm du.

100

ALL DIMENSIONS
IN MILLIMETRES

ALUM.
MATERIAL
OR STEEL
18 GAUGE

78

—

2 HOLES 3.2 rnrn du.

0 4HOLES 3.2 'Am du.

118
154
182
230
240

Fig. 6. Mounting bracket for Envelope control and Transient 1
modules.
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Fig. 7. Mounting bracket for the voltage
controlled amplifier.
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The voltage controlled amplifier

DECAY
2

DELAY

HOLD
LEVEL

DECAY

ATTACK

TRIGGER FROM

EXT
I

KEYBOARD

.OUThe

Fig. 8. Wiring to switches and potentiometer
for Transient Generator 1.

•OUTPUT

CAM FUIR
INPUT

—

_._CONT ROL
INPUT

Fig. 9. Wiring to front panel of Voltage
Controlled Amplifier.
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Fig. 10. Circuit diagram of the
MC1496 balanced modulator —
demodulator IC.
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POWER ELECTRONICS — Thyristor
motors by R. S. Ramshaw.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
MANAGEMENT by Jeff Maynard.

Published by Chapman and Hall

Published by the Butterworth Group

1973. Hard covers, 213 pages
230 x 155mm. Price £4.50.

215 x 140mm. Price £2.80.

controlled power for electric

1972. Hard covers, 99 pages

RI.M.•••

The speed control of dc motors in industry has grown enormously
in recent years largely due to the advent of the thyristor. This solid
state device replaces the thyratron of bygone days and, in
conjunction with other solid state circuitry, makes possible the
implementation of control systems having a degree of accuracy
previously unattainable.
Control of induction motors by means of thyristor inverters is also
increasingly being used and hence aknowledge of the characteristics
and use of thyristors in power control circuitry is essential for the
power or control engineer.
This book provides adiscussion of the characteristics of transistors
and thyristors without getting involved in the physics of the devices,
and then concentrates on the methods of their application to power
and motor control.
Control systems are described in fairly general terms, providing
information on the types of feedback loops used, but not of the
detailed control circuitry.
The book is suitable for degree or diploma students or practising
engineers wishing to extend their knowledge in this field. — B.C.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS REFERENCE
BOOK 13th Edition.

Edited by

In the early days, computer programming was ahighly specialized
task requiring very specialised skills and abilities. As a result,
programmers were considered a very special breed and were held in
considerable awe by the rest of us.
This is no longer true as machine language has given way to high
level languages which can be taught to anyone of Lverage
intelligence in afew days.
Hence in a company which relies heavily on some form of
computer base, the programming department becomes merely
another form of production department. In such departments the
manager will usually be a young programmer of exceptional ability
who has risen to the position in arelatively short space of time.
Unfortunately skill in programming does not necessarily imply
skill in management and too often the management function is
second best to the problem solving function — to the detriment of
efficient departmental operation.
This book is specifically written to aid the programming manager
to organize and run his department in the most efficient manner. It
covers all facets of the task including estimating and scheduling,
documentation, personnel management, the function of the
programming manager and last but not least programming
techniques. — B.C.

Professor M. G. Say. Published by
Butterworths October 1973. Hard
covers, approximately 1400 pages.
215 x 135mm. Price £12.00.
Whatever the field of human technical endeavour, it generally has
an associated text which may be considered the 'bible' for that
particular discipline. For the electrical engineer, the Electrical
Engineers' Reference Book must surely be considered in that
category.
The very fact that the book is now in its 13th edition since its first
appearance in 1945, says a great deal for its acceptance by the
electrical fraternity.
This new edition has been extensively rewritten, the page size has
been increased, and a new type style used. Although many of the
chapter headings from previous editions have been retained, much
new material has been added and the previous material extensively
updated.
The list of contributors reads like a "Who's Who" of the British
electrical and electronics industry, and hence one can be sure that
each section is up to date and has been written by an expert in that
field.
Typographic errors are found to happen in any text, but Ican't
resist mentioning one in this book that is of 'mammoth'
proportions. On page 1-15 the mass of an electron is given as 9 x
10 28 g. The error is only in the omission of aminus sign in front of
the exponent — but what adifference, the figure given is about 100
times the weight of the entire earth!
If you are involved in electrical technology in any way you should
have this book. — B.C.
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DICTIONARY OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING. By K.G. Jackson.
Published by Butterworths, September
1973.

Hard covers, 375 pages 215 x

135mm. Price £2.25.

Whether student or experienced engineer. a comprehensisc
dictionary of terms in the field of interest, is not only useful. hut
almost essential.
This volume, although specifically designed for electrical engineers,
has great breadth and scope. For it not only includes conventional
terms, but also some of those used in allied fields. For e‘ample
more and more thyristors and other semiconductor devices are being
used in 'electrical' equipment. Additionally a good electrical
dictionary should cover illumination and some mechanical
engineering as these fields are becoming ever more involved in
electrical engineering. This one does.
The dictionary contains many illustrations, (at least one every
second page) and gives relevant formulae where necessary.
An appendix at the end of the dictionary gives (nits;
Abbreviations and Symbols commonly used
SI units in parti. iLi r.
And a final section provides aglossary of common sernieondu, tor
terms.
A well prepared dictionary that covers electrical engineerint !
,
1a
reasonable depth. — B.C.
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ELECTRONICS

PART 3

•
it's easy!

This course, written in down-to-earth language, takes
the mystery out of electronics — explaining it as the
logical, fundamentally simple, yet far ranging subject
it really is.

WE ARE unable to see electricity
directly. But if electrical energy is
converted to some other form, then a
measurement of its magnitude can be
made visible.
For example, the brightness of alight
bulb is a measure of size of one of the
electrical quantities. Such amethod is,
however, not nearly accurate enough
as the eye is avery poor judge of light
levels.
A much better way is to use the
electricity to drive a mechanical
pointer across a scale. The extent of
movement indicates the size of the
quantity we are measuring. Devices
using this principle are called 'meters'.
Meters come in numerous sizes,
shapes and types (as shown in Fig. 1)
but detailed differences need not
concern us as yet for each one of them
can be represented by our "black box"
concept — an electrical parameter
feeds into the box producing an
observable
pointer
movement,
proportional to the voltage, current,
resistance
or
power
(etc)
being
measured.
The type of meter known as 'moving
coil' is the most suitable (and hence
most commonly used)
meter for
measurements in dc circuits.
A detailed description of the moving
coil meter is given elsewhere in this
article for those who wish to know
more about its construction. However,
such
detailed
knowledge
is not
necessary
in
order
to
make
measurements with it, we can consider
the meter purely as ablack box device
having two basic characteristics.
Firstly, it may be considered as
having a fixed resistance between its
two terminals. Secondly, it requires a
certain amount of current to deflect
the meter pointer to end-of-scale.
Meters of this type are described in
terms of the amount of current
required to deflect the meter pointer
full scale. (This end-of-scale position is
50

known as — full scale deflection —
often abbreviated to 'fsd').
Thus a meter, described as being 0-1
mA, !ndicates current values between
0and 1mA, and requires one milliamp
of dc current to deflect the pointer to
the end-of-scale (fsd) position.
At this stage, we should point out
that the term 'meter' is loosely applied
both to the basic meter movements (as
in Fig. 1) as well as to complete
instruments that incorporate switching
and other electronics. These additions
to the basic meter movement are
required to measure the different
kinds and quantities of the basic
variables in circuits, ie, voltage, current
and resistance. Each can be measured,
using
exactly
the
same
meter
movements, with the aid of external
resistors and appropriate connections.
How the same meter movement can
be used to measure the different
quantities is easily explained by using
Ohms law and the rules of series and
parallel
connected
resistors.
We
warned you that Ohm's law was basic!
All electronic theory is built up
logically
piece-by-piece.
So
we
reiterate — make sure you consolidate
each piece of knowledge as we
progress.

MEASUREMENT OF VOLTAGE
In our black-box representation of
the meter, we stated that it could be
regarded as a resistor. Hence a voltage
is
required,
dependant
on
the
movement resistance,
to drive a
current through the meter. This may
be calculated by our, by now, well
known formula V=IR.
Generally, meter movements are sold
with the full scale deflection current
specified.
Some
are
sold
as
ready-to-use,
specific
range
units
modified to read 0 — 1 A, or 0 — 10
A, for example. These have built-in

resistors
to
modify
the
basic
movement characteristics but for the
moment we will consider only basic
unmodified units.
Unfortunately it is not universal
retail practice to quote the resistance
of
the
meter
movement.
Manufacturers sometimes provide it on
the actual unit itself — perhaps written
on the meter face below the needle
aperture, or in data sheets. (If not
given, it can be measured, but as it
requires a second accurate voltmeter
this will be beyond the beginner).
If, as shown in Fig. 2 for example,
the internal resistance of the meter
movement is 1kS2 (1000 ohms), and ii
requires acurrent of 100 uA to defied
it full scale (a common specification)
it will be fully deflected by applying (
voltage of
V

=

IR

100
1000,000 x 1000
0.1 volts, or 100 mV.

So,
although
described
as
an
amp-meter (we usually say ammeter) il
may also be used as avoltmeter havinç
100 mV fsd.
Obviously the direct application of z
voltage larger than 100 mV will caus(
the needle to deflect past the full-scale
value. Excessive deflection can easily
damage the movement. The excessiv(
voltage may also cause more current tc
flow than the movement can handle —
remember power is dissipated

(P =1
213) so unless adequately cooled
the coil in the meter movement may
become too hot and burn out.
So to make our basic movement reac
higher voltages we add aseries resistor
as shown in Fig. 3a. This resistor i!
called the multiplier. Its purpose is tc
limit the current, at the choser
voltage, to the fsd value of the meter
For example, if when using th(
circuit of Fig. 3a, we require a 1V fsc
scale, we may calculate that the tota
series resistance (from R =Vil must b(
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Fig. 1. Basic meter movements have
many shapes, sizes and scales to suit
different applications.

R

total —1001V10 _6
x

A —

10 4 S2 or 10 k S2

Remember the meter movement
already contributes
1 162 so an
additional multiplier resistance of 9
k2 is needed. By a simil3r process the
multiplier value for any voltage above
100 mV may be found. The upper
limit is set by the insulation of the
meter, but 1000 V full scale is usually
possible.
Let us now see what happens if we
require 100 V fsd. We would need a
total resistance of 10 6 2 (1 MS2). But
now it is pointless to subtract the
meter movement's resistance value for
it is insignificant compared with the
multiplier value (0.1 per cent). Note
also that for every volt of fsd range
required,
we
need
to
add
approximately 10 k in series (100 V1000 Id2; 10V — 100 k2; 1 V — 10
k.(2). We can, therefore, refer to the
meter circuit in terms of this — saying
it has a sensitivity of 10 Id-UV. Meters
are usually specified this way — not to
help us design multiplier values but to
enable the effective resistance of the
modified meter to be quickly assessed.
This
is
most
important
when
connecting the meter into electrical
circuits, as we shall see later.
Voltages up to 100 may now be read
by connecting the leads of the meter
and its series multiplier across the two
points in the circuit between which we
100pA f.d

require to know the voltage difference.
There is no need to break any
connections, so the procedure is very
simple.
Make sure if you use such a meter in
a permanent connection, that the
metered voltage never exceeds the
rating of the unit.

THE MULTIMETER
If we had ameter that was calibrated
to read 1000 volts full scale, but were
trying to read only three volts, the
pointer deflection would be so small
that we could not know with certainty
whether the reading was two, three, or
four volts. Obviously a more sensitive
meter
is
required.
Rather
than
unsolder our multiplier and instal a
new one, it is much better to fit a
switch that enables us to select a
multiplier
having
a resistance
appropriate to the magnitude of the
voltage
being
measured.
This
arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Such
a modification
produces a
slightly more complex black box — the
multi-range voltmeter. We will see
below that various ranges of current
and
resistance
may
similarly
be
handled with switched ranges. When
all these facilities are built into a
multi-range, multi-function unit, it is
commonly referred to as a multimeter.

From Ohms law (again!) we can see
that when resistors are connected in
parallel, the larger value carries less
current than the lower value of
resistance. As hng as the resistances
remain constant so does the ratio of
currents.
For example, suppose we need the
basic meter to read :00 µA fsd instead
of 100µA. As the meter deflects
full-scale with only 100µA, 200µA
must be diverted by the shunt.
Remember that the voltage across each
resistor in a parallel arrangement is the
same, so our shunt must be of such
resistance that 200 µA passes for 100
mV of applied voltage (remember the
meter movement is also 100 mV fsd).
The shunt must be
100 x 10 -3 V
R Shunt — 200 x 1e—A
= 500e
Another way to look at it (provided
the current range required is much
higher than meter movement's normal
IPL IF It

LEADS

(a)

MULTIPLIERS OF
DIFFERENT VALUE

MEASURING CURRENTS

TERMINALS

1OA INTERNAL
RÉSISTANCE

Fig. 2. Regardless of shape or size every
meter movement may be represented as a
_'black box' having two terminals and an
internal resistance. The current required to
produce full scale deflection must also be
given.

Let us now examine how our 1 kS2,
100 µA fsd meter movement may be
modified to measure larger values of
current. Again it is done with resistors,
but this time the resistor is placed
across the meter and is thus in parallel
with the resistance of the movement
instead of in series as before. This
parallel resistance is termed a 'shunt'
as its purpose is to by-pass or shunt
current
around
the
meter,
as
illustrated in Fig. 4a.
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(b)

Fig. 3(a). Using a 'multiplier' resistor to
provide asingle voltage measurement range.
(b) Adding aswitch and extra multiplier
provides more voltage ranges.
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CURRENT
METER

CURRENT
SHUNT

(a)

0111I-M'LLIAMIETER

current) is to consider what value of
resistance would develop 100 mV
across it when the desired current
flows. For example, 1 A fsd needs a
shunt of
V
100 x 10 -3
RShunt —
—
1
—0.1S2
1
When designing shunts for large
currents, thought must be given to the
power dissipated in the shunt. In our
previous example the power dissipated
P= 1
2 R = 1.0 2 x0.1 = 100 mW which
is not significant. However if we were
to require a shunt for 20 amps its
resistance would be
V 100 mV
RShunt — —
1 10 amps = .01S2
Power dissipated P= 1
2R
= 10 2 x0.01 = 1watt.
If our shunt is not to run too hot the
resistor must be rated at two or three
watts.

Typical high quality
multimeter, note the
'ohms' scale in
which zero is at
right hand end.
Meters that indicate
the measurement by
ascale and moving
pointer are known
generically as
'analogue'
instruments.

In practice the very low resistance
required is usually obtained by using a
short length of heavy-gauge wire and
power dissipation is not usually a
problem.
Shunts are usually made specially for
meters, as there is little or no call for
such low resistance values in the
majority
of
electronic
circuitry.
Because of this they tend to be more
expensive than normal resistors.
Measurement of current is made by
breaking the circuit, in which it is
required to find the current flow, and
wiring the shunted meter in series with
the lead and its original connection
point so that the normal current passes
through the meter and shunt.
We have seen how ashunt lowers the
total effective meter resistance —
especially as the current range rises.
For this reason it is quite wrong to

ADJUSTABLE RESISTOR
(OHMS ADJUST)

1
(b)
Fig. 4(a). In order to measure currents
greater than the meter movement fsd a
'shunt' must be used to divert part of the
current around the meter. (b) A switch
and extra shunts may be used to obtain
more than one range.

connect a multimeter set to a current
range across acomponent or section ol
a circuit. It will very effectively short
the circuit out causing heavy currents
to flow in components probably not
able to support them. For example,
our above mentioned 1 A meter
(which has a 0.1 ohm shunt) placed
across points in a circuit between
which a voltage difference of 12 V
exists, will cause a current to flow of
'flowing =

12
0.1

= 120A

'.

This current, if the supply coulc
provide it, would melt the leads anc
components instantly!
To create a multi-range ammeter wE
again use a switch (Fig. 4b) to seleci
the required shunt across the meter
As the same current flows through thE
switch contacts, the upper curreni
range is limited mainly by the size ol

so

Az
15

1s

(a)

Fig. 5(a). The circuit
required to measure
ohms. (b). A typical
multimeter scale — The
Ohms scale is the centre
one.
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AC AND DC
In all our discussion so far, we
have
considered
electrical
current flow as being in one
direction only. This kind of
current flow (as from a battery)
is known as "direct current" and
we usually abbreviate this to
"dc".
There
is
another
kind of
current flow which continually
changes direction, flowing first
one way and then the other.
This is known as 'alternating
current' or 'ac'. The mains
supply used in your home is a
240 volt "ac" supply, and the
direction
of
current
flow
reverses 50 times a second. We
will study ac in more detail later
on, for the moment, just keep in
mind the distinction between ac
and dc.

the contacts and to a lesser extent by
the size of the shunts. For this reason
multimeters rarely have a range higher
than 10 A fsd.

MEASURING RESISTANCE

o
I
1

>I

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of a typical multimeter.

all, the resistance between them is
virtually infinite. Hence no current can
flow and the meter pointer will not
move from the left-hand end of the
scale.
This point thus represents
infinite resistance and is marked Q0
accordingly.
In between the 0 and c values the
pointer
will
assume
a position
proportional to the external resistance
added. By applying Ohms Law it is
easy to work out the position on the
scale for any other value. A typical
ohmeter scale is illustrated in Fig. 5b.
For example, if we use a 1.5 V
torch-cell as the voltage source, the
adjustable multiplier needed with the
1 kS-2, 100 µA fsd meter, must be:—
1.5 V
R total —
— 15 k1:2
100 10 -6 A
from which the value of the meter (1
nt) must be subtracted to get 14 Id2
With shorted leads the meter will go
to fsd, now marked OS2. The multiplier
is adjustable so that the zero point can
be reset as the battery becomes
discharged (lower voltage). If we now
insert 10 Id2 externally we get a total
resistance of 25 Id2. The battery
voltage will cause a current to flow in
the series loop (remember in a series
circuit all components pass the same
current) that is
e

As well as having voltage and current
ranges, multimeters are usually capable
of measuring resistance.
As described above, the multiplier of
the voltmeter arrangement alters the
effective fsd value of the meter to suit
various applied voltages. But if we
provide a fixed voltage (from a
battery) to the meter, and place the
unknown resistor in series, we can
work backwards from the indicated
current to obtain the resistance value.
This may be explained with the aid of
Fig. 5a as follows:
If the
meter
leads are shorted
together,
there
is
virtually
zero
resistance between them. This method
is in fact used to establish the zero
ohms point on the scale.
In practice the leads are shorted
together
and an
in-built
variable
resistance is adjusted to give full scale
meter
indication
(i.e.
100µA
is
flowing). Unlike the other meter
ranges, on the resistance range full
scale deflection represents zero.
At the other extreme, if the meter
leads are not connected to anything at
Fig,

The shorting bar, shown by the

broad arrow slides along to make three connections at each position.

1=

1.
5

25 x 10 3

= 60p A

Hence, the meter, with 10 kS2 in series
with its leads indicates its 60 pA value
but is now marked 10 ki.Z on our scale.
The process is repeated for decade
values — 100 S
2, 1 kS2 100 Idt, then
for spaces in between until the scale is
adequately
filled.
Note
that the
divisions are not evenly spaced and
that this form of ohmeter has better
resolution on some parts of the scale
than on others. It is also clear that it
measures 'back to front'. This is
somewhat
inconvenient
but
the
simplicity of the arrangement more
than compensates for this anomaly.
More advanced (and therefore more
expensive) multimeters usually read
the conventional way.
It should be noticed that, in the
example
given,
10
Id2
gives
approximately
mid-scale deflection
but, because of scale non-linearity, it is
difficult to read values, around 100
kS2 at all, let alone with any accuracy.
To resolve this
battery
voltages

difficulty, various
and/or resistance

multipliers may be used to obtaib
centre scale readings either larger or
smaller than in the example given. Use
ohms law to determine what multiplier
and battery voltage is required to
obtain a mid-scale reading of 100 kS2.
When it is required to measure the
resistance of a component in acircuit,
it must be disconnected. (One side

7. These diagrams illustrate the three basic measurement techniques for (al voltage, (b) current and (c) resistance.
PoWI

()N

:WWI Y

CIRCUIT OF INIERLSI
.1 , MEASURING VOLTAGE ACROSS IT
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ELECTRONICS -it's easy!

When using any meter with
switched ranges, always start off
by selecting a meter range much
higher than your estimate of the
quantity to be measured.
This precaution safeguards the
meter should the quantity be
much larger than expected.

( SHOULD THE METER
RESISTANCE

only will do, but it is often easier to
remove it completely).
To make a reading the meter leads
are first shorted together and the zero
ohms adjuster set to obtain zero ohms
reading (this compensates for battery
voltage
variations).
The
unknown
resistance is then connected between
the meter leads and its value read from
the meter.

BE 1k, 10k or 100k?

EARPIECE

The multimeter, when measuring voltage, always loads the circuit. It is the degree of
loading that matters.

THE MOVING-COIL METER

'
POINT

EEl

Fig. 9.

SPRING

COIL OF
RESISTANCE

POLES

When electricity flows through
a wire, a magnetic field is
produced
in
a
plane
perpendicular to the wire. This
magnetic
field
may
be
concentrated by winding the
wire to form a coil of many
turns,
and
still
further
by
winding
the coil
around a
soft-iron core.
Such a device is termed an
electro -magnet, when electricity
flows through it, it will attract
magnetic material — such as
iron.
One example of the way such
an electro -magnet may be used,
is the relay in last month's
practical exercise.
A further example is in the
moving-coil meter.
If the electromagnetic coil is
suspended in the field of a
permanent
magnet,
(a
permanent magnet is made of
steel — steel once magnetized,
remains magnetized, whereas soft

-

iron
loses
its
magnetism
immediately the energising field
is removed) it will be caused to
rotate, when energized, by a
force
proportional
to
the
energizing current.
In the moving-coil type of
meter, as Fig. 9 shows, the field
of the permanent magnet is
arranged
to
pass
across
a
cylinder in which hangs the coil
of the meter. A fine spiral
tension-spring
restrains
the
rotation by providing a linearly
increasing torque as the coil
rotates. Attached to the coil is a
pointer that moves across a
scale, thus indicating current.
As the number of turns is
increased, to improve sensitivity,
the designer must use finer wire
to keep the mass of the coil
small. As a consequence of this
requirement,
sensitive
meters
usually have a higher resistance,
and are more delicate.

The measurement functions, namely,
voltage, current and resistance form
the basis of the multimeter. Other
ranges may be provided for ac (or
alternating current) quantities. These
will be discussed later in this series.
Figure 6 shows the full circuit for a
small meter — can you trace out the
various
circuits
that
we
have
described? Ignore the ac slider position
for the moment.

LOADING THE CIRCUIT

As we have seen, connecting a
resistor
in
parallel
with
another
resistor reduces the effective value of
both — to something lower than the
value of either. Thus, as avoltmeter is
in effect aresistor, connecting it across
a circuit will inevitably change the
resistance of that circuit. In effect one
has
paralleled
one
resistor
with
another, and the meter must shunt
current away from the circuit.
Because of this, when a meter is
connected
across
a circuit,
the
operation of that circuit may well be
affected,
thus causing the meter
reading to be in error.
This brings us back to the reason for
quoting the sensitivity of voltmeters in
ohms
per
volt.
Multiplying
the
sensitivity by the fsd range in use,
gives the resistance of the meter circuit
that will be shunting the component.
Cheaper
multi meters
wi II
have
sensitivities ranging from as low as
1000 S2/V volt to as high as 100
Id2/V.
Fig. 8
RI
1000(_2
1000/VOLT
METER ON
1VOIT RANGE

1.5V

R2
1000I.

To illustrate loading effects, consider
the circuit in Fig. 8. By Ohms law we

CHOOSING A
MULTIMETER
Multimeters vary in cost from
about £3 to several hundreds
of pounds, commonest prices
fall into the £5—£35 range for
a moving-coil type;
digital
multimeters are very much
dearer.
The more expensive types
incorporate an amplifier to
maintain a high input impedance (resistance) and/or elaborate circuitry to maintain
high accuracy.
For the beginner, and even
for the more advanced, high
accuracy (better than 2%) is
rarely necessary and quite
cheap meters will enable one
to take most measurements.
However, unless your funds
are very limited, the very
cheap meters are not usually
good value and if you can
afford over £5 you will be
able to get a decent one. If
you want to get acheap meter
due to the lack of funds,
don't worry, it will probably
see you through until you can
afford a better one and having two meters (albeit one of
doubtful quality) is extremely
useful, indeed almost essential for some work.
Assuming that you are not
hampered by very small funds
look out for the following
features:
1. The sensitivity should be
as high as possible, 20,000
ohms per volt or better.
2. It should be able to read
volts (a.c. and d.c.), amps
(d.c.) and ohms.
An a.c.
current range is useful but is
rarely found in any but expensive meters.
3. Voltage ranges should be
from at least 3V to 500V d.c.
and 10V to 500V a.c.
4. There should be at least
three resistance ranges.
5. Overload protection is now
quite common and highly desirable especially for a beginner.
6. Look for a rugged construction and well made test
leads.
A multimeter should
remain serviceable for many
years.
know that the voltage between points
A and 13 is 0.75 volts — don't we?
Now let us see what happens when
we use a 1000 ohms/volt meter on the
1 volt range to measure this voltage.
The 1000 ohms of the meter in
parallel with R2 will produce a
combined value of 500 ohms. Thus the

voltage read by the meter will be 0.5
volts instead of 0.75 volts — an error
of 33 per cent!
It is the degree of this shunting effect
that is important — in theory it can
never be completely avoided, for some
energy must flow into the measuring
system from that being measured. In
electronic measurements the rule of
thumb is that for accuracy, the
resistance of avoltmeter should be at
least ten times that of the circuit — a
hundredfold is better still.
This may not always be possible with
an inexpensive meter, and some error
will
have to
be tolerated.
But
remember — this error can
be
considerable if loading is severe. A
check for loading is to make areading
on the next highest range. A much
higher voltage reading will indicate
that severe loading is occuring on the
lower range. When this occurs we must
take our reading on the lowest range
that does not produce visible loading
and put up with the lack of resolution.
It should now be clear that the higher
the sensitivity of the meter the better.
A similar thing
happens when
measuring
currents,
the
series
resistance of the meter may introduce
undesirable voltage drops. In this case
the
combined
resistance
of the
movement
and
shunt
should
be one-tenth, or preferably less, of
the series circuit resistance.
This discussion of multimeters is
restricted to those units that do not
include electronic amplifiers — these
will be discussed later when we have
covered amplifier operation. Amplifier
type
multimeters
are
usually
characterised by having aquoted fixed
input resistance (called impedance in
some data sheets) that is typically 1
rvin or higher. With these there is
seldom
need
to
worry
about
connection loading.
Although we have discussed loading
with reference to meter measurements,
the same principles apply to the
connection of any kinds of circuits —
the black-box approach tells us this.
Each circuit having input and output
terminals will load those coupled to it
— output is parallel with input of the
next and so on. It is. important to
remember this, for all so often a
circuit stage is developed that fails to
operate
into the following stage
because of loading effects.
We have spent much time on actual
multimeter
circuits,
for
the
calculations involved
illustrate the
kind of thinking that is continually
required when building circuits —
especially of your own design. If you
have stayed with us so far you are weil
on the way to having the theoretical
aspects of basic electronics under
control.
•
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BUILD THE

TREASURE
TRACER
MK Ill
METAL
LOCATOR

• Incorporates varicap tuning for extra
stability

•Weighs only

22oz and has perfect

balance

• Loudspeaker or earphone operation
(both included)

•Handle

knocks down to only 16in

for transport

•Ministry approved design
• Excellent sensitivity and stability
• Kit can be built using only soldering
iron, screwdriver, pliers and wire snips
• Drilled, tinned, fibreglass p.c. board
with component siting printed on

• Incorporates

Faraday screen

Send s.a.e. for leaflet
Complete kit
with pre-built
search coil

Built, tested
and
Guaranteed

£9.80

Plus 35p Post
(inc. VAT)

£13.75
Plus 35p Post
(inc. VAT)

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS,
35d Langley Drive, VVanstead,
LONDON Ell 2LN
(Mail order only)
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Measure the speed of light with
ETI's project laser.

Fig. 1. Foucault knife edge test.

LASER EXPERIMENTS
THE

EXPERIMENTS described

last

month
required
little
additional
equipment other than the ETI 524
laser itself, and hence, were of a very
basic nature.
However, merely by adding ahandful
of cheap and readily available optical
components, a number of surprisingly
sophisticated and elegant experiments
may be undertaken.
These advanced experiments will
provide the student with considerable
insight into the physical laws that so
many of us merely learnt by rote.

FOUCAULT KNIFE EDGE
TEST
The Foucault knife edge test is a
standard
technique
employed
by
astronomers to determine the quality
of lenses and curved mirrors, although
this
test
has
traditionally
been

performed with ordinary white light, a
monochromatic
laser gives
better
results and is therefore preferable.
When white light is used, chromatic
aberration tends to mask the lens
defects resulting from faulty grinding,
or from the use of poor quality glass.
When monochromatic laser light is
used, the masking effect does not
occur and defects are much more
easily seen.
The experiment is set up as shown in
Fig. 1. A diverging and converging lens
system (-8 mm and + 167 mm our
example, although focal lengths are
not critical) is used to collimate the
beam. A collimated beam has constant
diameter
with
distance,
this
is
obtained by adjusting the position of
the long focus lens and checking beam
diameter at various distances with a
white card until negligible difference is

observed in the diameter at various
distances.
The lens to be tested is now inserted
into the collimated laser beam. This
lens converges the laser light to a fine
point, after which, it diverges again, as
shown in Fig. 1.
If the edge of a new razor blade is
gradually inserted into the beam at the
cross-over point, the spot on the
screen should darken uniformly as the
razor blade cuts the beam. If the lens
is imperfect however, instead of the
beam darkening uniformly, irregularly
shaped areas will be produced on the
screen, some of which are brighter
than others. These areas indicate the
size and position of defects.
If you are interested in photography
— try different camera lenses. The cost
versus quality trade-off will be readily
observed.

Fig.2a. Laser and simple optical bench set up as aMichelson
interferometer.
Fig. 2b. Diagrammatic presentation of equipment shown in Fig. 2a.

SCREEN

TOP OF
LASER

BEAM SPLITTER
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MICHEL
SON INTERFEROMETER
r
nniulius_ouiv

The
Miche lson
interferometer
provides a means of making precise
measurements
of
distance
and
movement, and has many applications
in science and industry. Before the
advent of lasers, the alignment of
components
in
an
interferometry
experiment was extremely difficult —
even under laboratory conditions, and
thus, expensive and very intricate
alignment apparatus was required.
Using a laser, however, alignment can
be achieved in afew seconds.
We performed the experiment using a
low cost optical bench setup as shown
in
Fig.
2 and
accompanying
photograph.
The beam from the laser is split into
two components by the partially
silvered mirror 'A'. One component
travels directly to the mirror 'C' and is
reflected back towards the laser. The
second component is reflected by
mirror 'B' back through the beam
splitter,
and
then
through
the
diverging lens onto a screen. A
component of the beam reflected from
mirror 'C' also passes through the
diverging lens and the mixture of the
two components thus creates an
interference pattern on the screen.
Careful alignment of all components
is necessary to achieve the interference
pattern, but once obtained, it will be
found to be affected by even the
slightest vibration, change in path
length, or change in refractive index of
the air between the mirrors.
In many scientific and industrial
applications, the diverging lens and
screen are replaced by a highly
sensitive
detector.
Such
laser
interferometers are used extensively
for high-accuracy micro-positioning of

machine
tools.
A
typical
interferometer (the Hewlett Packard
model 552A) is able to measure
position or displacement to within 1x
10-8 metre, ie, one hundred-millionth
of ametre.

THE SPEED OF LIGHT
A
special
application
of
the
interferometer is in the measurement
of the speed of light. The set up for
this is as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The
experiment
is
conducted
between two fixed points exactly 120
metres apart. This distance should be
determined as accurately as possible.
It is perfectly feasible to perform this

PHOTODETECTOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

Fig.3. Measuring the speed of light.

4

COLLIMATING
LENSES
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

experiment outside in the open, but
for optimum results it is best done in
the early morning or evening when
there is little wind and a minimum of
thermal air currents.
The
laser is modulated by an
adjustable frequency source of around
625 kHz. Part of the direct output
beam is deflected by a tiny mirror
through a converging lens to a
photo-detector. The output of the
photo-detector is then displayed on an
oscilloscope as a reference.
The
remainder of the direct beam passes to
amirror mounted precisely 120 metres
away where it is reflected back to a
third
mirror
and
again
to the

1
1

120 METRES

MODULATED 41
LASER
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LASER
EXPERIMENTS
impossible
to
measure
either
frequency
or
length
sufficiently
accurately to obtain precisely this
answer. Because of this some error
must be expected.
If a quick simple experiment is
sufficient, an oscillator frequency of
600 kHz
may
be
used.
The
corresponding half wavelength period
is 1/(12 x 10 5 ) seconds, hence the
result will be ameasurement of 2.88 x
10 8 metres a second — an error of
approximately 3%.

DIVERGING
LENS

BEAM

LASER
•

- I
I

SCENE ▪
APPEARS HERE

Fig.4.

How holograms are produced.

HOLOGRAPHY
photo-detector
as
shown
in
the
diagram. Thus the longer path is 240
metres further than the reference
beam. If the amplitudes of the two
beams are equal and if the longer beam
arrives at the photo-detector one half
wavelength after the reference beam,
(180 0 phase shift) complete destructive interference will occur and the
waveform on the oscilloscope will
disappear.
To create this interference, the beam
path is made exactly 240 metres (two
times 120) and the signal frequency
adjusted accordingly.
The modulation frequency required
to
produce this null
should be

624.5687kHz
period of

— corresponding to a
1

seconds
6.245687 x 10 5
Thus the time tor light to travel a
half wavelength is half this period —
i.e.
1
12.491375 x 105seconds
The speed of light equals C.
C = 240
•
•
In

1/12.491375 x 10 5

240 x 12.491375 x 10 5
2.99793 x 10 8 metres/sec.
practice

of

course

it

will

be

One of the most interesting, and
promising, applications of the laser is
in
its
ability
to
make
three
dimensional photographs. These are
known as holograms.
Considerable
research
is
being
conducted
in this field, and the
technique may one day lead to true,
three-dimensional colour television.
A hologram is made by exposing a
photographic negative to a scene that
is wholly illuminated with laser light.
The
negative
is
simultaneously
exposed to a reference beam that
comes directly from the laser. Thus, as
light from two separate sources is
incident
upon
the
negative,
an
interference pattern is recorded. The
interference pattern is so fine that
individual lines can only be seen with
the aid of ahigh-power microscope.
The holograms thus made, are viewed
by illuminating them with a diverged
laser beam and looking at them,
towards the laser beam.
Ft is perfectly safe, in this instance,
to look towards the laser beam as
when
the
beam
is diverged, its
intensity will be less than 1/1000 of
the normal value. The method is
shown in Fig. 4.
Whilst viewing the hologram move
your head around and you will find
that it is possible to see the sides, and
maybe even the back of the object.
Use your finger to try and pinpoint
areas on the image. You will find
considerable depth to the image.

DOPPLER EFFECT

A

typical optical experimenter's kit.

such kits are very useful.
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Whilst not designed specifically for use with lasers,

Doppler effect is a well known
phenomenon by which the frequency
of
acoustic
radiation
(including
frequencies above and below the
audible range) and electromagnetic
radiation is varied due to motion of
the source, or of the receiver.
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A accessories kit designed for use with alow-power heluim-neon laser is available to
educational establishments (not private individuals) from Griffin and George Limited, 285
Ealing Road, Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex. This consists of tapered slits, diffraction
gratings, circular apertures, a variety of gratings and lens among other things. It also includes
ahologram. Included with the kit is acomprehensive book of experiments. The price is
£28.00. (Photographs on this page by courtesy of Griffin and George).

and consequently a tone will not be
heard.

THIN SUSPENSION
WIRES

OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION

MAGNET
MIRROR ON
COIL

Fig. 5. Constructing asimple laser galvanometer.

To demonstrate this effect at optical
frequencies, set up the equipment as
for the
Michelson
interferometer.
Superimpose the two reflected beams
on a photodetector instead of the
diverging lens and screen.
Connect
the
output
of
the
photodetector to an audio amplifier
and then slowly move one of the
mirrors backwards and forwards. The
doppler effect causes an apparent
change in the wavelength of the beam
falling on the moving mirror. The
intermodulation of the two beams at
the detector will produce an audio
output whilst the mirror is moving.
Rapid movements of the mirror will
cause the doppler frequency to be
above the audible range (ultrasonic)

The facts that the laser beam is very
bright, and that the beam divergence is
very small, make the laser a useful tool
for amplifying very small, in fact
almost
imperceptible,
mechanical
movements.
Using
the
principle
of optical
amplification, many interesting devices
may be constructed, two of which are
discussed below.

LASER GALVANOMETER
Construct a small coil, from light
gauge (around 36 s.w.g) enamelled
copper
wire,
by
winding
20
turns on a cylindrical former such as a
pencil or piece of dowel rod. Tape or
glue the turns of the coil together and
then attach two thin strands of wire to
the ends of the coil. (Individual
strands of wire from conventional
three core flex are ideal). Cement a
small mirror to the coil, and use the
wires to suspend the coil between the
poles of a horseshoe magnet as shown
in Fig. 5. The longer the wires — the
greater the sensitivity of the resulting
instrument will be.
Now, being careful that neither the
laser beam nor its reflection enters
anyone's eyes, aim the laser at the
mirror and observe its reflection on
the wall.
When a small current is allowed to
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A laser beam splitter available from
Griffin and George.

flow through the coil, it will turn, thus
deflecting the laser beam. We have
thus
constructed
a
mirror
galvanometer and a long scale may be
used on the wall to make quantitative
measurements.
Using
appropriate
shunts and multipliers, the optical
galvanometer, thus constructed, may
be calibrated to read volts and amps,
or any other quantity that produces an
electrical current in some way.
Using adhesive tape, fasten a smal:
mirror to your wrist directly over the
point where the pulse beat is felt.
Again,
taking
the
precaution
mentioned above, aim the laser at the
mirror. With your wrist held as
steadily as possible on the table or
some other support the amplitude and
beat rate of your pulse will be
observed by the deflection of the lase:
beam spot on the wall.
•

CREATIVE
AUDIO

PART FIVE

A practical guide to creating and
producing your own sound.

THE commentator acts as the eyes of
his future audience, the location
microphone as their ears.
At first it is not easy to be fluent
when talking into a microphone —
with the inevitable onlookers staring
curiously. All one can do is to go out
on the streets and try it afew times.
This
should
help
to
conquer
self-consciousness.
Obvious
comments
should
be
avoided, i.e. 'The brass band has just
started to play'. The commentator
should concentrate instead on the
visual aspects, the colour of the
bandsmen's uniforms, the route being
taken and the size of the crowd. A
second important duty that falls to the
commentator is to cover the history
and background of the situation in a
digestible manner.
Before going on location, thorough
research is necessary, short notes being
made of relevant statistics and dates. It
is also helpful to record 'mind-jogging'
key phrases to be discussed. This
homework
not
only
allows the
commentary to flow, but is also most
beneficial when interviews are to be
carried out. A subject will warm
towards his interviewer if he feels that
the latter has made an effort to find
out about the topic being covered.
Sometimes complicated microphone
placement is necessary on location, as
when recording a brass band on the
move. There is no reason in these
circumstances why one should not
over-dub the commentary later back at
home, and often this gives a better
balance.

INTERVIEWING
Inconspicuous equipment handling
contributes a great deal to successful
interviewing. The subject is liable to
become microphone-shy if he keeps
catching sight of the revolving spools,
or has the microphone waved around
inches from his face. It is also
distracting if the interviewer gyrates
around every few seconds to check the
recorder is not over-modulating and
the tape has not run out. The level
should
be
appropriately
set
beforehand, so that a microphone
60

Recording the departure of aship from Piraeus Harbour (Greece). Equipment used to make
this stereo recording includes Neumann KM76 condensor microphones and windshields.
Senheisser headphones are being used to monitor the output from the Stella vox SP7
recorder.

distance of at least 1/3 metre can be
used. A directional microphone is a
good choice for interviewing, its
pick-up pattern operates well in poor
acoustics and high ambient noise
levels.
The comments of the subject are of
prime importance, and the choice
exists
between
keeping
the
microphone static, pointed at the
subject (the interviewer will come out
much softer on the recording), or
re-directing
it
to
pick
up
the
interviewer's questions. The latter
procedure may be adopted with a
conventional
question/answer
situation, and here it is better to
arrange seating positions to minimise
microphone movement. This is aided
by increasing the record gain control
to permit alonger pickup distance.

ACTUALITY DOCUMENTARIES
An actuality documentary differs
from the conventional form as the
final programme contains only the
interviewee without the accompanying
questions.
The quintessence of an actuality
documentary is facts about asituation.
The aim of the interviewer is to
extract these facts from his subjects in
an interesting manner. This invariably
entails in-depth interviewing — an
hour's raw interview may yield five
minutes of useful material.
It is important when interviewing to
utilize a close microphone position as

this leads to a better acoustic match
when cross-cutting tapes made in
different environments. For the same
continuity reasons a relatively dead
acoustic with low ambient noise is
helpful.
If
necessary
blanket
background effects can be added after
the interview-editing stage.
The style of interviewing differs from
the normal question/answer format
insofar as the interviewer tries to make
the subject do most of the work.
The subject should be told before the
interview is started, what the tapes will
be used for, and why his help has been
requested. He can be reassured that
the question/answer routine will not
be followed strictly, but will rather
take the form of a chat, with the
subject telling the interviewer in his
own way what the topic is all about.
When putting on a fresh reel of tape,
try
to
completely
stall
the
conversation, or good material will be
lost which will never sound quite the
same if repeated.
Indirect questions prefaced by 'tell
me' will provoke a greater response
than direct questions.
Instead of
asking a cross-channel swimmer 'was it
difficult?' which would probably lead
to amonosyllabic answer, the question
would get abetter response if phrased,
'tell me, how was the crossing?'
More animated response still will be
obtained •if the interviewer assumes
some naivety. Especially if he makes a
statement
he
knows
to
be
diametrically opposed to the beliefs of
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his subject. In the above example he
may venture, 'I have been told that
cross-channel swimming is quite easy'.
Naturally this technique should not be
taken too far!
The interviewer will have some
preconception of the angle from which
he wishes to tackle his subject matter.
During the course of the interview he
should be ready instantly to follow up
the topics which provoke the liveliest
reaction, relating them to his prior
ideas of the final programme.
Subtle persuasion pays dividends.
Encourage the interviewee, as he
warms to his subject, with "Tell me
more". In the early stages of an
interview, the subject's speech is often
stilted
as
he tries
to
say the
grammatical
'right
thing'.
The
interviewer must demonstrate that it is
unnecessary to 'play up' to the
microphone. The interviewer's voice
will not be on the final tape in any
case, so it is not so important for him
to guard against what he says.
The art of the actuality interview is
to get the subject to say what he wants
to say, but in the way the interviewer
wants to hear it.
Examine the following example —
Interviewer — "Was it easy swimming
across the channel?"
Subject — "No, of course it wasn't."
Interviewer — "But Iunderstood that
you had done it before."
Subject — "Yes, but it never gets
much easier."
Interviewer — "What doesn't?"
Subject — "Swimming across the
channel. It is just as difficult every
time. There is no such thing as an easy
swim."
The interviewer may appear to be
stupid, but he has succeeded in making
the swimmer more demonstrative. The
swimmer's last responses, when cut
from the tape, and without any
further alteration, will form an ideal
introduction.
It is quite likely that during an
interview the subject may commence
his answer before the interviewer has
stopped speaking. The interviewer in
this case can use the same re-cap
technique
as
illustrated
above;
interjecting with "sorry, you were
saying", he will get the answer
repeated in auseful form.
It is essential that the interviewer
remains
quite
silent
during
his
subject's
replies.
The
subject
communicates with the interviewer,
but the only response from the
interviewer should be by way of facial
expression.
Nodding, smiling and
frowning are preferable to urns, aahs
and sniggers.
At the end of the interview, one
should naturally thank the subject and
ask if he or she would like to hear a
replay.

LOCATION RECORDING
It is incidental sound effects and
music that add flavour to a location
documentary, the combination is more
powerfully
evocative
than
a
commentary on its own.
Prior research will indicate possible
characteristic sounds. At acarnival, for
instance, there will be coin jingling
collectors, motorcar horns and brass
bands. Less obvious are the fascinating
results to be chanced upon if one can
discreetly get into the middle of a
crowd, and collect 'candid' comments
with a hidden microphone. When
collecting general background effects
and repetitive sounds, one should tape
at least two minutes of each. This
would include such 'aural snapshots' as
a busy street, the interior of a train,
sea, restaurant and birdsong. With
plenty of material, extended loops can
be made of the useful sections, which
at a later date can be over-dubbed
onto
the actuality
interviews
—
without repetition giving the game
away.
Microphone
position
is just as
important
when
collecting
sound
effects as it is with the other sound
sources discussed in this series. If one
is
not self-conscious,
headphones
simplify
matters
considerably,
revealiny. , the
existence
and
whereabouts of background sounds to
which
one
would
normally
be
oblivious until the replay stage.
The biggest bugbear of location
recording is the thundering noise
caused by even quite gentle breezes
impinging
on
the
microphone
diaphragm. Obviously the first line of
attack is to try to record in areas
sheltered from the wind and to use a
windshield whenever outdoors. Many
microphones are manufactured with a
wire cage surrounding the pickup area,
and for others awindshield is available
as an optional accessory. Failing this,
one
may
be
constructed
from
foam-rubber or open-weave cloth such
as hessian, which is fashioned into a
'hat' which slips onto the mike, and is
secured with an elastic band. Even a
handkerchief
doubled
over
the
microphone will allow an acceptable
recording to be made in an emergency.
Another
potential
source
of
unwanted noise is the handling effects
due to the microphone lead and
casing. This is more bothersome with
medium
and
high
impedance
microphones, and almost non-existent
with low impedance versions. Advice
here is rather negative — try to find a
mike that is little affected; it should be
held between the first finger and
thumb, using another finger to retain a
loop of cable, as the majority of the
trouble is caused where the cable exits
from the microphone body.
Location music balance is a rather
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chance affair, even when headphones
are used. Really the only way to
record abrass band on the march, is to
march along with them, holding an
omnidirectional
microphone on a
boom-arm, the exact position being
determined
with
headphones.
A
makeshift boom can be constructed
with a chemistry clamp on a 'broom'
handle. The difficulty, the same for
any
hand-held
microphone
music
recording, is in keeping a static aural
balance.
Stereo location recording demands
the same care; a slight waver of a
'crossed pair' of microphones will
cause the panorama to veer round
alarmingly.
Incidentally,
it
will
considerably ease compilation at a
later date if each tape is commenced at
zero level, and faded down again
before switching off the recorder.

EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT
On location, spares are as important
as the
recorder
itself. A stout,
weatherproof shoulder-bag is best used
to contain the following:—
A spare
microphone and
lead,
terminated in aplug;
Enough batteries for the recording
session ahead, with plenty to spare;
Mains power pack for the recorder (if
available).
Extra tapes to cope with the
unexpected;
Plugs and leads — soldered joints
have a knack of coming adrift at
awkward
moments,
so
several
ready-made connectors should be
carried, including a plug to screened
lead, with bared ends for taking feeds
from PA equipment (check that it is
not a 100 volt line!)
Microphone extension lead — not
vital;
Razor-blade and editing tape to
repair breaks in the tape should they
occur.

A small screwdriver, pair of pliers,

Grampian DP4 microphone with polypropylene-strengthened foam rubber
windshield.
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wire strippers and cutters, box of
matches, and packet of low melting
point (match) solder.
A square of aluminium baking foil
for quickly screening joints;
Insulating tape, and heavy duty
carpet tape for fixing mike leads out
of the way of clumsy feet.
A pocket torch may be needed for
checking meter level in adverse lighting
conditions;
A small pad for logging battery time
and other notes, and finally, apen.

PROGRAMME COMPILATION
Once all the material has been
gathered, it will have to be knitted
into a cohesive end product. The first
stage is to find aquiet room and play
all the tapes through at least once; an
overall picture will begin to emerge of
the type of presentation possible with
the available material. The tapes are
played through again, this time making
careful
notes of each
item, its
duration,
quality
and
content.
Interviews should be written out
verbatim. It is helpful to log the items
with reference to the tape position
indicator.
Studying the logging sheets, one can
now select the most apt pieces, which

are played yet again and reconsidered.
In this way, a collection of adozen or
more
top quality items will be
selected.
Preconceived ideas will now have to
be modified to fit in with the useable
material, and a logical running order
worked out for the items on the short
list.
A factual documentary will need
some type of commentary to make it
flow; this may be derived in part from
the location tapes, and a visit to the
local reference library will provide a
source of ideas for the remainder of
the bridging commentary.
A start can now be made on a
'rough-cut'. It is advisable to dub the
short list material onto aseparate tape,
editing only this copy, so as to guard
the original tape against unfortunate
accidents.
It will be evident at the rough-cut
stage that the intended approach
doesn't quite come off in some places,
but elsewhere works better than
expected. The recordist should be
quite open to the 'feed back' from the
tape; ruthless editing is difficult when
one is aware of the effort that went
into obtaining the material, but this
pruning is the only way to a crisp,
fast-moving result.
Variety sustains interest, as has been
stated before. It is beneficial if the
recordist can break the final bridging

script down
into a number
of
sub-sections, each to be read by a
different person.
The
final
mix
of
location
material/studio commentary may be
carried out using the multi-track
system described last month, i.e.
re-playing the 'effects' tape (with
leader tape between each item) on one
recorder, and recording it on another
together with the commentary fed in
directly by amicrophone.
If a stereo machine is being used for
the record side of this operation,
cross-mixes between effects tracks are
possible. The (stereo) bottom track is
prepared with one set of effects,
complete with afade-down at the end.
The upper track is set to record, and
the effects material dubbed from the
lower track. Previously a second
effects tape has been prepared, and is
cued on the second machine, with the
output level turned down, though also
fed to the upper track of the stereo
machine. As the lower effects track
nears its end, the second machine is
started, fading up its replay output as
the signal fades from the lower effects
track. Both machines can now be
stopped, and the second tape spliced
to the tape on the stereo recorder, just
after the double fade, to preserve the
quality of the second set of effects.
This series will be continued next
month.
•
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DX

mom«

A few days away from the office with an attack of one of the
"... itises" of the shivery, snuffly type gave me the chance to read
some of the piles of DX bulletins, booklets and publications which
always seem to congregate atop the hi-fi until the lady of the house
orders their banishment to the "shack", where they join the great
disorder! The arrival of the "bug" coincided with the long-awaited
"Conversion Day" on which Natural Gas replaced the old-fashioned
"town" variety chez-Thompson and Ispent several hilarious hours,
over aperiod of days, explaining to various representatives of
British Gas that my gear was nothing at all to do with the winter's
spate of storms: Ididn't broadcast (at least, not in the Amateur
Radio sense) and that it wasn't atracking station for space exploration
vehicles --each to their own thing, hi.
Last month, as you may recall, we had an African Safari in "DX
MONITOR" and writing about Sierra Leone Iwas less than optimistic
of your -or mine for that matter -chances of hearing this elusive
country. Well
if you happened to be listening to the 90 metre
band on the evening of 26 January and if you happened to try
3316kHz abbut 2240 G.M.T. you would have been rewarded with
the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service loud and clear until it signed
off at 2330 G.M.T. Interestingly, geomagnetic activity was fairly
strong on that evening and it turned out to be astupendously good
evening for African reception providing further support for the
theory that when geomag. activity is high the auroral belt moves
south and the African signals sneak in under the southern edge of the
auroral belt and gain from the fact that east-west signals suffer
varying degrees of attenuation, whilst those from the south are
pretty well unaffected. If you want to test the theory for yourself,
try tuning to WWV Fort Collins, the U.S. Standard Frequency
Station operating on, inter alla, 5, 10 and 15MHz, and listen for the
plain-language propagation forecasts broadcast just after 15 and 45
minutes each hour. Suggested "A"-index figures greater than 30
appear to be good signs of African openings.
Many apleasant hour was spent reading the latest (8th Edition)
of "How to Listen to the World" (published by World Radio-TV
Handbook, P.O. Box 88, Hvidovre, Denmark, at £1.90 (postage
paid) ). The 8th Edition has been "produced in association with
the BBC" and is 168 pages containing areal miscellany of articles
on all aspects of radio.
Two articles which particularly interested me were "BBC Monitoring Service: the ears of Britain", by John G. T. Sheringham, former
Assistant Head of the Service, and "The Management of the Radio
Spectrum" by S. B. Duke, Supervisor of Engineering Services, CBC.
BBC Monitoring Service has aspecial place in my DXing memories
as back in April 1972 Iwas fortunate enough to be invited to visit
their headquarters at Caversham Park (the first Dxer qud Dxer, so I
was told): as John Sheringham says "it is not as well known as it
might be partly because it has not courted publicity, while willing
quietly to prdvide its services to anyone who discovered them ..."
Several technical descriptions of "BBCMS" can be found in various
BBC publications but anyone who is interested in anon-technical
account of their activities (from aDXer's viewpoint) might be
interested, after reading the article referred to above, in an account
of my visit: duplicated copies are available from me for astamped
9" x4" envelope and 15 pence (stamps/postal order) to cover
duplicating etc costs. "Monitoring Service" is one of the most
interesting aspects of the BBC and it has kept its light well dimmed
over the 30-odd years that it has existed.
S.B. Duke is better known as Basil ('Pip') Duke to all listeners to
Radio Canada's Shortwave programmes and his article provides amost
readable exposition of the problems that face the International Frequency Registration Board in trying to allocate short-wave frequencies
when there just aren't enough of them to go round. The magnitude of
the problem is illustrated by the fact that "at present more than 1,300
broadcast transmitters use the short-wave bands for atotal of slightly
more than 17,000 frequency hours daily. It has been estimated that the
effective capacity of the short-wave broadcasting bands .... is
reduced to about 6,000 frequency hours daily" during periods of
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low sunspot activity. Small wonder that the "Tentative High
Frequency Broadcasting Schedule" for each frequency period seems
to get thicker year by year with "Column 8" (which gives details of
likely interference with other broadcasters) getting more and more

congested! One can't help but wonder whether broadcasters who
seek the assistance of DX organisations in finding them "clear
channels" for their broadcasts aren't, in fact, causing annoying
interferences to other transmissions in the secondary service area of
their transmissions.
Tape-recording has avery considerable part to play in the DX
hobby. Two ways which spring to mind are the taping of astation
identification for subsequent re-play, over and over again, until the
identification becomes clear: the other is the building up of a
permanent record of stations heard (especially some of your real DX
catches), or atape-library of interval signals or announcements, or,
even, of National Anthems --this latter is invaluable in the case of
Latin-America and Africa! From personal experience, cassette
recorders (but with low-noise tape! There's already enough noise
on the signal if it's good DX so don't add anything to it) are ideal
for station identification work, but for apermanent tape then reelto-reel has the edge since, for Mr. Average, it is alot easier to handle
and to edit. Also -dare Isay this? -if you are building up a
"library" of tapes then single track is far and away preferable to
2-track or 4-track. In my (sad) experience, if you use 4-track and
do some editing you can be SURE that the really super bit of DX
that you treasure will end up in the waste-bin and it's loss will not
be noticed until it is languishing on arubbish dump and lost for
ever.
My bookshelves are choc-fui of various standard works and
recommended texts on tape-recording and invaluable they are if
you are involved with taping in aprofessional or semi-professional
way. Every now and then, someone asks whether Ican lend them a
book on the subject and this always turns into areal hunt for atext
that is neither bristling with complex formulae nor written for a
somewhat backward 10-year old. Two booklets which have recently
come my way go along way towards providing the text Irequire
on occasions like this --there have been others of asimilar type
but fractured English isn't the best medium for sorting out anewcomers doubts! These two are published by Agfa—Gevaert Limited,
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex: the first is their Publication
701E entitled "Tape Recording Manual" and it costs 41 pence
(including postage): the other, Publication 702E, is called "Recording
with Compact Cassettes", and this one is 71 pence (including
postage). Just in case anyone else is as cynical as Ican be (!!!) -I
don't recommend publications in this feature (nor equipment for
that matter) unless Iam prepared to stand by any comments Imake,
whether manufacturers/publishers send along items or not. A-G Ltd
did not send along copies to me, BUT they did dispatch them on
the day of receipt of my order and that deserves an accolade.
With just afew lines left ... afew quickies! BHUTAN -one of
the last countries to be missing from the radio spectrum is reported
to be on 7050kHz from 0730-0930 (some reports say 1030) GMT
on Sunday only in English, Nepali and Bhutanese. No check
reports yet from contacts around the world. GRENADA -ex
Windward Islands, became independent on 7 February. Should be
easy with its service to residents in U.K. on 11930 and 15105kHz
from 2000-2130 GMT. Programmes consist mostly of record requests
and some local news. If you want to try for it the hard way, keep
listening to 5015kHz after about 2230 and you may be lucky.
Good clue? Can you hear WWV on 5MHz? If you can, then you
might hear Radio Grenada -incidentally, it puts accent on first
syllable which can be disconcerting; GREN-ada not Gren-AH-da!
Posers, tips, questions, comments, brickbats and bouquets to
me, Alan Thompson, 16 Ena Avenue, Neath, West Glamorgan
SA1 13AD, by about the 10th of each month. Please enclose a
s.a.s.e. if you want apersonal reply but, even then, I'm afraid there
are times when delays are just inevitable. Anyway, that's it for
this month, so, from me .... 73.
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WE DON'T LIKE TO harp on the 'We
told you so' type of point but it was
quite a few months ago that we told
you to expect the NE556 dual 555
timer from Signetics. Recently we informed you that it had already been
second sourced by another company
and now it had actually been officially
released by Signetics Europe. There is
not much extra to be said for a dual
555 over the use of two separate 555s
except for matching of temperature,
etc and possibly the price. The one-off
price has not been given but it would
seem to be about £1.60. i.e. just under
the price of two 555s. With the problems of availability that there have
been on the 555 it would seem that
the 556 may cause the same sort of
havoc so get your order in early.

4
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555

6

Fig. 1. Battery voltage monitor.

Devices: 1, Data 1or 2.
On the subject of the 555 there is a
circuit which was mentioned here a
few months ago and which has caused
so many enquiries that we have decided
to publish acircuit diagram of this and
of another novel 555 circuit.

BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR
The 555 timer can conveniently function as the heart of an automatic battery
charger, the circuit is intended to
maintain a full charge on a standby
battery supply for an instrument that
is always connected to the mains,
whether in use or not. It can also be
used for the charger unit for pocket
calculators, etc. The circuit uses the
timer's two on-chip comparators, the
flip flop and driver amplifier.
A zener provides areference voltage
somewhere near the battery voltage
with an allowance for adjustment.
The two potential divider networks
supply the comparators with adjustable
voltages, one for LOW (switch on) and
the other for HIGH (switch off). When
on, the output gives amaximum of 10V
and when off gives OV, the maximum
current is 150mA which is limited by
the 47 ohms and protected by the
diode.
The circuit is calibrated by substituting a variable voltage supply for
the NiCd batteries. The HIGH adjustment is set first so that the output
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Digital

Thermometer.

DIGITAL THERMOMETER

normal astable configuration with one
resistor replaced by a thermistor/
resistor network and the other replaced
by a transistor. The transistor's near
zero on-resistance and very high offresistance results in equal charge and
discharge intervals that depend only on
the thermistor/resistor network. The
thermistor is one with avalue of 5000

This circuit we haven't tried yet but
it looks very good, anybody who tries
it, let us know how you get on. The
circuits output frequency varies in a
nearly linear manner from 38 to 114Hz
as the temperature changes from 37 0 F
to 115 0 F. The 555 is set up in the

temperature stable and may need to be
hand selected and added to give the
best results.
It would seem that a
similar circuit for Centigrade might
also be possible — any ideas?

switches off at the maximum battery
voltage and then the LOW is set for
minimum battery voltage. It is simplest to leave the output disconnected
from the resistor until after the setting
up procedure.

ohms at 25 0 C and aresistance ratio of
9.06:1 over the temperature range 00 C
to 50 0C. The capacitors need to be
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It is rumoured that Signetics have
published a booklet of circuits for the
555 and 556 timers, we have not seen
it (hint,hint) but if the rumour is true
try contacting Signetics: 2. 555s are
available from 3.

ANOTHER MULTI-CIRCUIT
DEVICE
One of the reasons for the success of
the 555 is the number of different uses
that it can be put to. A new device
from National Semiconductor (UK)
Ltd, is termed the LM3900 and can
also do many tricks. National have a
data sheet showing 47 different circuit
applications, surely as many, if not
more than 555 applications.

The LM3900 consists of four independent, dual input, internally compensated amplifiers which were designed specifically to operate off of
single power supply voltage and to
provide a large output voltage swing.
These amplifiers make use of acurrent
mirror to achieve the non-inverting
input function.
Application areas
include a.c. amplifiers, RC active filters, low frequency triangle, squarewave and pulse waveform generation
circuits, tachometers and digital logic
gates.
The voltage supply range is
4-36V, quiescent current 6mA and
open loop gain typically 2800. Some
of the 47 applications are reproduced
below.
The data sheet is available
from 4 and the LM3900 from 3 at
£0.69.

IDA1

0OS

Power Amplifier

V' 2

Ent

Channel Selection by DC Control
(or Audio Mixer)

Square-Wave Oscillator

PRODUCTION LIQUID-CRYSTALS
1974 is supposed to be the year of the
Liquid-Crystal display, it looks doubtful but that's what they say. Perhaps
they mean that 1974 will be the year
that manufacturers decide to use LCs
in equipment as an alternative to other
displays. Each type of display (digital,
alpha-numeric or warning lamps) has
one type or another of disadvantage,
Sperry's and Nixies require high voltage, LEDs and filament are high current and fluorescent (phosphor-diode)
require high current heaters.
The
liquid-crystal display has none of these
disadvantages, drive voltages are 3V
(FE) or 30V (dynamic scattering),
current is in microamps, direct interface to MOS circuits is possible. What
is the problem? -well there are two.
The first is that the drive required is
a.c. and only a few chips will supply
an a.c. output such as the MM5316
clock chip, there are interfaces to run
from TTL or CMOS but they are complex and /or expensive. The second
may not be a problem in some cases,
basically a liquid-crystal has no light
output and thus relies on incedent
light. This light can be from behind
the unit or from in front, thus in cases
where there is plenty of light available
no problem exists but in other cases
festoon type filament lamps are needed.
Siemens have arange of 10 displays
for many applications, they range from
a single digit about four inches high
at £33.22 to a single one inch at
£7.13. The multi-digit displays include
31
/ digit instrument units at £15.66
2
and four digit at £13.07, four digit
clock displays at £13.07 and six digit
clock display at £18.42. All prices
include socket and are for a transmissive display, reflective units are a
little more expensive.
Most of the problems of LC displays only lasting a few months or
days have now been overcome and
these units will now last longer than a
lot of other types of display if driven
correctly.
Learn more about liquidcrystals (we may have an article in a
later issue) as they may well be the
display of 1975 if not 1974.
Data
and displays from 5.
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Low Pass Active Filter

1 Semiconductor Specialists, Premier House, Fairfield Rd, West Drayton.
2 Signetics, Yeoman House, 63
Croydon Road, London S.E.20.
3 Bywood Electronics, 181 Ebberns Rd, Hemel Hempstead, HP3 9RD.
4 National Semiconductors, The
Precinct, Broxbourne, Herts.
5 JVN Components Ltd, 204-206
High St, Bromley, Kent.
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Tech Tips
POWER SUPPLY OR BATTERY?

RF AMPLIFIER PROTECTION

If you want to work out if it is worth building a
power supply rather than using abattery aquick rule
of thumb is that the juice from a battery comes to
between 1,000 and 100,000 times the expense. The
cost of atypical power supply which is comparable to
a battery will cost between £1 and £3 so if you are
likely to purchase that value of batteries in the lifetime of the equipment and if portability is not a

P.A.
01

consideration, plump for the power supply.

TTL-MAINS INTERFACE

supply
RF power amplifier output transistors may be destroyed
by high standing wave ratio loads.
This circuit senses the SWR conditions existing at the
transmitter output. If the SWR exceeds a predetermined
level, the PA collector voltage will automatically be
reduced: in the event of a really high SWR the protection
circuit will blow the supply fuse.
The SCR
shown in dotted lines — should be included if
the circuit is to be used to protect a high power stage.
Otherwise 03 is used to draw an excessive current from the
power supply, this transistor must be rated to dissipate the
maximum power necessary to cause the fuse to blow.
Potentiometer VR1 must also be rated accordingly.
The SWR sensing element employs standard SWR bridge
techniques and should present no difficulties.
Make sure that you have the right size fuse though!

Here is a useful circuit for driven mains operated devices
direct from TTL logic circuits. Although it works well, it
has the inconvenience that the neutral line is connected to
circuit ground.
For inputs other than TTL levels a 10k series resistor may
need to be connected between Q1 base and ground to
reduce leakage.
Approximately 1mA at 1.4 volts is required to switch Q1
on. If driving from alow impedance, some means of current
limiting will also be required.

ZENER DIODE LIFTS CAPACITOR RATING

Rs

Input

BOOST YOUR MAINS

LOW MAINS

o

240V

Qs) u

p

le

•
e On N
12V-30V SECONDARY
@ 2 AMPS OR MORE

BOOSTED MAINS

o

Mains voltage may be boosted by up to 10% by using a
standard filament transformer connected as shown above.
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o

1

0 +30v

6volt 10,000 uf

27 volt zener

o ov

Electrolytics combining large capacity and high working
voltage are bulky, expensive, and frequently difficult to
obtain.
A drastic reduction in the voltage rating required is
achieved by the connection of aseries zener diode. In
this example a27 volt zener in series with a6 volt
electrolytic filters a30 volt line.
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ETI is prepared to consider circuits or ideas submitted
by readers for this page. All items used will be paid
for. Drawings should be as clear as possible and the
text should preferably be typed. Circuits must not be
subject to copyright. Items for consideration should
be sent to the Editor, Electronics Today International
36 Ebury Street, London SW1W OLW.

... WITH KNOBS ON!
NOISE GENERATOR
The screw caps of some tubes of glue and toothpaste
can make very attractive control knobs. Epoxy resin
glue will not stick well to most plastics but will stick
to the control spindle and fill into the thread of the
caps making areasonable fixing.

VARIABLE RF ATTENUATOR
This circuit can provide variable in attenuation from 1dB to
approximately 40dB.
If intended for use up to UHF, the components should
be mounted in a shielded enclosure and feedthrough capacitors used for C2 and C3. Leads must be kept short. Low
capacitance high speed diodes are recommended.
The potentiometer can be mounted remotely if desired,
along with R3 and the zener.

In this circuit the Zener diode, as well as providing a
source of noise, stabilizes the amplifier transistor collector
operating point. The gain of the transistor is about 75 and
the noise output of the circuit is about 15 volts. Capacitor
C2 may be added to filter out high frequency noise —.in
which case the output drops. For example with C2=0.1µF,
the output falls to 0.5 volt.

15.V
CHEAPIE VARICAPS

C2

IN

Cl
1000pf

R1
2.2k

Varicap diodes are not all that cheap or easy to get
hold of. What is not widely known is that all diodes
exhibit a variable capacity effect when reverse biased.
Generally speaking the higher the current rating, the
larger the capacity and the change when the voltage
is varied across it. Even the 1N4000 series with a 1A
capacity can be used when small capacity changes (a
few picofarads) are required.

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE

NOW, WHERE ON EARTH IS THAT SCREW?
Keeping track of the various nuts, bolts, washers and
other fixing hardware when you take apart apiece of
equipment can be a problem. A good way to overcome this is to get hold of a roll of double sided
Sellotape and stick this across aflat part of the casing.
You can use this to hold the various bits and pieces in
the right order for reassembly.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL —APRIL 1974

This unique two terminal circuit can be used to define a
constant current in the same manner as aZener diode may
be used to define aconstant voltage.
The values of RI and R2 shown are for acurrent of lmA.
Maximum applied voltage with transistors shown should be
limited to 50 volts. Minimum should be at least 8 volts.
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more easily represented in their inverted form, an option is provided to
allow for either the true or complement
of the function on each output.
The PLA is intended for use as the
control logic in digital systems. Applications range from fairly slow
appliance sequencers and traffic light
controllers for complex intersections,
to the control logic delay of only 90
nanoseconds and dissipates about
550 milliwatts. Two output formats
are available. The DM7575/DM8575
has aconventional totem-pole output
and the DM7576/DM8576 has a
passive pull-up output which is used
in systems requiring more than one
PLA.
The arrays are available in a24 pin
Epoxy B dual in-line package for
operation over the 00 C to 70 0 C
temperature range (DM8575 and
DM8576), or a24 pin ceramic DIP for
operation over wider temperature
ranges (DM7575 and DM7576).
National Semiconductor, The
Precinct, Broxboume, Herts.

BENT HEAT PIPES

Over the last year, the use of heat
pipes has increased rapidly. Economy
heat pipes down to 10p each have been
in great demand. The principal manufacturer of heat pipes in the U.K. is
Redpoint Associates Limited who are
now able to supply heat pipes to
customers' specifications, such as flat
plate, cryogenic, flexible and bent
heat pipes. These specials are available
on short delivery and at prices which
compete with more conventional
equipment.
The photograph shows aspecial
3
/
4" O.D. heat pipe, bent to acustomers'
pattern. Although it might appear to
be a pair of dropped handlebars, this
matched pair is used on adevelopment
project by Trinity House, to improve
heat transfer efficiency where difficulties have arisen due to the relative
positions of the heat source and
radiator.
A free data sheet "How to Specify
Heat Pipes". is available from Redpoint
Associates Limited, Cheney Manor,
Swindon, Wilts.

‘.
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from page 15

MINIATURE TAPE RECORDER

A new breast pocket sized security
tape recorder which provides two
hours non-stop recording and has a
matching range of small, concealable
microphones and accessories is now
available from Evershed and Vignoles
Ltd of Chiswick, London. The two
hours continuous recording time
provides high speech fidelity to allow
reliable voice identification on playback. The high-frequency bias system
ensures quality recordings with low
background noise. These features make
the instrument especially useful in
certain applications where silent
running recording, that is when negligible audible noise or electrical
radiation, is required.
Designed to fit into abreast pocket,
the recorder is housed in a rugged all
metal case to withstand tough

HIGH FLUX SOLAR CELL
At the present time, the high cost of
photovoltaic solar cells prohibits their
use in the large scale generation of
electricity from sunlight. However, R.
Davis and J. R. Knight of the Plessey
Company's Allen Clark Research
Centre have now shown that suitably
designed gallium arsenide/gallium
aluminium arsenide heterostructure
junction semiconductor solar cells can
be operated at light intensities of 2000
times full sunlight, to produce specific
outputs between 20 and 40W per
square centimetre, whereas with silicon
cells the maximum usable sunlight
concentration is about 10 times.
This high concentration is possible
because the (Ga.AI) AS material is

conditions. Size is 81 x 131 x 31 mm
and weight, including battery and tape
is 0.55 kg.
Control for the tape drive and
record/play functions is completely
remote. The main control switch has
record, off and playback positions.
This is usually on the microphone,
but aseparate switch is available if
required.
Two models are available in the
series, the Type T702 for passive
microphones only and the Type T704
which allows use of microphones with
built-in amplifiers. A wide range of
accessories is available, including
headphones, headsets and earpieces, a
variety of microphones including
miniature and completely concealed
tie etc., abulk erase unit and remote
control cable and switch.

relatively transparent to sunlight so
that the surface layer over the junction
can be much thicker than is the case
with silicon, giving a lower electrical
resistance and allowing much higher
power to be generated.
Cheap concentrators such as curved
mirrors or Fresnel lenses can thus be
used to focus the sun's rays onto small
solar cells, thereby greatly reducing
the unit cost of the electricity produced. The optimum working voltage
and efficiency of gallium arsenide
solar cells increases with light intensity,
and at 2000 times full sunlight an
efficiency of 24 per cent is forecast.
Efficiencies approaching this value
have already been achieved with nonbloomed and non-optimised cells of
this type.

NEW AUDIO CASSETTE BODY
FROM EMI

TRUCK THIEF TAGGER
Truck hijackers and thieves may soon
be foiled if anew 'electronic tag'
system becomes commercially available,
The new system, developed in the
USA by Californian company Hoffman
Electronics, has just successfully
completed field trials by the US Dept.
of Transportation.
Installed in the vehicle is abatterypowered receiver, transmitter, and a
decoder whose function is to recognise
a unique digital signal.
If the vehicle is reported as stolen,
apolice helicopter transmits adigital
signal 'personally addressed' to the
stolen vehicle.
The receiver and decoder in the

EMI Tape Limited is now using it's
own design of audio cassette which is
being made exclusively by two U.K.
engineering firms.
The specification of the new cassette
adheres precisely to the recommendations set down in the relevant section
of the I.E.C. but the moulds have been
made so as to be easily modified if
this is changed or anew specification
is introduced.
Alan Parker, development manager
with EMI Tape commented, "Our
researches showed that acustomer's
first requirements is reliability and so
we built-in factors which we know
will give this quality. For instance
most of the 450 separate measurements
in the cassettes are calculated to within
one thousandth of an inch. We have
agreat deal of knowledge gained from
examining design parameters in
cassettes and we have applied this in
the Emitape cassette. We have not

endeavoured to build down to aprice,
although we will be saving money by
having the parts made especially for us
and this will help to contain rising
costs of raw materials."
Exhaustive physical tests on the
cassette body were carried out by
EMI's tape applications engineers, John
Homewood. Tests for dimensional
stability after the cassette had been
subject to arange of temperatures
from -20 0 to +70 0 C were followed by
specific tests in recommendation
I.E.C.94A on the mechanical reliability
and structural dimensions of the
cassette housing.
John also carried out tests on
magnetic shield efficiency, continuous
play, play wind, and play re-wind
reliability and audio performance on
both mono and stereo.
The new EMI cassette is already in
production.

TEN-YEAR BATTERIES

long-life pacemakers — from their
present £1,500 to less than £180.

A chemically-powered battery lasting
as long as anuclear cell (approximately
10 years) has recently been developed
by General Electric in the USA.
Intended primarily for heart pacemakers the new 3.6V unit consists
of abromine cathode, asodium anode,
and an aluminium ceramic electrolyte.
General Electric say that, because the
electrolyte is asolid, reactive materials
are kept apart. This, the company says,
eliminates self-discharge and internal
shorting.
The new chemically-powered battery
should substantially reduce the cost of

MOTOROLA TO MAKE WATCH
DISPLAYS
Motorola's Timepiece division in
Phoenix will start to manufacture
liquid crystal watch displays early in
1974.
Until recently the division had
been manufacturing C/MOS, quartz
crystals and other watch components,
however the new development will
now enable them to offer acomplete
watch module with digital display.

stolen vehicle responds to the unique
digital code and switches on the
associated transmitter.
The transmitter now generates a
signal indicating the vehicle's position
and direction of travel.
It is also possible to arrange for
ground-based stations to maintain
selective calling procedures.

ECONOMY POWER SUPPLIES

New Ranges Of Modular Power
Supplies, types DPS,SQ and P741 from
Guest Distribution offer awide choice
of output voltages and current ratings.
The DPS has an output of 5V at 1A
and has short circuit protection. The
line and load regulation is 0.5%. Case
size is 31
/" x 21
2
/" x 7/8".
2
The SQ has asmaller case size of
2" x 2" x 7/8" with an output of 5V
at 250mA. The line and load regulation
is 0.2%. The P741 series has 3types
in its range. Outputs are ±12V dc or
±15V dc at ±100mA, and 5V dc at
500mA single output. Again the line
and load reulation is 0.2%.
Guest Distribution, Redlands,
Coulsdon, Surrey.
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TOP QUALITY
H111 KITS FROM
ELECTRO SPARES
11111t=na
FM VARICAP
STEREO TUNER
00 s

Featured in the May 1973 issue of 'Practical
1
,
Electronics', this superb Hi -Fi tuner is
4L8E4 DY SOL
available as akit for the incredibly low
ro SATI sHE D
price of £28.50 including VAT and
Ctis
romEns0
postage. Electro Spares supply everything
from the slim-line çabinet down to the last
nut and bolt, and you can assemble it in just
one evening! It's that simple. Incorporating five pre-set
stations you choose yourself, with no difficult drive cord and
pulling system -spot on station selection every time.
Construction time has been reduced to aminimum through
the use of new pre-set Mullard modules for R.F. and I.F.
circuits. Positively no alignment needed -just asimple d.c.
voltmeter adjustment. Motorola I.C. Phase Lock Loop
Decoder gives perfect stereo reception. Guaranteed first
time results -or send it back, and we'll return it in perfect
order (for anominal handling charge).

£28.50

inc. VAT and pée p.
Please send SAE (preferably 9x4minimum) for full details.
Full constructional details only 10p post free.
All parts sold separately.
Only "design approved" kit available.

Recent copies of ETI have joined the list of
world shortages — they are in short supply.
Unlike some of our competitors, we do run
a back numbers service but we cannot help
with some recent issues.
These are two ways to ensure yourself of a
copy:
place a regular order with your
newsagent or take out a subscription which
will cost you a bit more due to postage but
will guarantee you your copy.

Cut
'To: SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
36 EBURY STREET,
LONDON SW1W OLW.
Please find enclosed £3.60 which includes postage (£4.00 overseas) for my annual subscription
I
to ETI starting with the next available issue.
IName
Address

April 1974.

'GEMINI'
STEREO AMPLIFIER
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EARTH LEAKAGE DETECTOR
A new electronic safety device
manufactured by an Australian firm
detects faulty equipment and switches
off power in less time than it takes a
human heart to beat once.
The unit, known as Powersafe
measures earth leakage through an
amplifier. It switches power off
immediately any supply current flows
to earth. It can also be used as a
portable unit for use in adoctor's
surgery; or on aproduction line where
it will disconnect power to one operator without interruption to the
whole line.
The core-balanced earth leakage
detector was developed primarily for
medical use at the request of amajor
hospital in Melbourne. While the
heart cycle is approaximately .75s
the ventrical valve opens and closes in
15ms and the machine had to detect
and cut off faulty supply within that
time.
In the State of Queensland, where
climate conditions permit day and
night use of swimming pools, it is now
mandatory for swimming pools with
underwater lighting.
The portable unit measures 6 x6
x4 in. and is for use in surgeries or
factories where it will isolate and
disconnect the faulty piece of
equipment, without affecting supplies
to other appliances. Units are
sensitive to leakages as low as 10mA
or better and will handle through
currents up to 60A. For factory use,
leakage current levels can be set to
customer requirements.
Physical Applications Pty. Ltd.,
43, Cochrane's Road, Moorabbin,
Victoria, Australia 3189.

'LAYMANS' GUIDE TO HI -FI
A new 12-page colour booklet has
recently been published by Sinclair,
as an introduction for the first-time
buyer of hi-fi equipment.
The object of the booklet, available
free from Sinclair and most hi-fi retailers, is to give astep-by-step guide to
unravelling the often baffling array of
technical terms thrown at the wouldbe-purchaser.
'Sinclair Introduction to Hi-Fi' is
divided into five sections starting with
apage devoted to asimple explanation
of the difference between hi-fi and
stereo. Subsequent sections cover
'What equipment do Ineed and how
much will it cost?', 'Where do Iput
it?', 'Can Ibuild it myself?'.
The final part of the booklet is an
alphabetical glossary of the 20 most
common words and phrases used to
described hi-fi equipment. Subjects
range from 'accoustics' to 'coloration',

STANDARD RANGE OF
SOLDERING BITS

Soldering instrument efficiency is
largely dependent upon the design and
shape of the soldering bit, so for 1974
Adcola Products Ltd is launching an
extensive range of almost 100
different soldering bit designs as a
standard, off-the-shelf service to
industry.
The range has been developed to
meet the requirements of production
engineers in the electronics and electrical industries, and includes both
copper and iron plated long life bits in

avariety of popular shapes -standard,
taper, and reduced chisel, 80 ° PCB,
conical and screwdriver.
In addition to soldering bits for
Adcola's own tools, the new range
has been extended to cover other
manufacturers' soldering irons to
allow for the purchase of atotal
supply of soldering bits from asingle
source.
Adcola Products Ltd. Adcola House,
Gauden Road, London S. W.4.

'frequency response', 'RMS power' to
'rumble' and 'wow and flutter'.
For further information and copies
of the booklet, contact Russ McAnulla,
Hi-Fi Division, Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ.

order for the supply of plate heat
exchangers for cooling the general
service water for the Westinghouse
Light Water Reactor being used in
this contract.
Although Alfa-Laval plate heat
exchangers (PHE) are currently in use
at five of the six Advanced Gas and
Heavy Water Reactor nuclear power
stations in the U.K., the Korean station
will have the first Light Water
Reactor to use PHE's in favour of the
more conventional shell and tube type
of cooling system.
Situated at Ko-Ri on the SE coast
of Korea, some 250 miles south of
the capital Seol, the 600MW station
is being built by the British Nuclear
Design and Construction Company,
acting on behalf of Westinghouse and
G.E.C., who are controlling the total
project.

COLOUR PICTURE-PLUS SOUND
ON STANDARD TAPE CASSETTES
Japan's Hitachi Ltd have developed a
cassette system that records still colour
pictures, as well as sound, on standard
cassette tapes. Reproduction is via a
conventional colour TV set.
The system is intended to record and
play back colour slides, opaque cards,
or still frames of TV images for periods
of up to 12 seconds per picture. Sound
reproduction is in stereo form.
An Hitachi spokesmsn said that the
system will be commercially available
from October 1974. Selling prices are
not yet known.

KOREA GOES NUCLEAR
During 1975 Korea will become the
fifth Nation in the world to draw on
nuclear power for its supply of
electricity. Whilst work has already
begun on building Korea's first
nuclear power station, the Alfra-Laval
Co. Ltd. have also achieved another
breakthrough in having secured an

BACK NUMBERS
A limited quantity of back numbers of Electronics Today International are available at 25p each
plus 7p postage I32p in all). Requests for these should be addressed to:
BACK NUMBERS DEPT„
Electronics Today International,
36 Ebury Street,
London SVV1VV 0 LVV.

MINIPADS
FERRIC CHLORIDE

Cose
tolerance
High
stability
Extremely low
teakage All 63V dc Plus or minus 1% tolerance
47uF 515p; 1 OuF lip; 2 2uF 813111: 4 luF £1.30;
6 81.iF £1.04; 106F U; 15siF f2•75. Also available
2% and n 5% ex stock

lib BARGAIN PARCELS

TANTALUM DEAD CAPACITORS: Valt.es available
0 1 0 22 0 47 1 0 2 2 4 7 6 8.F al 15V 25V or
35V 101.iF at 16 20V or 25V 15uF at 10 16V or 20V
22uF at 610V or 16V 3.3uF al 6V or 10V 47 viF at 3V
or 6V 100uF at 3V All at ICIp each 10 for 05p; 50 for
TRANSISTORS: BC107 BC108 BC109 NI al Op each
6 for 5Ip; 12 for 1111p. May be mixed for quantity price
BC182 and BC212 at 10p each AF178 at 30p each
All brand new and marked Full spec devices
POPULAR DIODES. P41114, Sp each

VERSATILE POWER UNIT
Contains double-insulated mains
transformer, 2 amp thermal cutout and bridge rectifier.
Will
give 1.7V-10.5V output with
two extra capacitors (provided).
Ideal for Nickel-Cad charger, 5V
TTL supply, cassettes, radios,
etc. Supplied complete with information 95p (20p).

8 for 4.5p; 18 for

Printed circuit boards for published

Dept. Td, The Melting. Station Road
Warn. Salop.
Tel. Nantinich (02701 63291

Are
STYLI. Finest quality for most Crystal and Magnetic Cartridges: DoubleDiamond, Diamond, Diamond/Sapphire, Double-Sapphire, Sapphire, at
lowest prices. Quick Service. FREE
LIST sent for S.A.E.
FELSTEAD ELECTRONICS
(ET)
LONG LEY LANE, GATELY, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 4EE.

Give your P.C. Boards that professional
look. Tapes, pads and I.C. groups for
1:1 masters. S.A.E. for price list.
ADELTA, 54 DICKENS AVENUE,
HILLINGDON, MIDDLESEX.
SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS
10E1214W KIT. 10 each El2
10E12 55W KIT. 10 each El2
25E12 %W KIT: 25 each 612
25E12 15W KIT: 25 each 612
20E12 14W KIT: 20 each 612
15E12 1W KIT: 15 each 612
10E12 2W KIT: 10 each El2

value
.1.
value
value
value
value
value

59e
44p
10p

na-1M.

Screened Wire, Metre
5Ytp
Twin Screened Wire, Melfe
10p
Stereo Screened Wire, Metre
10p
Connecting Wire, All colours. Melt 215p
New, Bulb, 90V Wire Ended
5 for 24p
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POLYESTER CAPACITORS MOLLARD C280 250V
/.1F 0.01. 0.015, 0.022, 0.033. 0.047, 3/4p each 0.068, 0.1. 0.1
415p each 0.22 5'hp 0.33 8p 0 47 9p 068 11p 10 15p
2.2 25P.

MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS
50V 1pF1 22, 27. 33. 39, 47. 56, U. 82, 100. 120, 150, 180, 220
270, 330, 390, 470, 560. 6.90. 820, 1K, 105, 2K2, 3K3, 4K /.
6K8. li.tF) 0.01, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033. 0.047 2Y4p: 0.1. 30V 415p.
TRANSISTORS
AC127
16/5p
AC128
22p
BC107
11p
BC108
12p

BC109
BC148
8C149
BC182L

13p
12p
12p
12p

trouble building
Is it not

assemble or repair most electronic
projects.
LYNTON ELECTRONICS

Tel. Downham Market (036 63)
3719.

PLUGS
DIN 2 Pin
12P
3 Pin
130
5 Pin 1800
15p
Std .Jack
1415p
2 5rnro Jack 11p
Phone
515p

SOCKETS
DIN 2 Pin
10p
3 Pin
10p
5 Pin 180 0
12p
Std. Jack
1415p
25mm Jack lip
Phono
555p

61 CHEDDINGTON ROAD, PITSTONE,
NR. LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS. LU? SAG.
Tel
Cheddington 668446 (Std. Code 0296;
PLEASE WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

CARBON FILM RESISTORS '.W 5% 10n-2.2M, %IN 5% IOn1M, 1p each or 100 to , 62p 1000 for £4.50.
METAL FILM RESISTORS 1W 5% 1012-10M, lYap each or 100
for £1 .10.

15 22p

having

working efficiently. We will design,

(C/F ICarbon F
5%
570 IC/F1 £3.10 net
229.-1M. tote
570 IC/F1 £1.20 /
,et
2211-1M. Iota
22a-1M. tote 1425 IC/F If7.20 net
tote 1425 IC/F I£7.35 net
22n-1M. tote 1220 (M/F I£7.50 net
915 IN/FIE:B.15 net
221-0-1M, tour
570 IM/F! £12.65 net
2251-1M, tote

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.
28p
19p
33p
28e
7p
14p
12p
22p
590
44p
10p

you

your electronic projects.

Lynton House,
The Green,
Downham Market,
Norfolk PE38 9DX.

DRAUGHTING AIDS

Orders accepted from
Government Deparon•nts

015

Ramar Constructor Services,
29 Shelbourne Road,
Stratford on Avon, Warwicks.

MARCO TRADING

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAM

28e
26p
32p
28p
7p

Fascia panels, dials, nameplates etc'
in etched aluminium. 6p for details.

PLEASE ADD 10% VAT TO ALL ORDERS
Send SA E for hes of Other existock terns LEO s
cliSCCaPeCitOre electrolytics etc Wholesalc price lists
available to bona fide cornpanieS

GIRO NO. III 7056
C.W.O. only. P. & P 10p on ord.., below (5
Discount, CI
0-10%, L20-15% (except net items)
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free)

01

one-off or small runs.

70
1 POSI and packing on all °riders below OS
Export orders-pleaSe add COS1 of air sea Mail

AMPLIFIER UNIT

VEROBOARD

standard packs, plain or punched/
drilled to spec.
designs or individual requirements,

SILICON PLASTIC RECTIFIERS I-SA. Brand new
wirevended D027
100PIV at Pp each 4 for Illp.
400PI
to, 42p
V at 8p each 4 for 30p; 800PIV at lip sac
4
h

Ex-PO equip., uses 2xGET116
on heat sinks, 2 zeners, 1%
resistors and caps, 4 small transformers, 3 pot cores etc. All in
screened
case
51
/
2x5x3"
70p
(30p) 4 for £2.20 (65p).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT;
Carriage in brackets, SAE list,
enquiries.
GREENWELD (ETI) 24 Goodhart Way, West Wickham, Kent.
Shops at 21 Deptford Broadway
SE8, Tel. 01-692 2009, and 38
Lower Acidiscombe Road, Croydon.

2(5 o 5"
27402W
36x5'
3% 5 3%"
2% x 1"
7(1 •5" (Plain)
2% •3%" (Plein)
5 s 3." (Plain)
Insertion tool
Track Cutter
Pins. Pkt. 25

Screws, nuts washers etc.
Sheet aluminium cut to size or in

NEW LOW PRICE-400 .71W Liners. Values available
4 7 5 6 6 8 7 5 8 2 9 1 10 11 12 13 5 I5V
7'01 n 5% at 5rnA All new and marked Price 7p each
6 for Mp; 14 for 114p. Special offer 6 of each voltage
(66 Ames) £3.135.

440V A.C. CAPACITORS: 0 luF size I.e x yin 40p:
0 2514F (gin • fin) 589; 0 47 and 050F (gin x fin)
lap; I OuF 12.n *(ni IISp; 2 CluF (2in x lin) fl.15.

Polished wood cabinet 14x13x
9" containing a sensitive (204V)
4 valve amplifier with tone and
volume controls. 3 watts output
to the 7x4" 3 speaker. Also included is a non-standard tape
deck. Supplied in good working
condition with circuit. Mains operated. £3.30 (£1.25). Amplifier
chassis
complete
and tested
(2xECC83, EL84, EZ80) and
speaker £2.20 (45p).

HARDWARE

IMP. 'NM Sp cace 6to , 4Sp; 14 for 110p. 544, 5p each
11 for 30p; 24 for V. All brand new and marked

RESISTORS. Carbon film 5% yW
43•C ,W al 70' C
Ran g e from 2 20 to 2 21.40 in 612 series le 10 12
15 ID 22 27 33 39 47 56 66 82 and their decades
High stability low noise AS al 1p each Op for 10 Of
any one value 70p for 100 of any one value Special
pack-10 of each value 22n to 2 Mr) (730 resistors)

3W TAPE AMPLIFIERS

Officiai
Eduutione

01-730-2139

POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS

Contain hundreds of resistors,
switches, capacitors, pots (all
new) + crystals, transistor panels
and loads of odds and ends.
Only £1.82 (40p).

IF

PHONE: BOB EVANS

PRECISION

Anhydrous to Mil-spec in doublesealed packs. 1lb 55p (22p) 3Ib
£1.32 (30p) 10Ib £3.85 (60p).

C

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BC212L
BC213L
BC214L
0C44
0071

12p
12p
17p
18p
13p

0081
0C170
TI543
2N2926
2N3702

16p
239
33p
11p
11p

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES
160V: (el 0.01. 0.015. 0.022 21
hp: 0.047, 0.068, 315a, 0.1, 0.15
Erep; 0.22 5p. 0.33 6p, 0.47 7/5p. 0.68 11p. 1.0 12/5p. 400V. 1(51
0.001, 0.0015. 0.0022, 0.0033. 0.0047 21Sp, 0.0068, 0.01, 0.015,
0.022. 0.033 3/4p. 0.047, 0.068. 0.1 4)4p. 0.15 6Yes. 0.22 854p.
0.33 12p. 0.47 14p.
MINIATURE MULLARD ELECTRONICS 015/016/017 SERIES
1pF/V). 1/63, 1.5/63. 2.2/63. 3.3/63. 4/40. 4.7/63. 8/40, 10/16, 10/63
15/16. 15/63. 16/40, 22/25. 22/63, 32/10. 33/16, 33/40, 32/63, 47/10
100/10. 100/25. 150/16. 220(10 All Above 6p. 47/63 8p; 68/63 12p;
100/63 14p; 220/16 8p; 220/63 21p; 330/16 12p; 470/6.4 20p: 1000/16
20p:1500/16 2Sp; 2200/10 25P.
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS, Tubular and lap can
/v), 2.2/25. 2.2/63. 4.7/10. 4.7/25. 4.7/63, 22/10, 22/25. 22/63 5p;
2/10.10/10. 50/10, 100/10. 10/25, 50/25, 10/50 5/5p; 200/10. 100/25.
50/506%p; 500/10, 200/25. 100/50 9p; 1000/10, 500/25, 200/50 11p;
2000/10. 1000/25. 500/50 16149; 1000/50 39p; 1000/100 66p; 2000/25
27p; 2500/12 17p; 2500/25 33p; 2500/50 62p; 3000/50 72p; 5000 ,25
86p; 5000/50 94p; el I.VOLT 8/350 14p; 16/350 19p; 32/350 25p;
50/250 18p; 100/500 330.
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RECRUITMENT

EDUCATIONAL

TECHNICIANS AND ENGINEERS
FOR ST. ALBANS AND LUTON
QUALIFIED OR NOT!

APPLICATIONS are invited from people of all ages with
experience or formal training in electronics and from Ex Services technicians.
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE SALARIES, negotiable and
backed by valuable fringe benefits. Overtime normally
available.
EXPENSES available

CONDITIONS excellent; free
schemes, canteen, social club.
37¡ hour, 5-day, working week.

life

assurance,

in

pension

WRITE or phone for application forms quoting reference
FTI 744.

mi

4
„.„.

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD
Longacres, St. Albans, Hens
Tel :St. Albans 59292
Luton Airport, Luton. Beds
Tel :Luton 33866
AGEC-Marconi Electronics Company

SICK OF WAITING FOR COMPONENTS
Try our express service (normally return of post)

— 10p
— 17p
— 16p
— 53p
— 13p
— 14p

2N
2N
1N
1N
1N
1N

3704
3707
4001/2
4003/4
4148
5401

Power Systems,
Communication Systems,
Electronic Instrumentation Systems,
Control Engineering and Digital
Electronic Systems,
Design of Pulse and Digital Circuits
and Systems,
The Course, which commences in October 1974, may be taken on a
Time. Part Time, sandwich or Block Release basis, and is open to
applicants who will have graduated in Engineering or Science, or who
will hold equivalent qualifications, by that date. The Science Research
Council has accepted the Course as suitable for the tenure of its
Advanced Course Studentships.

Research in Electrical Engineering
Applications are also invited from similarly cpalified persons who wish
to pursue a course of research leading to the Degree of M.Phil. or
Ph.D. in any of the above subjects.
Application forms and further particulars from the Heal of the
Department of Electrical Engineering (Ref: M.Sc15) The University
01 Aston in Birmingham. BIRMINGHAM 134 /PB.

TELEVISION
TRAINING
16 MONTHS' full-time practical and theoretical training
course in Radio and TV Servicing (Mono and Colour) for
beginners.
13 WEEKS' ful!-time Colour TV Servicing course (including
Mono revision) for men with agood electronics background.

Prices very competitive — for example:VAN 5% carbon film resistors — 1p.
/W 2% metal oxide — 31
2
1
2 P.
/

107/8/9
177
1302/3
3055
3702
3703

Electrical Machines,

THE UNIVERSITY
OF ASTON
IN BIRMINGHAM

GLUM?
BC
BC
2N
2N
2N
2N

M.Sc. Course in
Electrical Engineering
with specialisation in any one of the followinr

OPPORTUNITIES for challenging work on testing and
calibrating valve and solid-state electronic measuring equipments embracing all frequencies up to u.h.f. in Production,
Service and Calibration departments.

GENEROUS RE-LOCATION
most instances.

COURSES

Next session commences on April 16th.
—
—
—
—
—
—

13p
13p
6p
7p
5p
16p

SINCLAIR CAMBRIDGE CALCULATOR
only £26.50

Prospectus from London Electronics College, Dept. AP, 20
Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU. Tel. 01-373 8721.

CITY AND GUILDS EXAMINATIONS

Make sure you suceed with an ICS home study course for C and E
Electrical Installations, Telecommunications Technicians and Radio
Amateurs. Free details from:- International Correspondence Schools, Dept. 7558, Intertext House, London SW8 4UJ.

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
COLOUR

Forward 15p. for our illustrated catelogue to:- DART
ELECTRO SERVICES, 24 South Town, Dartmouth,
Devon. Competitive prices and descriptions of hundreds of components, accessories etc.

Name:
Address:
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TV SERVICING

Make the most of the current boom! Learn the techniques of
servicing Colour and Mono TV sets through new home study courses, approved by leading manufacturers. Also radio and audio
courses. Free details from: International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 75582, Intertext House, London SW8 4UJ.

TECHNICAL

TRAINING

Get the qualifications you need to succeed. Home study courses in
Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Maintenance, Radio, TV,
Audio, Computer Engineering and Programming. Also self-build
radio kits. Free details from: International Correspondence Schools, Dept. 75583, I
ntertext House, London SW8 4UJ.

73
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NO MESS- NO MASKING

Marco Trading

72

A perfect circuit every time!

Maplin Electronics

62

Minikits Electronics

55

Planetron Systems

35

Ramar Constructor Services

72

Service Trading Co.

35

University of Aston

73

Wilmslow Audio

35

A unique drafting aid for the
electronics engineer enabling
him to prepare in minutes a
perfect PCB.
A fine-tipped marker charged
with afree-flowing etch-resist
ink. Simply draw the
desired circuit onto copper
laminated board—etch—
clean.
The circuit is ready to use.

The Decon-Dalo 33 PC marker is now available in France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Austria and all Scandinavian countries.
Send for details of local supplier.

Please send me further details on the 33PC:
Name
Address

Post to: DECON LABORATORIES LTD.
FREEPOST
PORTSLADE,BRIGHTON,ENGLAND
(No Stamp Needed) Phone 0273

74

414371
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Practical Radio Et Electronics
Certificate course includes a
learn while you build
3 transistor radio kit.
Everything you need to know
about Radio &Electronics
maintenance and
book
Page
repairs for aspare
odd to
time income and
st
throil9hd /
ET
i/e-ces'
s
/totne
acareer for a
better future.

Over ISO
ways
' to
engineer a i)te- 2
'
3
3
ntie
better future
can put

trhileisr FRee 7-6Yaljc-)n

InnoCUT OUT THIS COUPON
oimn 'mu dmi
Tick or state subject of Interest.
Post to address below.
ConstructIonal-cont.
Man. Prod.--cont.
MECHANICAL

A.M.S.E. (Mech.) O
Boiler Inspect.
& Operation
D
C & G Eng. Crafts D
C & G Fabricat,
Diesel Eng.
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy 0
Inst. Eng. & Tech. O
Inst. Motor Ind.
O
Mainten. Eng.
0
Mechanical Eng. 0
Sheet Metal Work 0
Welding

El

find out how
in just 2 minutes
That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon. Mail
it to B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free
book. B.I.E.T. has successfully trained thousands of men at
home -equipped them for higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T.
home study course gets results fast -makes learning easier
and something to look forward to. There are no books to buy
and you can pay-as-you-learn.
Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a
day's pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an
expert. Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer not to cut the
page). No obligation and nobody will call on you.. .but it could be
the best thing you ever did.

Others have done it, so can you
"Yesterday Ireceived a letter from the Institution informing that my
application for Associate Membership had been approved. Ican honestly
say that this has been the best value for money Ihave ever obtained - a
view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced the course".—
Student D.I.B., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job
that Ilove, with unlimited prospects".—Student J.A.O. Dublin.
"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly changed my earning capacity and,
in the next few years, my earnings increased fourfold".—Student
C.C.P., Bucks.

FINO OUTFOR YOURSELF
These letters- and there are many more on file at Aldermaston Court
- speak of the rewards that come to the man who has given himself
the specialised know-how employers seek. There's no surer way of
getting ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It
will cost you a stamp to find out how we can help you. Write to
B.I.E.T. Dept. BEI i Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC

A.M.S.E. (Elec.)
C & G Elec. Eng.
C & G Elec. Inst.
C & G Elec. Tech.
Computer Elect.
Elec. Maths
Elec. Science
Electronic Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Install. & Wiring
Meters
& Measuring
Instruments

D
o
H
O

O
O

O

O
O

MANAGEMENT á
PRODUCTION

Quality Control
Salesmanship
Storekeeping
Work Study
Works
Management

D Building
D Building Drawing
D Build. Foreman
Carpentry &Join.
Civil & Municipal
Engineering
Constructional
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
Engineering
A.M.I.E.D.
Construction
Design of Elec.
Surveyors
Machines
Institute
Die & Press Tool
Clerk of Works
Design
Council Eng.
Electrical
Geology
DraughtsmanHealth Eng.
ship
Heat & Vent.
Gen. DraughtsHydraulics
manship
Inst. of Builders
Jig & Tool Des.
Inst. Works &
Tech. Drawing
Highway Sup.
Painting & Dec.
RADIO áTELEPublic Hygiene
COMMUNICATIONS
Road Engineer.
Colour TV
Structural Eng.
C & G Radio/TV/
Surveying
Electronics
c&G Telecomm.
GENERAL
Tech.
Agricultural Eng.
Prac. Rad. Elec.
Council of Eng.
(with kit)
Inst.
Radio Amateurs
Farm Science
Exam.
General Educat.
Radio Servicing
Gen. Plastics
& Repairs
Pract. Maths
Radio & TV Eng.
Pract. Slide Rule
Trans. Course
Pure & Applied
TV Main & Serv.
Maths
AUTO& AERO
Refrigeration
Aero Eng.
Rubber Tech.
A.M.I.M.I.
Sales Engineers
A.E.C. Cert.
Tech. Report
Auto Engineer.
Writing
Auto Repair
Timber Trade
C & G Auto. Eng.
University Ent.
Garage
Management
MAA/IMI Dipl.
Motor Vehicle
Mechanics

D
o
o
o

Auto. Control
Computer Prog.
Electronic Data
Processing
Estimating
Foremanship
Inst. Cost & Man
Accountants
D
Inst. Marketing
D
Management
D
Metrication
Motor Trade Man, 0
Network Plan.
Numerical Cont. D
Operational
Research
Personnel Man.
D CONSTRUCTIONAL
Planning Eng.
A.M.S.E. (Civil)
Production Eng. D Architecture
Coaching for many major exams.
including ONC, C & C. etc.

o
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58 '0' & 'A'

LEVELS SUBJECTS

Over 10,000
group passes

POST TODAY FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW
To B.I.E.T., Dept. BE! I
QN I111
Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF

I

I

NAME
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS

AGE
Accredited by;C.A.C.C.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

IIN-1`4/

à

tI

There are 195 er other good reasons for buying
AMTRON electronic kits
Apart from the five items
shown above, there are another
195 kits to choose from in the
vast AMTRON range of electronic kits.
A few examples of equipment
you can construct from
AMTRON kits are:

Power supplies, preamplifiers,
amplifiers, L.F.instruments,
accessories for musical
instruments, amateur ad
radio control transmitters and
receivers, battery chargers,
electronic car accessories,
psychedelic lighting equipment,
measuring instruments, tuners,
receivers, I.C.digital equipment.

Only 1st class fully
guaranteed components are used
—solder is included with every
kit.
Prices range from £1.56 to
£96.00 and each kit is sold in
protective blister pack containing
complete instructions.

Should you experience any difficulty in obtaining
AMTRON Kits please contact us direct.
PLEASE SEND FOR BROCHURE

4111111p

1171M.

TRADE & EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME
AMTRON U.K., 4 & 7CASTLE STREET, HASTINGS, SUSSEX. TELEPHONE: HASTINGS 2875.

')/1

